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1.1 Terms of Reference 
At the 84th Statutory Meeting (1996 ICES Annual Science Conference) in Reykjavik, Iceland, it was decided in 
the terms of reference for this Working Group that we will meet at' ICES Headquarters from 9-18 September 
1997 to: 
a) assess the status of and provide catch options for 1998 for the stocks of mackerel and horse mackerel 
(defining stocks as appropriate); 
b) assess the status of and provide catch options for i998 for the sardine stock in Divisions VIIIc· and IXa, and 
.. • .• ........ ~ ... TT'I'T _ -' ....... , __ ~_~~ __ T'O"_ 
me ancnovy StoCKS m ;:)UD-lUea v lll, ano .L11VJ:Slun JAi::l; 
c) provide the data required to carry out multispecies assessments (quarterly catches and mean weights at age in 
the catch and stock for 1996 by statistical rectangle of the North Sea for mackerel and horse mackerel); 
d) propose a definition of safe biologjcaI limits using target reference points based. where appropriate. on 
biomass, fishing mortality, maturity, growth, age structure, exploitation pattern, geographic distribution and 
other relevant parameters; based on the above parameters, propose limit reference points to be avoided with a 
high probability; 
e) prepare medium-term forecasts of yield and SSB, taking into account uncertainties in data and assessments 
and assuming a stock-recruitment relationship, to indicate the probability of attaining target reference points 
and avoiding limit reference points; 
f) quantify changes in sardine and anchovy recruitment in the Iberian Region and the Bay of Biscay and 
investigate possible relationships between any environmental parameters available and indices of recruitment; 
g) .provide ir.fOrlllation on quantities of disca..11!s .by gear type and OSPAR are.a for stock..s of fish and fisheries 
. considered by tlJis grO!!P_!OSP~A_~ 1997.153) and report to WGECO~ 
Additionalrequest for advice 
EU and Norway 
Short and medium term levels of catches and spawning stock biomass, taking into account the risk oi reduced 
recruitment at low stock sizes natural variability in recruitment and using the iongest possible time series of 
recruitment. In particular, for the medium term anaiysis ICES is requested to provide O-iD years stochastic 
projections at levels of F of 0.1, 0.15, 0.175, 0.2, 0.225, 0.25 and 0.3 and a plot of the spawning biomass in 10 
years time for levels ofF between 0.1 and 0.3 at percentiles of the distribution of5, 10,20,30,50,80 and 90%. 
Equilibrium Spa\\T-ing steck bioIr'~s a.'1d equilibrium yield for a fu!! ra..'lge of fistaing mortality rates. These 
equilibrium calculations should be based on a stochastic stock recrnitDlent relationship using the longest possible 
data set 
Tbe analysis in a) and b) should used the longest possible time series of historical data to quantify stock and 
recruitment. If the combined stock assessment is of too limited extent, these analyses might be based on the 
Western stock only. 
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1.3 Quality and Adequacy oi Fishery and Sampiing Data 
, 1.3.1 Sampling data from commercial fishery 
-The W crki.'lg C-rroup again c2...TTied out -a brief review of t.l:!e sa..1J1.pling data and the level of: 5a.1llpling -on t..lte 
GO!lLlll..ercial fisherie~s_ A short snm..ma..ry~of.Lh.e data, similar to t-hat-presented in recent Working Grollpjs .shown 
for each stock species. The overall sampling intensity is similar in recent years. Intensive sampling programmes 
continue to be carried out by Spain and Portugal. On the other hand sampling programmes on some of the large 
northern fisheries, particularly horse mackerel is very inadequate. Sampling programmes in Spain, Portugal, 
Ireland, England, France have been supported by an EU funded programme, 94/013. 
The sampling programme on the various species is swrunarised as follows. 
Mackerel 
Year Total catch Catch covered by sampling programme Samples Measured Aged 
1996 563,600 446,085 1,492 171,830 14,130 
1995 755,000 642,400 1,008 102,383 14,481 
1994 822,000 657,000 807 72,541 13,360 
1993 825,000 688,400 890 80,411 12,922 
1992 760,000 645,000 92 77,000 11';800 
In mackerel it appears t.l..Uit oVer 85 % of ta'ie total catch was covered by sa.'llpling 3Ji.d in general t.'ie sampling level 
appea..~ to have improved du..-i.ng 1996. Germany com..wnenced a sampling progra.T.me and Portugal ca.T.-ed, o~t an 
extremely intensive programme on their catches. There are still, however, a number of important mackerel 
catching countries which did not carry out any sampling programmes, e.g. Faroes, France and Sv.:eden. cJ1te 
summarised details of the more important mackerel catching countries are shown in the following table. C 
• 
E:\ACFNf\WGMHSA9SIREPORT9S.DOC 2 
·' Country Catch Catch covered b~ samI!lin£ I!rogramme SamI!les Measured. A~ed 
Norway 136,400 136,400 158 19,250 2,050 
UK (Scotiand) i08,iOO 1nL "'tnn ~O '7 'lo"'U'\ .., '71'-::' lUU,,)VV '0 1,_U:"7 -",/.l.V 
heland 54,300 48,600 61 10,092 3,021 
UK (Engl.+ Wales) 36,200 15,750 29 3,670 655 
Netherlands 48,175 39,045 60 5,141 1,500 
Denmark 28,500 17,136 8 712 712 
Russia .. A ~nn 44 .... 1'1.1'1. " 1Q ,J:::'-::' 607 "I-'+,,:nJU ,~~ <. .L,7,J..rv 
Spain 33,400 33,400 338 24,563 i,i30 
Germany 13,700 2,254 61 34,963 665 
Faroes 16,800 0 0 
France 15,700 0 0 
Sweden ~ ",nn " 0 . ~,.,:::IVU v 
Portugal 3,000 3,000 686 46,604 i,Oi4 
Estonia 3,700 0 0 
Others' 15,225 0 0 
Total 563,600 446,085 1,492 171,830 14,130 
*inciuding discards. 
Horse ~Y:fackerel 
The following table shows a summary of the overall sampling intensity on horse mackerel catches in recent years. 
Year Total catch Catch covered by samI!lin!l I!ro![amme SamI!les Measured A!!ed 
1996 460,200 291,000 2,498 208,416 4,719 
1nn.c: .::::onlVV\ 275,516 ry lld' 177,803 5,885 J.77J ..ruv,vvv _, .... 0& 
i994 44i,i53 272,100 1 A~'" ''"1", "'£1'1. I:. t::'71 1,~.},JI .l.:J .... ,""u:::r U,JI J. 
1993 504,190 379,000 1,178 158,954 7,476 
1992 436,500 195,450 1,803 158,447 5,797 
Although the .overall numbers of horse mackerel measured during 1996, increased the detailed sampling of horse 
mackerel continued to be at a very low level. The only countries that carried out comprehensive sampling 
programmes were Netherlands, Portugal and Spain. Other'countries, e.g. heland, Denmark and United Kingdom 
carry out no ageing programmes whatsoever. The lack of sampling data for large portions of the horse mackerel 
catch has a serious effect on the accuracy and reliability of the assessment, and the Working Group are concerned 
about the decreasing number of fish that have been aged during the last 4 years. 
Tne foliowing tabie shows the most important horse mackerel catching countries and the surrIlnarised details of 
their sampling progranune in 1996. 
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Country Catch Catch covered blsaml2linllJ:!ro~amme Samples Measured A!!ed 
Ireland 127,500 63,000 26 3,076 0 
,,"-T _ .. 1.. __ 1 __ ..1_ 
, ,)C fV'lf\ 1£.1 nnn ~L n 1n~ 1 1'\ ...... ,.. 
J.'II:'Ull:'ljii1.l1U~ l.;JU,VVV lU"t,VVV 10 ::::r,lV':) . 1,::1UV 
Norway· 15,500 14,600 5 564 142 
Spain 35,800 35,800 621 49,051· 663 
England 33,700 330 1 101 0 
Denmark 63,900 0 
J"':! .... _~_~. ")1 I"JIV\ ,.. ~ ,.." U~J.lllaJ..I'y ~.L,,,,,VV v '- ~~, 
.. Portugai i4,OOO 14,000 1,767 145,578 2,014 
. Scotland 16,300 0 
Others* -3,700 0 
'T' .... + .. 1 A.-::n IVV\ 'l01 fV\(\ .., Ano "no il1&. A "'7'0 
,v= "TVV,VVV J;.,7J.,VVV "".,"T.7U ..:..vr;.J,.,. ... v 
.... " .1.7 
. *Includes· discards, small catches by bther countries, and some misreported catches, 
Sardines 
The samplil\g programmes carried out on sardines in 1996 was again very similar to the programmes Of recent 
years and is summarised as follows. 
v .......... 'T' .......... 1 .... "'+ .... 1.. ("'I"' ..... '&-. ................... ~ h~ ... "' ........ 1~ ..... ........... .-... ............ '" e ........... l ...... 1I..1l"" ..... u ..... ..:I A ... "",,4 
,~
.LVI.Ql,'-'Q. ..... u ","""L,,",U "'VH.,..L'-'U LPl ~J.t'.lu..Ip t'J.V§J.Q.ULlJ..l ... U'QU.Lt'.L .... ~ .a. ........ "" .......... u .r:I.p ......... 
1 no.;:; ,..,,:. 0..,':; 11 A'll O~~ 
"7'2 ""'0 It Q'2n 
.l.77V "'''''V,J''''V .L.I.,.,. .... .1. UN , .... ,"'..,v .... ,u .... v 
1995· 138;204 121,384 716 59,444 . 4;991 
1994 162,900 134,700 748 63,788 4,253 
1993 149,600 143,200 813 68,225 . 4,821 
1992 164,000 130,000 . 788 66,346 4,086 
In general the overall sampling intensity remains at a satisfactory level and good coverage is maintained 
throughout the year. No sampling programmes are carried out by France or Denmark or the United Kingdom. 
The summarised details of individual sampling programmes in 1996 are shown below on the following page. 
Country Catch Catch covered by sampling programme Samples Measured Aged 
Portugal 85,757 85,757. 392 32,237 3,073 
Spain 25,674 25,674 441 40,983 1,757 
Denmark 2,921 0 
,..,----- o""'ln£ ,.. 
.["'li:1lU,,;t:; a,/vu v 
UK (England) 6,868 0 
Anchovy 
The sampling programmes carried out on anchovy in 1996 are summarised below. The sampling levels are very 
similar to those of 1994 and 1995 although the number of fish aged has increased considerably. However, 
sampling is stratified and appears to be satisfactory. 
Year Total catch Catch covered by samplinll J:!rogramme SamJ:!les Measured Alled 
1996 38,773 36,053 214 17,800 4,029 
1995 42,104 35,048 ? ? ? 
1994 34,600 34,400 281 17,11l 2,923 
1993 39,700 39,700 323 21,113 6,563 
1992 40,800 37,700 289 17,1l2 3,805 
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Catches of anchovy were taken by Portugal in 1996 but were not subject to a sampling programme. The sampling 
data from Spain and France, who carry out comprehensive programmes are shown below. 
Coun1:r"'j Catch- -Catl"h covered by s~11lpling programme Samnles , Measured A""d ¥ 
Fra.'1ce· 15,238 15,238 26 1,432 668 
Spain 20,761 20,711 188 16,368 3,361 
Portugal 2,775 ? 
L3.2 Catch data 
The possible underestimation of the total mackerel catch has been discussed by a number of recent working 
groups. 'l'be 1996 Working Group expressed concern about the possible large scale misreporting of mackerel as 
horse mackerel in the northern areas. It has not however been able to clarify this situation and the Working Group 
therefore did not make any revisions to the catch data. The large decrease in mackerel catch recorded for 1996 
appears to have been a genuine decrease caused by more effective control of the reduced TACs. As in recent 
years a number of countries. wr.ich have -substantial 'IT'i'=lol"k-PTel fisheries e.g. France, Fa.roes;. ·Sweden, Estopia, have 
been unable to provide data on t.lte distribnt!on of tb.e catches per statistical rectangle. The amounts of mackerel 
"mill:.1"P:nort,pA" tn in~nrrf':ct area5:: in 1996 decreased cODsiderablv. -~---r--·-- --------------------- - ----- - - '" 
Misreporting of mackerel by area continues to be a problem between Division VIa and Division IVa particularly 
during the month of January. The Working Group considers that this problem could be solved without 
endangering the North Sea stock by allowing fishing in Division IVa during January. There may be a problem of 
misreportingbetweenIVa andlIa but the Working Group are unable to quantify the amounts involved. 
1.3.3 Discards 
Discarding of small mackerel has historically been a major problem in the mackerel fishery and was largely 
responsible for the introduction of the south west mackerel box. In the years prior to 1994 there was evidence of 
large-scale disca..-ding and slipping of small Ill3.ckerel in t.'1e fisheries in Division !la and Sub-area IV, !!1ai.1l1y 
because of tlte very high prices paid for ]arger !nackere! (>600 g). Tflis factor was put forward as a possible 
reason for the very low abund~nce of the 1991 year class in the 1993 catches in numbers at age. In some fisheries 
e.g. those in Sub-areas VI and vrr mackerel is taken as a by catch in the horse mackerel fisheries. Reports from 
these fisheries have suggested that discarding may be significant because of the low mackerel quota relative to 
the high mackerel quota - particularly in those fisheries carried out by freezer trawlers. In the fisheries carried out 
in Divisions na and IV a the difference in prices paid for small and large mackerel has decreased since 1994 and 
the Working Group assumed that discarding may have been reduced in these areas. In autumn 1997 an EU 
funded programme involving Norway and Scotland commenced with the intention of studying .the performance of 
the purse seine fisheries for herring and mackerel. This programme will provide data on discards for these fieets. 
At present only one country - the Netherlands -is providing information on mackerel discards but this information 
is not applied to any other fleets. The Working Group would also like to draw attention to the possibility that 
discarding of small mackerel may again become a problem in all areas if the 1996 year class is very strong as 
;seems possible at present. 
i1~'1 ED progr!:lnu"e carried Ollt by Spain stl..!med thp. rate of discards of aJI species taken by the Spanish fleets. 
fishing in Sub-areas VI, vrr, VIllc and IXa. The results of this stody (perez et al. 1994) showed that the discard 
rates varied by species, area and fisbing fleet. The observed levels of discards were between 0.2%-25.7% for 
horse mackerel, between 0.1 % and 8.1 % for mackerel and less than 1 % for sardine. 
As with lI!ackerel only the Netherlands provides information on discards in the horse mackerel fisheries. 
No data is available on discards in the anchovy fisheries but the rate is assumed to be insignificant. 
Because of the potential importance of significant discards levels on the mackerel and horse mackerel 
assessments the Working Group recommends that observers should be placed on board vessels in those 
areas in whichrus..ardiiig illiiy hi:: ii problem.. This obser-i"er prograaraIne should be commenced as soon as 
possible. 
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1.3A· Fleet data 
In 1993, the Working Group expressed concern that insufficient information was available about changes that 
may be taking place in the various national fleets. It was, therefore, decided that data should be collected about 
the different national fleets, particularly in relation to the introduction of new technical . equipment, the 
improvement or increase in size of fishing nets and change in fl""t capacity. It was felt that important information 
about the fishery effort was being lost without which it was difficult to detennine changes in fish abundance. A 
certain amount of information on abundance was previously available from fluctuations in catches. However,this 
is not the case now because of the imposition of TACs and boat quotas. Decreases in stocks may therefore be 
difficult to detect because of rapid changes in efficiency. Tbe Working Group therefore felt that data on fleet size 
and composition, e.g. size of vesseis, type of vessei, overaH horse power, size etc., shouid be updated each year. 
Tnis·year.~s'Working:Group noted,ihatlhe data as it is ,currently provided to,:the Working Group makes the 
. desired comparison between years extremely difficult. Tbismay be due to changes in the type of fishery a. vesSel 
·inayexploit. Many vessels,.particularly the smaller ones, may be able to fish with a variety of different 
techniques, and hence different performance .. Larger vessels' e;g"purser/trawlers may switch preferences for one 
tpr.hni"lIp. 'tn th,., nthiorr Vp.!1.~pl~ m~v ~h:n_~witt".h :$ITP.::I~ ·::.nl'1 dnr.'\cl!;!. !'It".r.nrnina fn m:slTkl'!t r.nnc1itinnl!;!. Qnil-l":h::lnapCo in 
----"1-- w_' ___ -~-~ •• ----.- ---,; --- - •• ----- --- --- ------ -----~--iCI -- ------ ----.---.- --------.0-- .-. 
ma-nagement criteria. These are-likely to 'be difficult to document, and will be unclear or even misleading- in the 
type of table previously produced. Additionally, it was felt that the data on lengths, horsepower, crew size etc. 
was not actually providing any useable profiles of the different fleets . 
. However, the Working Group felt that it remained·useful.to have information available profiling the different 
national fleets and, most importantly changes in· the fleets and the way they' perform. Therefore, the· Working 
Group has asked the participating countries to prepare short profiles of their fleets and changes in them,over the 
last 10 years. These will be assembled for next years report, and updated as felt necessary by the Working Group. 
The information provided should include: 
• target species 
• areas worked 
• gear and vesSel types 
• any Ir~jor changes in gear, type of vessel" areas or specie:fworked, number of vessels in L'le fleets 'etc. 
1.3.5 Age rea<Ung 
. The quality of the age data for the various assessments depends on I) the accuracy and precision of the age 
readings of each species, and 2} the sampling intensity which enables the catches to be converted into numbers at 
age: The Working Group examined the -various species in respect to these factors. Factor 1 is dealt with in this 
Section, blitfactor 2 is dealt with in Section 1.3.1. . 
Mackerel 
A mackerel otolith exchange in i994 showed that the ageing were of a poor quaiity. Tnerefore an otolith 
workshop was heid in Febr-uary 1995 (iCES 1995lH: 1). This improved the qUaliL,Y considerably and the precision 
of the age'i~adings acrJeved was-acceptable-for the \Vorking C-roup. 
Horse Mackerel 
A horse mackerel otolith exchange has been carried out in 1996. The results show that there is a considerable 
bias in the age readings; The results of the exchange aredescribed in Section 4.7 and in Eltink (1997). 
As in recent years, the only countries carrying out age readings on otoliths of horse mackerel are the Netherlands, 
Spain, Portugal and Norway. For the western area the catches of the non-sampling countries use the age 
compositions of either the Netherlands or Norway (only foi the Divisions Ha and IVaarea) to raise these to their 
own catches. In some cases this causes serious problems, e.g. wherein a certain area/period the'Netherlandstook 
oni:\, one sampie because of low DutChciltches and the Dutch age composition was then raised to the high catches 
of non-sampling r;:ountries. Tne quality of the catch in numbers at age wouid improve considerabiy; ii:me oon-
sampling countries, with relatively high catches would start to age horse mackerel and would take samples for 
ageing relative to their catches. It is therefore extremely important that countries like Ireland, Denmark and the 
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United Kingdom should initiate ageing programmes immediately (see Section 1.3.1). The text table below shows 
how the number of otolith readings relates to the catches by country for both the western and North Sea area in 
1996. 
f""n.n ... t....' r.::.'t ... h {t'* Otnliths read 
...... v ...... u. .. , ............. u , .. , 
Netherlands 136,000 1,900 
Ireland 127,000 0 
UK 47,000 0 
Denmark 45,000 0 
Spain 30,000 663 
Portugal 14.000 2,000 
Germany 17,000 0 
Norway 15,500 142 
·This includes discards. 
Therefore the Working Group strongly recommends that all countries with reiativeiy high horse mackerei 
catches should sample for age at an adequate ievel. 
In 1997 a Workshop en Sardine Otolith Age F..eading was -held in mo, Vigo (Spain), followi~g the sardine 
otoH!.\} excha..l'!ge, between Sp::lln and Portugal c~nied out during 1996~ Otolith samples collected in different areas 
l!!1d seasons off the Atlantic-Iberian coasts were analysed. It was concluded that there was a general good 
consistence between readings of the different readers involved and that the readings of the Spanish reader, who is 
responsible for the age length keys, was the most consistent and also that there was a reasonable good agreement 
with those readings performed by the most experienced Portuguese readers. 
Besides several recommendations aiming to improve the age readings, this Workshop also adopted a protocol 
with the criteria for the standardisation of sardine age determination. It was also planned that this protocol will be 
complemented with a future guide that wiii assist the otolith readers. 
Anchoyy 
The age ~ading5 of anchovy a.'1d the age sampling of all th.e catches _appear to be, satisfactory_ 
1.3.6 Biological d .. ", 
The main problems in respect to the biological data (except age reading), which are identified by the Working 
Group for the various species, are: 
Mackerel 
The proportion mature of i-, 2- and 3-year old mackerel appears to be overestimated in the preseni maturity 
ogive and therefore needs to be further investigated, because it affects the accuracy of the assessment (see 
Section 1.4 and 2.10). 
Horse mackerel 
The selection of ,an appropriate maturity ogive for the western horse mackerel stock still presents major 
difficulties. This affects the accuracy of the assessment (see Section 1.4 and 6.5). There exists uncertainty about 
the level of natural mortality (see Section 6.6). 




The main biological problems for anchovy lies in understanding the migration of O-group fish and their pre-
recruit distribution. Information is also required about variations in natural mortality (M) as M may increase 
dramatically immediately after spawning has been completed. A better understanding is needed of seasonal 
growth in weight and length to modulate the time evolution· over time of cohorts, because of the large seasonal 
changes in growth. The input of hydroclimatic conditions on the recruitment success needs to be stodied more 
intensively since the physical conditions strongly affect th~ strength of the recruitment 
1.4 Review of the Mackerel and Horse Mackerel Egg Survey Working Group 
TIle Working Group met in Lisbon from 3-7 Februat,-j 1997. The main terrriS of reference were to plan the 
sa..-npling, for bot.'i plankton and adult para..""Ileters, for the proposed egg su..-veys of t.'1e western and sout.'1ern areas 
in 1998 and to review and report on previous estimates of mackerel fecundity, atresia and maturity. The 
conclusions and recommendations of the Working GrQuP and the sampling plan for the 1998 surveys are 
presented in ICES (19971H:4) and summarised below. The Working Group also considered the results of the 
1996 North Sea mackerel egg surveys. These results are fully reported in Section 2.2.l. 
1.4;1 1998westem and southern area egg surveys 
A total of nine institutes from eight countries are committed to participate in the surveys. The survey area will be 
divided into southern and western components. Temporal coverage will be divided into seven sampling periods 
between 12 January and 20 July. Periods 1-3 will only cover the southern area, periods 6-7 will only cover the 
western area and during periods 4-5 both areas wiii be sampled. The oniy changes noted to the pian since the Egg 
Survey Working_Group met are: the'German survey (waiter Herwig) wili now be from 13:lviarch-8 April not 7-
. 49 ~iarch -and the English survey ~iH be cBuied out on RV 'Colyste~' not RV 'Cirolana' and wiH be extended by 
4 days. 
It has been requested that, where space is available, vessels should carry ce!aCean and seabird observers as part 
of ~n intp.m~tinn::ll nrn,""~mme nT!l'ani~ed hv Mardik TJeonold (Netherlands) 
-- .,-- ------------- r- -Q-,--:--;-. --g----- - - -. ---- ---- -- - r --- ,- - ---- ------- - -,. 
The pJankton sampli~g strategy will be targeted at the Annual Egg Production method only for both mackerel and 
horse mackerel in the western and southern areas. The southern standard area will be the same as in the 1995 
survey. The western standard area has been extended by a total of 27 rectangles on the western edge of the 
sampled area. . 
The Working Group was asked to consider ways of combining the western and southern area egg production 
estimates for mackereL Because the peak of spawning OCCW'S at different times in these areas, combining the, egg 
production curves is not practical. Instead it was agreed that egg production estiInates woUld be calculated 
separately .for the western and southern areas and then added together to produce a combined estimate for the 
'North East Atlantic mackerel. ' 
S::Imple analysis will be complete.d by the end of September 1998 and the data submitted to Dave Reid, 
SOAEFD, Scotland, for the western area and Amor Sola, lEO, Spain. They will be responsible for subsequent 
analYsis of the data and calculation of total annual egg production of both species. 
- - - , '-" -, ,-.' -- - , -
Samples of adults for total fecundiiy analysis will be taken by England and Spain for mackerel and by The 
Netherlands and Portugal for horse mackerel. Samples for the estimation of atresia will be taken on ali the egg 
surveys by all participants and subsequently analysed by either England, Scotland or Spain for mackerel and 
either Portugal, Spain or The Netherlands for horse mackerel. Samples for the estimation of maturity at age wiii 
only be taken at the peak of spawning. It is important that these sampies are not oniy taken from the peak 
spawning areas ofp~OminantlYadult ~lindance but also from the .areas juvenile distribution. In !his context the 
Working Group requested information on the distribution of I, 2 aDd 3 years old mackerel and horse mackerel, 
from the Assessment Working Group. . . 
Fu..rt.qer investigation is ne-e-ded before t.he estimates of mackerel fecundity in th.e western and southern' areas can 
hp. r:nmhinp..lt Thp.re is; ~ ~ivnificant Telationshin hetween fish wei~ht and e~!lS ner !!T3.I1l in the southern area :--, -;---------:-- ----.-- -- - -:'-'7'.----~------------~.~--~--~ .--~ :--!-.- ---~- -.-.~--- -- -- .""--:... ,:". , 
which may be related to a sampling problem. If this can be resolved then the estimates can be combined. The 




For maturity ogi:ve sampling in the 1998 egg sW'Veys the areas for sampling, base4 on the distribution of 1, 2 and 
3 year old mackerel need to be identified (see Section 13) This request also applies to horse mackerel sampling. 
In order to calculate the maturity ogive precisely it is vital thathiSIQlogicalpreparations of the ovaries are made 
and ex.mined microscopically. A proposal for funding for this work has been submitted to the EU. Because of 
the cost of this .sampling programme· it is unlikely, that it will be carried out unless financial. supportbecornes 
available. The maturity ogives for the western and southern areas can be combined by weighting for the.spawning 
fraction in each area. 
Sample and data analysis for all the adult parameters required for the estimation of SSB from the annual egg 
production will be completed hy 15 March 1999. 
The 'Working Group conciuded that they cowd not, produce a provisional egg production or SSB,eStiilUite for 
either species in time for me i 998 Assessment Vlorkifig Group meeting _ or the October ACflvf meeting. L-aStead 
they recommended that the Egg SW'Vey Working Group should meet from 13-19 April 1999 to produce these 
final estimates. They suggested that relevant stock assessment biOlogists should attend the last two days of that 
meeting in order IQ use the data IQ re-tune the VP A estimates of stock size in time for the May 1999 meeting of 
}l .. CFM. -For this ·reason it is ilI'..porta...l1! that the Egg Survey Working Group meeting does not coincide with the 
Herring Assessment Working Group meeting. 
1.4.2 Review of mackerel fecundity and atresia 
This Working Group had requested a review of the historic data series with particular reference to the 
significance of the inter-annual differences in the estimates of fecundity and atresia. These have led to a number 
of changes in the egg sW'Vey estimates of SSB over recent years, A comprehensive working document was 
produced for the Working Group (ICJ:;S 1997/H:4, Appendix 1), 
Fecundity - It was concluded that there was a Significant linear downward trend in potential fecundity, 
equivalent to a 3.5% decrease, over the three egg sW'Vey years 1989, 1992 and 1995 and that this should 
be incorporated into the biomass estimates. For the years 1977 to 1983 a mean potential fecundity from 
tlte 1986, 1989, 1992 and 1995 estilnates (1526 oocytes! gm. female) should be used_ For the survey years 
1986, 1989, 1992 a,'ld 1995 the observed values for those years should be used. 
Atresia - this has only been estimated in thesW'Vey years from 1989. There was no evidence of a 
. significant difference in the prevalence of atresia between the three years. There was significant evidence 
that the intensity of atresia in those fish with atresia was different between the three years. The Working 
Group concluded that for the survey years from 1977 to 1986 a mean atresia (as oocyteslg female) from 
the 1989, 1992 and 1995 observations should be applied retrospectively. For the years 1989, 1992 and 
1995 the observed values should be used. Sampling in future sW'Vey years shouid ensure that this 
parameter can be calcuiated and used as a separate observation for ihai year. 
The recalculated values of SSB based on the above advice on fecundity and atresia are given in Table 
2.2.1. 
The Working Group was asked to examine the basis for a different maturity ogive which has been used since 
1986 for the 1984 year class. 
Over the period 1977-1989 maturity ogives were based on maturity at age derived from fish examined over a 
wide area of their distribution. The ogive was constructed from the proportion of mature fish found irrespective 
of catch weights or the number of fish examined from different areas. 
The 1984 year class, as two year olds in 1986, was considered to be exceptional (20% mature) from the long term 
average maturityogive (2 year olds 60% mature). The conclusion was supported by two other observations: 
1. Two year aIds on t.lte spm.vning ground in 1986 \llere 3 cm smaller t.1ta.1l two ye·ar aIds in 1985 (1983 year 
class). 
2. The expected number of 1984 year class fish mature in 1986, as a proportion of the total mature 
.population. was 30%. The observed proportion was only 11 %. 
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As a ronsequence; for the 1984 year class, the value of 20% mature at two years old was accepted and used. 
Withrespec( to the first point the 1984' year class was subsequently found to be above average numbers but it was 
notexceptional. The smaIler mean size -ClD the spawning ground was later seen as a change in the distribution-·of 
small fish rather than-a change in mean size for the whole year class. At the 1987 and 1988 Assessment-Working 
Group meetings (ICES 1987/Assess:12;'ICES 1988/Assess:12), the weight at.age of the 1984 year class; as two 
year olds, was revised upwards (300g) to greater than both the long term mean (275g) and the 1985 year class 
(250g). 
With respect to the second point, a change in the basis for calculating the proportion of fish spawning on the 
grounds was made. The change was to inciude fish about to spawn and spent 11sh, as well as running females. 
Tnisresuited in a revision upwards fromi 1 % to 17% for the proportion of the population beionging to the i984 
year ciass which-were spawning"in i986. 
, In conclUsion, the observed redllced maturity of the 1984 year class in 1986 could have been generated, by points 
1 ancl2 above. Equally ilcouldhave been generated by biasedsarnpling related to changes in the population 
- distribution' as was the caSe with meat! weig..ltt at age-. The Egg -Su..rvey Working Group' concluded t.1Iat -if t.lte 
decision to cha.nge the me~n weight at age was sound then it would be consistent to- aSSQme -that the heavier fish 
were predominantly mature and therefore the general maturity ogive, applied since 1977, should be adopted for 
the 1984 year class from 1986. 
'1.4;4 Maturity <>give for the 1992 and 1995 egg surveys 
In resporise to the'request (ICES 1997/Assess:3)the Working Group were not able to provide a maturity ogive 
with a CV for either of these survey years. Sampling in these years was concentrated on the spawning grounds 
and did not adequateiy cover the areas of juveniie distribution where smaHer iess mature 2 year oid fish may have 
been more 'abundant.' 
1A.S Future North Sea egg s\Jrveys-
There is lLTH:::.ert~lnty about the origLti of t.lie exceptionally high ntL111bers' of 1996:ye..ar c1s:1o::s mackerel:-observe.d in 
the IBTS in the North Sea as '0' groups (Figure 2.4.1) and as 'I' groups (Figure 2.4.2). If these are North Sea 
stock mackerel then they should be fully mature by 1999 'when' the next egg survey of the North Sea could take 
place: The Working Group recommends that a survey of the North Sea spawning area is carried out in 1999. 
1.5 SpeCies Mixing 
Scornber sp. 
As in previous years, there was also a Spanish and Portnguese fishery for Spanish mackerel, Scomber japonicus, 
in the south of Divisiol't VIllb, in Division VIIIc and DivisionIXa. 
Table 1.5.1 shows t.'le Spa.n-ish la.9)dings by Sub-division in t.':te period 1982-1996. In 1996 t.lte catch in Division 
V!!!b was 778 t, an increase with respect to 1994 aTld 1995. L'l Sub~division VTTTc East t.he catch -,was 2,633 t, 
simjlar to the catch in 1995. In Sub-division VIIIc West this is the first year in which a catch of this species has 
been registered,a1beit only 471.& has been the -case since 1993, there was also a Spanish fishery of-Spanish 
mackerel in Sub-division IXa North in 1996, mainly in the 3rd quarter, with a catch of 5,0661. There is noetror 
in the identification of mackerel species in the Spanish fishery in Divisions VIIIbc and Sub-division IXa North. 
In Sub-division IXa South, the Gulf of Cadiz; there is a small Spanish fishery for mixed mackerel species which 
had a catch of 370 t in 1996, a fall in compariSon with the period from 1992 to 1994 in which catches were 
around 1,000 tonnes, but similar to the 1995 catch of 364 tonnes. In the bottom trawl surveys carried out in the 
'Gulf of Cadiz in 1996, catches of S: 'scombnis were scarce or even non-existent, with S. japonicus making up 
99%0£ the total catch in weight of both species (M. Millan,pers. comm). Due to the uncertainties as· to the 
proportion of S. Scombrus in landings for this area, they have never been included in the mackerel catches 
reported to t'lis \Vorking C-toup by SpRin .. 
In Portngal the landings of -Spanish mackerel from Division IXa (CN, CS and S) were 4,759 t in 1996, more 
abundant in the southern areas than those of the horth (Table 1.5;1). Tbese species are landed by all fleets but the 
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purse seiners accounted for 76% of total weight. There is no error in the identification of mackerel species in the 
Portuguese fishery in Division IXa. Section 3 deals only with S. sCdinbrus . 
Trochurus SPA 
Three species of Trachurus genus, T. trachurus, T. mediterraneus and T. picturatus are found together and are 
commercially exploited in the NE Atlantic waters. Studies about genetic differentiation showed three clear 
groups corresponding to each species of Trachurus with no intermediate principal components scores, excluding 
the possibility of hybrids between species (Soriano, M. and A. Sanjuan, WO 1997). 
Following the Working Group recommendation (lCbS i 996; Assess:2), special care was again iaken to ensure 
that catch and iength distributions' and numbers at age of T. trachurus suppjieu to the Working Gro:up did not 
include T. mediterraneus and T. picturatus. Spain provided data on T. mediterraneUS aa.d Portugal on T. 
picturatus. 
In Divisions VIIIab and Sub-division VIIIc East, the total catch of T. mediterraneus was 4,618 t in 1996. In both 
areas the catch has fallen wit.h respect to 1994 (Table 15.2). 
As previous years, in both areas, more than 95% of the catches were obtalned by purse seiners and the maln 
catches were taken in the second half of the year, malnly in autumn, when the T. trachurus catches were lowest. 
T. mediterraneus catches were lowest in spring. 
Catches and length distributions of T. mediterraneus in the Spanish fishery in Divisions VIIIa,b and c were 
reported separately from the catches and length distributions of T. trachurus. 
A fishery for T. picturarus only occurred in the southern part of Division IXa, as in previous years. Data On T. 
picturatus in the Portuguese fishery for the period 1986-1996 are also given in Table 1.5.2. Catches and length 
distributions of T. trachurus for the Portuguese fishery in Division IXa do not include data for T. picturatus. 
l!~· infonnaticn is available en t.lte amOll..llts a.'I1d distribution of catche~s of T. mediterraneus and 1'. -picturatus for 
at least eight years (ICES 1990/Assess:24; ICES 1991!Assess:22; ICES 19921Assess:17; ICES 1993/Assess:19: 
ICES 1995/Assess:2; ICES 1996/Assess:7 and ICES 1997/Assess:3), and as the evaluations and assessments are 
only made for T. trachurus, the Working Group recommends that the TACs and any other management 
regulations which might be established in the future should be related only to T. trachurus and not to T. trachurus 
spp. in general, as is the case at present. It would then be appropriate to set TACs for the other species as well. 
Section 4.2.7 deals only withT. trachurus. 
"" 
" 
Table 1. 5. 11 Catches in tonnes of Scoml:ler japoniclls in Divisions VIIIb, "IIIe and IXa ill the period 1!.S2:-1996_ 
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2 MACKEREL-GENERAL 
2.1 Stock Units 
The mackerel caught in North East Atlantic waters were until 1995 treated as belonging to one of three stocks, 
Western, Southern and the North Sea stocks. Based on tagging experiments (Uriarte 1995) in the south east 
corner of the Bay of Biscay, in the North Sea and Western area (Bakken and Westgaard, 1986, Iversen and 
Skagen, 1989) and egg distributions the Working Group in 1995 (ICES 1996/Assess:7) decided to pool these 
units into one. The tagging experiments have demonstrated that mackerel from the different spawning areas are 
mixing in the North Sea and Norwegian Sea during the second half of the year (August-January). Since his 
impossible to spiit the mackerel caught in these areas by stocks ail the fish caught have been aHocated to the 
Western StOck. Tne catches of North Sea mackerel has been included in ta"'1e ·a.ssessment of \Vestern mackerel 
since 1988 (ICES 1989/Assess:ll). Due to big differences in stock size levels this has negligible impact on L'1e 
assessment of the Western stock. The size of the North Sea stock is about 3% of the Western stock In quarter I 
of 1997 there were unusually high catch rates of 1 group fish in the northern North Sea. As a result it has also 
become difficult to separate the juveniles of the western stock from the N.Sea stock. This provides a further 
ratio!1$11e for treating Lhe thJee stock as on.e_ The total catches, estimated by the Working Group to have been 
taken from the various areas, are shown in Table 2.1.1. 
Even if the three spawning units now are treated as one unit the Working Group considers it important to be able 
to follow the development of the egg production and spawning biomass in the Western, Southern and North Sea 
spawning area separately. 
A joint EUlNorwegian mackerel tagging project (1996/035) involving Spain, Portugal, Ireland, and Norway has 
been carried out in 1997.91.000 fish have so far been tagged using a combination of external and internal tags. 
rne purpose of this project was 1) to study the migrations of adult and juvenile fish in ttie sOuu1ern and western 
areas and 2) to obtain information on the recruitment patterns of juvenile fish from the Iberian peninsula and off 
north west Ireland. Preliminary results should be available for the 1998 meeting of the Working Group. 
2.2 Spawning Stock Biomass Esthnates rrnm Egg Surveys 
2.2.1 North Sea area 
An egg survey of the North Sea was carried out between 6 June and 2 July 1996 with a total of three coverages of 
the spawning area by Denmark and Norway_ A total of 30 ship days was deployed compared with 90 days in 
1990 when the last egg survey was carried out. (ICES 19971H:4). 
On the first survey daily egg production was low (1.02 xiO!2 eggs). but peak production occurred at the south-
western corner of the surveyed area. It was possible that some production was missed on ul.at survey. 
The area coverage on the second and third surveys was adjusted to take into account the observed change in 
distribution. Daily egg production peaked on the second survey (2.01 xlO'2 eggs) and declined IQ 1.07 xlOl2 eggs 
on t.~e fi .. ~al survey at the end of June. 
A total seasonal egg production of 59 xlO'2 eggs was calculated from these surveys bljSed on spawning starting 
on 17 May and ending on 27 July, as used in the 1990 egg survey calculations. By applying the fecundity values 
from Iversen and Adoff (1983), a spawning stock biomass of 84,000 t is calculated. Using mean atresia data from 
the western area, 11.6%, this SSB estimate is increased to 110,000 t. 
The Working Group recommends ~at the next North Sea egg survey should be carried out in 1999 (see Section 
1.4.5). 
2.2.2 Western Area 
The Egg Survey Working Group recommended changes to the historic estimates of total potential fecundity and 
atresia (see Section 1.4.2). Those changes were accepted by this Worldng Group and have been incorporated into 
t..lJ.e ClLrrent assessment. The estimate-s of fecundity, atresia ~J1d SSB of mackerel in ICES (l997/Assess:3; Table 
2.1) have been updated and are given in Table 2.2.1. 
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The area will be surveyed again in 1998 (soe Section 104.1). 
2.2.3 Southern area 
There is no new information to report. The area will be surveyed again in 1998 (see Section 1.4.1). 
2.3 ADocation of,Catches to Stock 
Since. 1987 all catches taken in the North Sea and Division IlIa have been assumed to belong to the Western 
stock. This assumption also applies to all the catches taken in the international waters. It has not.been possible to 
calculate the total catch taken from the North. Sea stock component sep~atejy but it has been believed to be iess 
than iQ,OOO t for a number of years. Tnis is because of the very_low stock size and because of the low catches 
taken from Divisions I\1b,c. This figure was originaHy based on a compat-ison of the age compositions of tb.c 
spawning stock calculated at the time of the North Sea egg surveys This assumption has been continued in 1996 
but it should be pointed out that if the North Sea stock should increase and the catches of ''Western'' mackerel 
continue to decrease then the figure may need to be reviewed. An international egg survey carried out in the 
North. Sea during June 1996 provided a very low index of stock size in the area. 
Prior to 1995 catches from Divisions VIlIc and IXa were all considered to belong to thesouthem mackerel stock, 
although no assessment had been carried out on the stock. In 1995 a combined assessment was carried out in 
which all ca\Ches from aD areas were combined, i.e. the catches. from the southern stock were combined with 
those from the. western stock. The same procedure was carried out by the 1996 Working Group and again by the 
present Working GtOUP; the new population unit again being called the North-east Atlantic mackerel unit. 
The TAC for the,So~thern area applies to Divisions vwc and IXa. Since i990, 3,000 t arthis-TAC, which has 
been fixed at 30,000- t,_ has been pemiitted to be taken from Division v'TIlb in -Spanish waters. This area is 
incIudedinti\e "Western" management area. These catches (3,000 t) have always been included by the Working 
Group in the western component and are therefore included in the F values used in the assessment for the 
Western area. 
2.4 Distribution of Juvenile Mackerel 
2.4.1 Surveys in winter 1996/97 
Fourth quarter 1996 
High catch rates of 1996 year class fish were taken off the western Iberian coast, west of Ireland and in the 
TampentViking banks area and the central North'Sea (Figure2.4.1). Lower catch rates than usual were recorded 
in :the Hebrides h"'w ireiand area._ For_ the i 995 year ciass there were small catches at the r..:r.;,r corner of Spain. 
The highest catch .rates were recorded off NW Ireland and the Hebrides. However, these catches were 
sul1stantially less than catches from either this year class or the 1994 year class in 1995. This may suggest that the 
high recruitment postulated in last years Working Group report was incorrect. The 1994 year class was found 
mj:jinlv ~nn~p.ntr::lt~..rl in the NW TrelandIHehtidei; area. with s.ome rea.~onahle catches in the- Viking Bank area and 
--c-----J ---------------- ---- ------------------- -----, ------------ ------------ ----- -- .... 
in the southern North Sea. 
First quarter 1997 
No data are yet available for the 1994 and 1995 year classes. The bulk of the fish from the 1996 year class were 
caught in the TampenIViking Banks area of the North Sea (Figure 2.4.2). Smaller catches were also taken NW of 
Ireland and SW of Cornwall. Although not a bottom trawl survey it should be noted that the Spanish acoustic 
survey in March i 997 found large quantities of juvenile mackerel in iayers dose to the seabed. 
It should also be mentioned that the Scottish bottom trawl survey on the RockaU Bank in August 1997 made large 
catches of juvenile mackerel which have not been observed here before. This was also confmned by Irish 
commercial trawling operations in July. 
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2.4.2 Trends in age 0 fish in the fourth quarter surveys 1989-96, (Figure 2A.3) 
• West Iberia: There has been a consistent "hot-spot" around the area of the SpanishIPortuguese bOlder except 
for 1990 and 91. 
• Biscay: Although this area was not surveyed in all years there were moderate catches in all years surveyed in 
areas in the central part of the Bay. 
• Cornwall & Western Approaches: Catch rates were very low from 1989 to 92 and then increased to moderate 
levels from 1993 to 96. 
'. West of IrelandlHebrides: Generaliyhigh catch rates were recorded up to 1995, but were much reduced in 
1996. Catch rates were higher in the Hebrides area in 1993 and 95. 
• North Sea: Data have o!1lybeen processed for 1995 ahd96. Moderate catch rates were recorded in the'central 
!\lorth'Sea in 1995. In 1996 the catch rates increased considerably and'the fish occupied a wider area to 
include Tampenand Viking Banks. 
2.4.3 TrendS i;'age 1 fish in thefirstquarter surveys 1986-97 (Figure 2.4.4) 
Tnere was no coverage south of 48or-~' except in 1992 and 1993 . 
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'thereafter. The maximum catch rates were recorded in 1992. ' 
• West of IrelandlHebrides: The "bulkoi" the age 1 fish were found in this area from 1990. The distribution 
tended ~o be more northerly (Le. Hebrides area) during' the good recruitment years of 1988, 90, 94 & 96. In 
years of poor recruitment the distribution was more even or tended to be higher in the areas off Cornwall. 
Very fe\\, age 1 fish were caullht in this area in 1997. ,', , 
• North Sea: Datab~ve only been processed for 1996 and 97. There were two good catches in the Tampen area 
in 1996. Otherwis~very little was caught in the rest of the North Sea. In 1997 tbe majority ofall the age 1 fiSh 
\Vere found in the area of the Tampen and Viking Banks. This is a highly unusual event, as can be seen fro~ 
both the distribution maps and the North Sea recruit index (Table 3.l.I). The provenance of these, fish is 
presently unknown and the Working Group feels that it is premature to consider whether these are North Sea 
or Western mackerel. This matter will be given further study. 
2.4.4 lViackerei recnrlt indices 
Some doubt has been expressed about the value of the mackerel recruit index derived from all the bottom trawl 
surveys in quarters 4 and I (ICES 1996/Assess:7; ICES 1995/Assess:2). Evidence was presented in the 1996 
report ,(!CE,~ ,1997lAssess:3) that ~~is might be explained by the more northerly distribution of the juvenile, fish in 
recent years. 'rheWorking Group recommended that modelling and other studies be carried out to explore this. 
To this end" studies/lave been c;uried out to compare the recruitment indices calculated fbreach iitdividl!al 
survey series, with the assessment index of recruitment. Two indices; one calculated from the Scottish west coast 
. survey in the first quarter at age 1 (Flgure 2.4.5) and on7, from the LaCoruiia fishery CPUE at age 1 (Spartish 
,trawl fleet, VIllc west) (Figure 2.4.6) sho\\, good fits with the assessment. As noted inIast years report (ICES 
1997/Assess:3) there appears to be it tendency in recent years for high catch rates 10 be taken at the extreme,north 
and south ends of the range in good recruit years. Examination of the age 1 distribution maps ITOII1 the Cjuru.'t:~r 1 
bottom trawi surveys show mat high catch rates were recorded in u~e Hebrides area in 1988, 90, 94 & 96, in each 
case follOwing a peak in recruitment. There may be two possible explanations for this. First, thatfojloWing a 
go04 recruit year thejuvenile fish tend to spread out over a wider, area, the so called "basin effect". Or se,ondly, 
that the conditions, whiSh lead to a good recruitme,nt also· !end to result in the a greater transport of the young fish 
,into ,t.1:!e F...ebrides. are~. L11 either 'Gase there is ,good'support from these data for the' use of the West of Sc'otlaild 
. surveys as an index of good vs. poor recruitment " , 
It is interesting to note that the index de,rived from all the sun:eys also showed up the good recruit years well. 
However,)talso shOWed a high value for the 1991 year class which was not reflected in the assessment",:ries.ln 
, 1992 there was a dramatic increase in catch rates around Cornwall, and this would have tended to produce a high 
overall index. There is still evidence of a general trend in the overall survey index which was also not reflected in 
the assessment series. The reasons for this remain unclear. 
In quarter 1 1997 the fit between the assessment series and the Scottish west coast survey appeared to break 
down, with the survey index being much lower. As described above, the juvenile distribution maps (Figure 2.4.2) 
" IU 
. -
showed a dramatic increase in age I fish in the northern North Sea. Based on the assumption that these fish might 
belong to the Western "stock" rather than the North Sea "stock" they were then included in the west coast index . 
This resulted in a good fitwiththe assessment index. 
The conclusion from these studies- is that the two trawl indices can be used as reliable pointers to recruittnent 
success or failure. However it continues to be important to collect recruit data from the other bottom trawl 
surveys in both quarters to retain an appreciation of changes in juvenile distribution and their potential impact on 
the validity of the indices. 
As noted in last year's Working Group report (lCES 1997/Assess:3) aud again this year, there have been marked 
interannual -changes in the NorthiSouth distributions of juvenile mackerei which have cast doubt on the 
traditionai method of calcuiating the recruit index. For this.,reasofi this index has not been calculated_for 1996. 
The two indices mentioned above, the Scottish west coast survey ,at age 1 and the La Cor-una fishery at age 1 \0\111 
be used to indicate the pattern of recruittnent. 
2.5 The Fishery in 1996 
The total catch estimated by the Working Group to have been taken from the various areas is shown in Table 
2.1.1. This table shows the development of the. fisheries since 1969. The total estimated catch in 1996 was about 
563,600 t which was approximately 192,OOOt lower than the catch taken in 1995 and the lowest recorded from 
the fishery since 1973. The TACs set for 1996 amounted to 446,ooot (see Section 2.5.1.) The dramatic decrease 
was mainly due to the decrease in the TACs set as a result of the international agreements and the effective 
enforcement of the management measures. Estimates of discards are also shown in this table but these estimates 
apply to one fleet only. 
During i996 the highest catches (over 201,000 t) were: again taken ,from. Sub-area rv' and Division illa - oVer 
97% of these having been taken in Division IVa.There was, however, a considerable.decrease in the catch taken 
from this area compared with that of 1995. A small decrease was. also observed in the catches from Divisions ITa 
and Vb (103,000 t) where the international fisheries take place. Significant decreases also took place in the 
fisheries in Sub-areas VI and VII and Divisiofl-VIIIa,b;d,e (213:000 t); The catches taken in Divisions vnlc and 
··!Xa have slowly increased in recent years and the 1996 catch of over 34,000 t is the highest recorded since 1977. 
The amounts misreported during 1996 also decreased compared with previous years. Approximately 52,000 t of 
mackerel, taken in Division IVa, were reported as having been taken in Division VIa - the corresponding figure 
for 1995 was 107,000 t. This decrease was due to increased monitoring of the fisheries and also the decreased 
TACs. Catches from the fishery in the southern part of Division VIawhich,had developed considerably in recent 
years decreased in 1996 and fell from 20,000 t to 13,000 t. 
The catches per quarter and per Sub-area and by Division are shown in Tabie 2.5.1 and aiso in Figures 2.S.1a-d. 
Tne quarterly distribution of the fisheries in i996 was very similar to that of 1995. Over 37% of the total catch 
was taken during the 1st quarter as the shoals migrate through Sub--area VI to the main spawning areas in Sub--
area VU. Only 8%. of the total catch was taken in Quarter 2, most of it from Sub-areas VI and VII. During 
Quarter 3 the main 'catches were recorded from Division ITa and Division IVa from the shoals on the summer 
feeding areas. During Qua..rter 4 the !!l~in c.atches were recorde-d from the overwinterhlg areas in Division IV a. 
The main c.atches from Divisions VIne and IXa were taken in Quarter 2 - over 57% of the- total being taken in 
Quarter 2 from Division VIDc. The quarterly distributions of the catches since 1990 are shown in the table 
below. Over this period there appears to have been a gradual change in· the timing of the fisheries, with a 
decreasing amount of the catch being taken from Q4 and a corresponding increase in the catches from Q 1. 
Percentage distribution of tbe total catches from 1990-1996 
Year QI Q2 Q3 Q4 
1990 28 6 26 40 
1991 38 5 25 32 
1992 34 5 24 37 
1993 29 7 25 39 
1994 32 6 28 34 
1995 37 8 27 28 
1996 37 8 32 23 
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National catcbes 
The national catches recorded by the various countries for the different areas are shown in Tables 2.5.2~2,5.5. As 
has been stated before these figures should not be used to study trends in national figures because of the degree 
of misreporting, and thebigh"unallocated" catches due to some countries exceeding their quota. Some mistakes 
have been discovered in,thesetables-particularly for the earlier years·and·these have been corrected. These. 
mistakes, however did not·effect the catches in numbers at. age used in the assessments The main mackerel 
catching countries in recent years continue to be Norway, United Kingdom, Ireland, Netherlands and Russia. 
The total catch recorded from Divisions ITa and Vb (Table 2;5.2) was believed to be about 103,300 t, which was 
· considerably lower than that for 1995 (135,493). Most of this catch was taken by Norway and Russia. Tne totai 
catch believed to have been taken from «-internationar' waters in this area was about-5i,300 t. T"nere appeared-to 
hav~ been -no' misreporting' of catches -from this area dwing. 1996 but :there is no data to- support -this: assumption. 
High levels of misreporting were recorded in 1994 (109,600 t). 
The total catch recorded from the North Sea (Sub·area IV and Division Illa) (Table 2.5.3) was .212,800, t 
compared with 322.100 t in 1995. This figure is the lowest recorded from the area since 1986. This decrease was 
mainly a result of a decrease in fishing' effort in DivisionlVa as a result of the reduced quota and more effective 
enforcetnent of the management measures? About 51,7oot were believed to have been taken in Division IVa: but 
were reported as having been taken in Division Via. The main catches were recorded by Norway (88,000 t), 
while 'substantial catches, totalling 56,000 t were also recorded by Denmark, the United Kingdom and Faroe 
Islands. 
The total catch estimated from the Western areas (Table 2.5.4) was 213,300 t , after correcting for unallocated 
and misreported catches (minus 41,800 t), The unaUocated, misreported catches and discards are mainly made up 
of an unallocaied catch of' approximateiy' i 0.000 t together with caiches oj about SI, 700 t believed to ,have been 
taken in Division IV a: The national catches have been very stable for a number of years -the maincatcbes being 
reCorded by the United Kingdom, Ireland and the Netherlands. 
- The tOtal' catch 'recorded from-Divisions VIIIc -2..l1d','IXa (Table 2.5.5) was 347100 wpich is the pjghest total 
recorded since' before: 1977 a~d continues the 'increasing'trend in catches -from this area observed, in recent years. 
The increased catches' were as a result of increased, prices'for mackerel. Most of the catch from fhis area is taken 
by Spain (>90%). 
· 2.5.1 ACFM advice and management applicable to 1996 and 1997 
The TACs agreed by the various management authorities and the advice given by ACFM for 1996 and 1997 were 
, as follows: 
. ... 
. . ' . 
'. '. 
" 
. 1996 .... • 1997 . 
Stock Advice recommendedbyACFM I Agreed TACI Catch Recommended TAC AgreedTAC 
'.' '.' . '" 
Nnrth Sea Sto~k, IT .owe~t nm:~lhle_level 
· ~l~si~~~l~ ;t6~~ -- .I;i~-n~~~;-~~:~o~ -of"F I LPL 52.8 see text 363.2 
Southern Stock No advice given see text 30. 
Assumed to be mainly Western stock mackerel, taken from Sub-area IV, Division ffia and ITa, and included in 
the total agreed TAC for the western' stock. 
2Division Villc, Sub-areas IX and X and CECAFDivision 34.1.1.(EU waters only). 
The agreed TAC for 1997 for the Western and North Sea stocks combined amounts to 416,3OOt and this figure 
includes the agreements between EU, Norway and the Faroes. For i997 ACFM recommended a significant 
reduction in fishing mortality in order to restore and maintain the SSB within the range observed in the time 
series available. 
It is again iIr.por+.Ai'lt to stress thUlt while t.'le reconunended TACs are m~ant to apply to tlte total catch of all 
mackerel over the total distribution area the actual agreed TACs do not apply to the catches taken in international 
waters. The total catches in international waters, which are mainly taken by Russia in the Norwegian Sea, have 
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been increasing in recent years and amounted to over 51,ooot in 1996. There are no restrictions on the amount of 
fish which can be taken in this fishery. 
In addition to the TACs and the national quota' the following are some of the. more important .additional 
management measures which were in force in. 1996·and are again in force in 1997. These measures are mainly 
designed to afford maximum protection to the North Sea stock while it remains in it's present depleted state while 
at the same time allowing fishing on the western stock whileit is present in the North Sea. 
1. Prohibition of fishing in Division IV a during Quarters I and 2, and of a directed mackerel fishery in Divisions 
IVb and IV c throughout the year (Norway opened for a small fishery in Division IV a the first quarter of 1996 
and 1997j; 
2. Prohibition of a directed mackerel fishery in the «Cornwall Box"; 
3; 1vIWmum landing size of 30 cm for Su1J...area P{? Division ITIa and 25 cm for Divisions "'TIle and IXa. 
Various national measures such as closed seasons and boat quotas are also in operations in most of the major 
mackerel catching countries. 
2.6 Distribution of the Mackerel Fisheries 
The distribution of the mackerel catches taken in 1996 is shown per quarter and per Sub-area and Division in 
Table 2.5.1. More detailed information on catches, per statistical rectangle, based on logbook information is 
shown in Figures 2.5.la-d.The information is incomplete because it is based only on catches from Netherlands, 
Norway, Ireland, Russia, Denmark, Spain, Portugal and United Kingdom. The catches represent over 400,000 t 
or about 70% of the total catch. In these figures the Spanish catches are not based on official data and the total 
catches have not been corrected for any tnisreporting. 
First quarter 19% 
Catches taken during this quarter totalled about 207,800 t. Misreporting of catches between Division IV a and VIa 
taJces place particularly during the eaIly part of Lhis quaIter- and although the amounts have decrea..~ dUTing 1996 
the distribution of the fishery shown in this quarter should be treated with caution. The distribution of thecatches 
appear to be very sitnilar to that of 1995 and reflects the tnigration of the shoals as they move away from the 
overwintering areas in the North Sea and ITa along the west of Scotland and Ireland towards the spawning 
grounds south-west of Ireland and Eogland. Small catches .are also taken during this quarter in the western 
English Channel and along the Iberian Peninsula. The distribution is shown in Figure 2.5.l.a . 
. Second quarter 1996 
Catches,durifig this -quarter totaHed about 47,000 t. Tne main catches were again taken from the spawning 
grounds west and south-west of Ireland. Small catches were again taken from the Iberian Peninsula, particularly 
in the south-eastern Section of the .Bay of Biscay. Some catches were also reported from the international waters 
in the NOrWegian sea. The distribution was again very similar to that of 1995 and is shown in Figure 2.5. I.b. 
Third quarter 19% 
Catches during this quarter totalled about 180,800 t. During this quarter the main catches were taken in the 
fisheries west of Norway where the distribution was again sitnilar to 1995. Catches taken from the fishery in the 
international waters in the Norwegian Sea were distribnted over a very wide area and the general distribution 
appeared to be sitnilar to that in 1995. This fishery takes place in the early part of the quarter and the catches are 
taken in a more westeriy area than the catches taken in the iater part of the quarter. SmaH catches were again 
taken from around the Iberian Peninsula, paniculariy along the west coast of Ponugal. Tne distribution is shown 
in Figure 2.5.l.c. 
Fourth qnarter 1996 
Catches during this quarter totalled 128~800t The main catches were again taken west of Norway~ Catches were 
also taken from north-west of Ireland but on a more reduced scale than in 1995. Considerable catches were again 
taken from the western part of the English Channel. Small catches continued to be taken from around the Iberian 
Peninsula. The distribution is shown in Figure 2.5 .I.d. 
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2.7 Length Compositions by Fleet and Country 
Length distributions of some of the 1996 catches by some of the fleets were provided by Germany, Ireland, 
Netherlands, Norway ,Portugal, Russia, Spain and United' Kingdom. The length distributions were available from 
most of the major fishing fleets and account for about75%of all catches. These distributions are only intended to 
give a very rough indication of the· size' of mackerel landed by the various fleets and they do notreflect the 
seasonal variations that occur in.manyof the landings More detailed information on a quarterly basis is available 
for some fleets on the Working Group files. The length distributions by country and by fleet for 1996 are shown 
in Table 2.7.1. 
2.8 Caich in Numbers at Age 
The catches 'in numbers at age by quw.-..er for Divisions TIa; IlIa; .P/a; 'IVb.c; VIa;' VTIa,e,f,g,h; VlIb,cJ,k;' \'IId 
and VIIIa,b,d,e are shown in Table 2.8.1. The percentage catch by numbers at age from 1985 to 1995 is given in 
Figure 2.9. 
The catch in number at age by quarter for mackerel from Divisions VIIIc and IXa for southern mackerel is given 
in Table 2.8.2 for 1996 and in Table 2.8.7 for the period 1984-1996. 
· The'overall age composition for.the catches from the Western areas is mainly composed of 2-7 year'old fish . 
. These age groups constitute 72% of the total catches. Three year old fiSh i.e. the 1993 year dominated the catches 
.throughout most areas. Fish belonging to the 1995 year cIasswere dontinant in the catches in Q3 in Division VIa. 
· The' overall age compositions' are reasonably consistent throughout most areas with the exceptions of Divisions 
'rV-b,c and-Divisions VlIa,ei.g,h and Division VIId. These three areas ,contain much higher numbers oi 0 'and.i 
year old fish. in most areas caiches of 0 and i group mackerej- are'-insignificant and iess than i %. However._ in 
Division 1""'o,c they amount to 50%; mainly being taken in the Quarter 4. In Divisions VIIa,e,f,g, VIa and VIId 
the respective percentages are 26%, 11.6% and 12.8%. 
Catches·· from Divisions VIIIc and IXa were again dominated by young mackerel.. Mackerel belonging to' 011 
OTnnm: cnns:t,ihlte(l44% of the- catch chmnared with 24% -for .1995. Fish -in the aile '!In'ouns 2~ constituted- 35% 
<7"-~"- -------~--- . -- ~-- ------- -----r---- ----- - -- ,- -- - - - .......... ~ 
while 'those in the older groups constituted 21%. These percentages are very sintilar to the averages over the 
period 199()"1996 when the respective figures were 38%, 43% and 19%. 
Age distributions of catches were provided by Denmark, Ireland, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Russia, Spain 
and United Kingdom. ,There were.again some serious deficiencies in the overall sampling of the catches. No age 
distributions were available from a number of countries who take substantial catches, e.g. the Faroes, France, and 
Sweden who together take nearly 38,000 t. Russian age data has been used to cover the catches takenfrotn 
·'international" waters in Divisions IIa and "-0 (5i,OOO t) but it is by no means certain that this is appropriate 
, because' of htck of information on the gears used by other fleets fishing in these areas. Catches-by pelagic _trawlers 
fishing in Division IV a have not been adequately sampled and have been converted to numbers at age using 
samples from purse seine catches. In addition, there were no samples to cover the 'entire catch from Division VIld 
(4,000 t) and very lintited data to cover the catches taken from Division ma.Catches for which there was no 
s:.~mnlinO" n::llt::ll WP-Tf':: r.nnVf'::rlf'::n intn nllmhers: at a~e us.in~ data from the most annronriate fleets. As in 1995 this 
--"--0 ~~- .. --- ----.----~ ----- --------- --- --0- ------.... ------- ------- ---- ------- .. -.. - -}L-
procedure was not considered satisfactory because of possible differences between fishing gears in the different 
areas. 
The' sampling intensity is further discussed in Section 1.3.1. 
2.9 Mean Lengths at Age'aod Mean Weights at Age 
· Mean lengths 
The mean lengths at age per quarter for 1996 for the Western area and for the Southern area are shown in Tables 
2.8.3 and 2.8.4 respectively. A long series of these data are available on mean lengths for both these areas and 
should be investigated for possible changes in relation to changes in stock sizes. 
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Mean weights 
The mean weights ,It age in the catches·.per quarter for 1996 for the westet:n and southern areas are shown in 
Tables 2.8.5 and 2 8:6 respectively. The mean weights at age in the stock for the western mackerel is shown in 
Table 3.2.3. These.are based on a combination of samples obtained from Dutch freezer trawlers fishing on the 
spawning grounds west 'of Ireland,· together with data from the Irish· fisheries during the same period. The mean 
weights at age in the stock for the southern mackerel are based on samples obtained during Quarter I and Quarter 
4. The same data set has been used since 1984 and the data is shown below. 
Stock Weights at Age (kg) for Southern Mackerel 
Age in Years 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 iO 11 12 13 14 15+ 
.161 .248 .305 '.354 .385 .42; .455 .493 .511 .545 ~548 .... ~,.., 'M '" ~" .011 .o..c,.L UJU ollU 
Mean weights at age.in the catches for the southern areas for the period 1984-1996 are shown in Table 2.8.8. 
2.10 MarJ.rity Ogive 
A comprehensive revi~w-'o(the prohlen;tS related to the estimation of maturity at age was given in the report of 
this Working Group in· 1996 (ICES 1997Assess:3). Some of the question raised in that review were addressed to 
the Mackerel and Horse Mackerel Egg Survey Working Group which met in February 1997 to plan the 1998 egg 
surveys. Their response is summarised in Sections 1.4.3 and 1.4.4. As a result this Working Group has now 
revised the maturity at age 2 of the 1984 year class from 20% mature to 60% mature in line with the general 
maturity ogive applied since 1997. 
It is important for assessment purposes that the maturity ogive represents the proportions of fish by age group 
that actually spawn, because the assessment is tuned to the SSB obtained from egg surveys. This is particularly 
important when a strong year class recruits to the stock. For the 1992 and 1995 egg survey years it was not 
possible to provide a maturity ogive because. of poor sampling of the population distribution. Thisproblem will 
J.."" .. .o4...I......,. .. "' .. A ; .... 1..."" _1 OO§;/' "n .... ' ...... " ui ... "" .... h,,'" ............ n1:; ....... nnl1 h ... rI .... r.-;hnt .... ,l ,,"'rru!C' hnth n-r.:>Ann"Oin'!:lnth, ,=,.-I111t !lnr1 
...... lP.uO'U ............. ~u ........ - i,7JU " ..... ""'J" uu .... u .u .... u ,~ ......... 1-' ... u6 nu .............. ,."" .............. vu .................................. .t' .................................... ~J" ............ _ .. .... 
juvenile distribution areas~ ne- w.atu..";ty ogive. for 1998 will be based on histological eXa!!Iination of the ova...ties 
rather "t.ha.11 t.he macroscopiC' eX::IImination used in previous slLrVey years. In this context a proposal has been 
submitted to the EU for funding this aspect of the 1998 surveys. Unless some financial support becomes available 
it is unlikely that· this part of the· programme will be able. to proceed. Histological maturity data indicate that 
proportions mature based on macroscopic examination tend to overestimate the proportions mature in the I to 3 
age groups. This is because a large proportion of the younger age group which start to produce vittellogenic 
oocytes never actually spawn and those oocytes become atretic. 
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Table 2.1.1 Catches of MACKEREL by area. Discards not estimated prior to 1978. (Data submitted by Working Group members.) 
-----
Year I Sub-are,. VII 1 Sub-area VII and Divisions . Silb··are~ IV and Ili:vision IlIa· Ilills. Divs. Toilf 
VlIla,b.,d,l~ I1a,'Vb' VIIIc.IXa 
Landings Discards i Catch La.ndings Discards T Catch Landings Discards T Catch. Landings Landings L"ndings '-T Discard,; . Catch 
1969 4,800 I 4,800 66,300 I 66,300 739,182 739,182 810,282 810,282 
1970 3,900 I 3,900 100,300 I 100,300 32;l,4;i1 : 32:2,45J 163 426,814 426,814 
1971 10,200 I 10,200 122:,600 I 122,600 24:1,6 J3 I 243,673 358 376,831 376,831 
1972 10,000 I 10,000 157,800 I 157.800 188,5!19 188,599 88 356,487 356,487 
1973 52,200 I 52,200 167,300 I 167,300 326,519 : 32:6,519' 21,600567,619 567,619 
1974 64,100 I 64,100 234,100 I 234,100 298,391 298,391 6,800 603;39J 603,391 
1975 64,800 I 64,800 416,500 I 416,500 · 263,062 1 263,062 34,700 779,062 779,062 
1976 67,800 67,800 439,400 439,400 303,842 . I 303,84;2 10,500821,542 821,542 





391,000 · 14,1,817.. . I 148,817 4,200 26,508 686,725 500;7000
1 
737,425 
1979 203,300 20 .. 3001 223,600 398,000 39,8001 437,800 152,323 5001 152,823 7,000 22,475 783,()98 60,6001 843,698 1980 218,700 6,00101 224,700 386,100 15,6001 401,700 87,391 I 87,391 8,300 15,964 716,455 21,6001 738,055 1981 335,100 2,50001 337,600 274,300 39,8001 314,100 6:1,172 3,2161 ~i7,388 18,700 18,053 710,325 45,5161 755,841 
., 
1
1982 340,400 4,101°1 344,500 257,800 20,8001 278,600 35,0.l3 4501 35,483 37,600 21,076 691,909 25,3501 717,259 ., 1983 315,100 22,3010
1 
337,400 245,400 9,0001 254.400 40,88996 40,985 49,000 14,853 665,242 31,3961 696,638 1984 306,100 1,6001 307,700 176,100 10,5001 186.600 . 3'~,3'14 2021 39,576. 93,900 20,308635,782 12,3021 648,084 1985 388,140 2,7351 390,875 75,043 1,8001 76,843 46,7903,6$61 50,44678,000 18,111 606,084 8,1911 614,275 1986 104,100 I 104,100 128,499 I 128,499 2315,309 7,431: 243;740 101,000 24,789 594,697 7,431
1 
602,128 
1987 183,700 I 183,700 100,300 I 100,300 29~),8:l9 10,71:91 3~)J,618 47,000 22,187 644,016 10,7891 654,805 1988 115,600 3,10°1 118,700 75,600 2,700,78,300 30,1,550. 29,7661 338,316 116,200 24,772 640,722 35,5661 676,288 1989 121,300 2,6001 123,900 72,900 2,3001 75,200 279,410 2,190 281,600 86,900 18,321 578,831 7,0901 585,921 1990 114,800 5,800 120,600 56,300 5,500 61,800 300,800 4,300: 305,100 116,800 21,311 610,011 15,600
1 
625,611 
1991 109,500 10,7001 120,200 50,500 12,8001 63,300 · 35:S,700 7,2001 365,90097,800 20,683 637,183 30,7001 667,883 1992 141,906 9,620 151,526 72,153 12,400 84,553 364,IM 2,9801 367,164 139,062 18,046 735,351 25,0001 760,351 1993 133,497 2,670: 136,167 9~1,828 12,7901 112,618 387,838 2,1201 390,558 165,973 19,720 806,856 18,1801 825,036 1994 134,338 1,390
1 




4;'5,980 69,900 , 25,043 817,198 5,3701 822,568 1995 145,626 741 145,700 11:,,883 6,9171 124,800 322,670 7_,01 
3,l3,400 134,100: 27,600 747,879 7,721 1 755,600 1996 129,895 255, 130,150 .-.1;1,351 9,772.L 83,124 211,4:51 J,3!!2L 2112,838 103,376 34,123 552,196 11,4~ 563,611 
'For 1976-1985 only Division lIa. 
'Discards estimated only for one fleet in recent years. 
NB: Landings from 1969-1978 were taken from the, 1978 Working Gl"(lUP report (Tallies: 2.[, 2.2. and 2.5). 
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TAhlA "_2.1 !==:.nAwninn ~tnr.k hinma~c;; for the western mackerel and western horse mackerel. Soawnina stock Ib;;;;':'~;~-~~tim;t~;~;~~o~;ct~df~;~t~~ia.-A ~~~~;rtio of i:1i~ assumed. The SSB was calcul~ted fro;;' the 1 
hotal egg production based on arithmetic mean of unsampled rectangles if available. 1 
Mackerel: 
Total egg production (10·") Total fecundity Total fecundity Pre-spawning 
Year (Mean used for unsarripled eggs/g female . corrected for stock biomass 
rectangles) . [atresia oocytesfgm atresia (xl 0." tonnes) 
Geometric i Arithmetic femaiej (e9g5ig femaie) 
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-- - -- - - Total egg production (10.·") 








II I I J I r-' --, ,- , .. ,. 
Year (Mean used for unsampled I Total fecundity 
rectangles) (eggs/g female) 
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a Egg survey data for period 3 included 
















































Estimates bv Generalized Additive Modellin" (from Au"ustin et al WD 1996\ 
Egg Production x 10-" 
YearlArea I Mackerel I I Horse mackerel 
___ .I ... 
11Wo Iwestern 





1 19891Westem I I 



















1 3.027 I 0.72 
[3.8] 
Figures in italics are standard errors 


















IGAM ~w~~ .bc) 





I 1.635 0.74 [9.2) 
----------------- .. 
Table 2.5.1 Catches of mackerel by Division and Sub-area in 1996. 
(Data submitted by Working Group members.) 
Quarter I 2 3 4 
lla+ Vb :1100 5,500 93800 1000 
IlIa 500 500. 2700 2400 
IVa .55900 300 63200 83900 
IVb;c 900 2500 







VI! 36100·. 1(;200· 2700 24900 79900 
~~EE~ ______ ~~ __ yQn~ _________ ~~ ___ lL~ 
.§!!.b.:t£~ ______ }.2~.QL~~.QL_!?~_~ __ g2Q9Q __ ~2.~OQ 
VIIlc 7000 18700 2000 600 28300 
IXa 700 1500 2300 1200 5700 
CITandto~ 206800 47000 180700 128800 563300 
Catches roUnded to oearest fOO. 
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Table 2.5.2 Catches -(t) of ~ .. 1A.cKEREL in _the Norwegian Sea (Division IIa) and off t.~e Faroes (Division Vb). 
(Data submitted by Working Group members,) 
1984 1985 1986 1987' 1988' 1989 
Denmark 11,787 7,610 1,653 3,133 4,265 6,433 
Faroe Islands 137 22 1,247 
France 16 11 
Germany, Fed. Rep. 99 380· 
German Dem. Rep. 16 292 2,409 
Norway 82,005 61,065 85,400 25,000 86AOO 68,300 
Poiand 
United Kingdom 2,131 157 1,413 
.. "Y.§.§.~ ....... _ ..... _._ ........... _._ .... _ ... __ ...... ±,~2L_.J. ... -!Q.?_ .. _.J.MJL ... }.~.,~.Q:!:_._ ..... ?:?,??.L ... E.,Q.~§'. 
Discards 
Total 05Z ??? 7200,., 1nl 1',) A7 15Z'" ,?n AM on Ll2!iZ ., .... , ............ • ... '-v ........ ......... , ........ "T' .......... ... ....... ,"T ... "T ... ... t---.- ....... 
Coun!!! 1990 1991 1992 19932 19942 1995 1996' 
Denmark 6,800 1,098 251 4,746 3,198 
Estonia 216 3,302 1,925 3,741 
Faroe Islands 3,100 5,793 3,347 1,167 6,258 9,032 2,965 
France 23 6 6 5 5 0 
Germany 1 
Iceland 92 
Latvia 100 4,700 1,508 389 233 
• Netherlands 561 
Norway 77,200 76,760 91,900 110,500 140,708 93,315 47,992 
Russia 42,440 49,600 28,041 44,537 44,545 
United Kingdom 400 514 802 1,i06 194 48 
'1" .... "" ...... 2 "'D ............... ~"!O ~"!O~ 3 
.. ~!?.~~ ............................................. M ...... ~_c:'.~?'.~._.~-?!.'?;!.~_._ ........... _ ....... M ...........••••••••• _._ ................. _ •••••••••••••••••••• M •• _ ••••••••• _ ••••• , 
Misreported ( IV a) -109,625 -18,647 
Discards 2,300 
Total 118,700 97,819 139,062 165,973 71,903 135,496 103,376 





Table 2.5.3 Catch (t) of ~~l.ACKEP~ h"l the Nort.h Sea, Skage~...k, and ¥...att..egat (Sub-area IV a.l1d Division m~)~ 



















































Sweden i,440 760 1,300 3,162 1,003 6,601 
United Kingdom 15 170 559 19857 1,002 38,660 
.!!.~§.R.: .. " ................... " ................................................................................................................................................... . 
Misreported (lla) 
~.1isreport"'..:I (VIa) 
















148,000 117,000 180,000 
3.656 14.822 19,737 59;406 
92,000 
8,651 


















































































,~:?~::'.~i~ ..... , ........................... _ .................... _ ................. _._ ................. _._ ........... _ ....... _ ........ ~zJ?Q.~_ ................. _._ ....... _ ........... . 
Misreported (lIa) 109,625 18,647 
Misreported (VIa) 126,000 130,000 127,000 146,697 134,765 106,987 
Unallocated & Discards 900 23,958 16,546 2,720 1,417 1,713 
Total 305,100 365,875 367,164 390,558 473,977 322,099 
, Preliminary. 






Table 2.5.4 Catch (t) of~,,1ACKEREL i.~ the Western area (Sub-areas VI and VI! alld Divisions V!!!a,b,d,e). 
(Data submitted by Working Group members). 
Country 1984 1985 1986. 1987 1988 1989 
Belgium 
Denmark 200 400 300 100 1.000 
Faroe Islands 9.200 9.900 1,400 7.100 2.600 1.100 
France 12.500 7,400 11.200 11.100 8.900 12.700 
Germany 11.200 11.800 7.700 13.300 15.900 16.200 
Ireland 84.100 91.400 74.500 89.500 85.800 61.100 
Netherlands 99.000 37.000 58.900 31.700 26,iOO 24.000 
Norway 34,700 24,300 21,000 21,600 17,300 700 
Poiand 
Spain 100 1.500 1.400 
United Kingdom 198;300 205.900 156.300 200.700 208,400 149.100 
USSR 200 
~"'~""""'-"""""."-"""""-""-'-""'" ............................... _ ..... _ ............• _ .. _ ..... _ ..... _ ..................... _ ..•........ _._ ..... "'-
Unallocated 
Mi~rp.nnt1'l>oA (TVs:t) 
, ~·-·-·-r----- .. - . -" 
, niscards 































49299 26000 4700 
-148,000 -117,000 -180,000 
5,800 
232.599 284,100 197.000 
1992 1993 1994 
194 2,239 
2,350 4.283 
9.109 8,296 9.998 
21,952 23,776 25,011 
76,313 81,773 ....... n .... 1" 1';;1,';;1';;10 
,.,,.,, 'J.l!/f:. AA £TV\ AI'\ ""no J"',JU.J "'t""I',UVV ""tU,V;::OO 











........ n ........ 
14.,~£' I 






A .... .... .., .... 
"t';;l,V':)':) 
"lA .... n':l' 
'}"T,~v.J 
Spain 400 4.020 2.764 3.162 4.126 4.509 2.271 
."Y.!?!~.~ .. ~~.~p. .... _._ .... }§.~.?D.Q_ ..... !§.~.'.5..~L .. }2~&'!.L ... ?.!.5.!.?.~?_ .... J.Q!~A~L .. .!2Q .. ~.¥_ ... !.f..?&!.?. 
Una!!ocated !I,SOO -3,802 1,472 . 0 4,632 28,245 10,603 
Misreported { Na) -126,000 -130,000 -127,000 .-146,697 -134,765 -106.987 -51.781 
Discards 11,300 23.550 22.020 15,660 4,220 6.991 10,028 




Table 2.5.5 Landing (tonnes) of Mackerel in Divisions VIIIc and IXa, 1977 - 1996. 
(Data submitted by \Vorki .. 'lg C--roup members). 
DivisionIXa 
1 Years I Spain " 1 portUgal 1 
I 1 I' 1 
Spain yoiand 
1977 19,852 1,743 2,935 8 
1978 18,543 1,555 6,221 -
1979 15,013 1,071 6,280 -
1980 11,316 I, 1,929 2,719 -
1981 12,834 3,108 2,111 -
11982 1 15,621 3,018- 2,437 
1983 ' 10,390 2,239 2,224 -
,1984 ' 13,852 2,250 4,206 -
1'19115 , 11,810 4,iiB 
, 
, 




1987 15,982 5,714 491 -
19811,1 16,844 1 4,388 1 3,540 1 -
' " 
" " 
1989 13,446 3,112 1,763 -
1 
1990 16.086 3,819 1,406 -
1 1 'I'll 16 940 
- - i_ 
--- -
2789 , 1051 , 
1992 12,043 3,576 2,427 -
"1nn'2 1':" ':"7, 2,015 1,027 -~77..7 ~V,VI-' 
1994 21,146 2,158 1,741 -
1995 23,631 2,893 1,025 -
I 1996 1 28,386 
1 1 
,- r·-3,U23 . - , ~ . :t,/14 
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I USSR I Total I TOTAL I 




































17,928 1 24,772 1 
4,875 18,321 
5,225 21,311 
1 1 1 









Table 2,7,1 Length distribution in 1996 catches (thousands) by various f1ee:ts . 
. Scotland Norwa'~ l'letherlands Spain Ireland 
Length cm P. Seine Other P.1'rawl P. Seillle Pelagic Trawl P. Seihf~ Artisanal Trawl P. Trawl 
14 45 
15 445 
16 . , 1,436 
11 325 1,214 
18 ..:. , 0 367 1,723 
19 1 934 10,196 100 
20 0 1,485 .1,412 587 21 
21 0 1,627 M13 3.798 
22 6 7 1,437 5,716 4.183 62 
23 20 6 4 1631 1,46.3 620 
24 1 0 536 525 179- 143 
25 • 0 850 ~i7 46. 566 
26 . 22 2,444 ~:5 102, 1102 
27 70 2 75 5,784 6948 2 rn' 1155 
28 5 23 30 2.188 8475 5,712 8 292: 2,363 
29 112 178 SO 6,472 5,196 1!!f11 31 281 5,164 
30 545 410 357 8.121 6,139 581 45 314 8,466 
31 1692 747 392 10,182 6,508 669 119 632: 9733 
32 3,005 1,164 504 21.193 7667 l,6g9 665 981' 11,829 
33 5,222 1,506 919 34 . .732 11,577 2.436 989 1.011 14010 
34 '., 6,555 1,570 1,421 45,,708 11,223 ~'3 1,332 1,022 16,768 
35 8,154 1.858 1.770 44,422 12736 2.14~ 1,915 921' 14,266 
36 6.727 2,131 1,957 37,.464 10,020 ~19 2,183 684· 11.561 
37 6484 2,214 1,484 29,796 7,897 1,412 2.748 455 8444 
38 5,863 2562 1,613 25,,764 7.664 1,528 4670 4Q{, 9,195 
39 5,760 2,346 1579 20,.419 5,794 2,4~~8 5,288 438 7,667 
40 3,489 1,572 2.091 12,515 4,977 2,803 6150 32j' 7,056 
41 2,434 898 1,559 6,788 3,213 ~rl 3,286 16~~ 4.452 
42 1,111 852 894 4586 1,523 1,3;12 2,901 132 3,046 
43 667 169 308 1,,452 675 7;12 1,358 7" ,. 1,735 
44 189 215 104 237 295 304 410 3" 
-' 
540 
45 96 88 49 71 83 126 135 ,I 415 
46 107 6 21 103 66 'I 83 
47 15 25 5 ! 
48 5 9 
49 202 5 
50 
Total No. 482,979 20,576 6,840 312,265 129,284 7~'6 34,315 17,985 139842 
Tonnes 28,717 8,976 7,356 136,436. 39,045 14,771 15,307 3.292 48,894 
'ICES Dlvslcms lIa,llIa and IVa combined 
e:\acfm\wgmh"a98\T -271 ,xis 
• 
UK(Euolaud& Wal'!L Russia Portu .. 1 Germany 






0.00 1 16'[ 
0.00 ~)8 2 1,45t 
0.00 1'14 19 5 1.63:1 
0.00 604 36 :14 1.09'! 
0.00 455 9 62 45.~ 
0.00 9 1 90 2 .• ;9 Iq 
0.00 64 78 146 31 C;7 23 
0.00 216 371 147 54 206 :1 
0.00 267 1367 145 50 31!1 23 
0.00 403 2,703 96 29 418 7'i 
0.03 578 4,629 149 29 203 17! 
0.26 755 8,012 203 17 114 50'~ 
0.62 687 11.693 425 11 96 9710 
0.94 563 15.765 654 29 1:16 1,37I 
1.04 592 12,546 6'78 62 19O . 2.05~ 
1.10 499 10,614 4'79 51 184 2,701 
1.17 249 . 7.983 4:80 51 166 2,461 
1.68 114 6,006 369 81 118 1,961 
1.26 104 5.464 2104 80 1.54 2.05U 
0.53 55 2,981 116 425 89 1,95~ 
0.32 86 1,993 54 156 B9 
"-
2,04! 
0.09 50 922 51 333 128 1,63~ 
0.09 35 318 7 55 94 1,01~ 
0.09 4 183 2 40 1S1 66~ 
I 172 :13 30~ 
44 7 121 
0.03 28 2 7[ 
10 18 
5 ~ 2 ! 
3 3 
3 
9.2 5330.4 93,689 1,&97 1,919 3,126 27'14~ 
4 1,317 44,545 ~31 755 1,038 13,193 




Table 2.8.2 Catch in numbers ('000) a1 age by quarter and by Division for mackerel in sub-ilivisions VIIIC & IXa in 1996. 








~ ~ ~ 
Qumtor3 
,~ ··1 
.Jg t Il!f. I ~ 
== 
I 141 I I 
I I I I 
0 7 
0 
. ~ I ~ . 
e:acfrn\wgmhsaSS\T·2S2.XiS 
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Table 2.8.3 Length (cm) at age by quarter and by Division for mackerel in sutr.divisions II-VIII in 1996. 
I Ai! I 110 I ... I IV. I Mo I "" 1:1~ I """"" I VlliI I """'" I All DlYisioos I I , I , I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I I , I , I , I (l.O I I 2].6 " "., 0 ". 22' 21' 21' 29' 21.8 I , I E ... I 30.6 I :lO.: I 0 I 3(lS I 27.3 I 27S I 2~ I 32.3 I 2!.5 I , 32.6 ". ", 0 33.] '" " .• 29.' "., "-, , 34.7 3600 ~., , Z5.2 3$.2 32.9 32.3 36 ~.1 , 
" 
37.9 36.3 0 36. 36.6 33.S 32.6 '38.2 ,U 
, 37.1 39' 37.4 0 37.8 38.8 "., 
" 
39.3 37.8 
7 38.7 39.9 39 0 "., 39.1 35.1 ,,. 40 38. 
• 38.9 0 39.7- 0 39' 40' 
, .. 37.3 
-40' 39.6 
, 39.S 0 40.5, 0 40.' 
" 
35.3 ".1 40.7 40.' 
10 40.' 0 41.1 0 40' 40. 0 0 4].4 40.7 
11 39' 42' 40. 0 
" 
'41.3 "., ", "-, 40.' 
" 
42.2 0 ". 0 4].9 41.7 38':; , 43.i 41.!t 
" 
0 0 42.7 0 43.1 ... 0 0 ".1 43.1., 
" 
0 42' 42 0 41.7 45.8 "., '" 4:>.1 42.7 ... 43;] ..... 42.9" 0 42.S 42. 
'" 
36' ... "., 
·1 Allaps I 
"" 
I 3S'] I 36.9 --I 0 I 37 I 36.2 I 29' I "., I 38' I 36.3 I 
2 





0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0-
1 0 
" 
2Ui, 0 0 0 21.2 0 0 21' , 
"'-' "., "., 31' ", 
,,, >1, 0 33,8 31.7 
, 33.1 " .• ,., ", 3S.3 35.' " .• "., 36.1 " .• 
• ~~-~ ~6_1'l ~4.6 ". ,.7 "'7 , .. 
"" 
,., ,., 






~7.7 ", "., 35.1 ", ".7 39.2 
7 40.1 , .. 38.7 38. 39.4 39.' 35.9 37' .. , 39.7 
• '13 0 
, .. 38 .. , .. , 37.2 38' ".7 ... , .... 0 39.7 ... .... ... 
"" 
0 41 ... 
10 . ,. 0 ... 41. .. .. 41.7 0 41.1 .. .• 
11 
" 
425 '39.4 . ,. ... , .. , 37.2 41' ••• 41.7 . 
" 
41.6 0 42.1 0 ... , 0 39.6 0 42.8 42.0 
" 
0 0 0 0 .... 0 .,. 0 ... ".0 
14 4l.3 43.5 , , 3M , M.oS 
" 
44'_ 41,9 
... 0 ... 43' 0 .. 0 '65 0 .,. 42.3 
I Aiiae' 3(;.0 ! 35.1 I ~.1 I 34.~ I 36.5 ! 36.~ I 293 ! 3!.3 . 39.8 . 365 . 
'" 





0 0 0 0 ", 0 0 0 0 17.2 
1 29' 
" 
24' ,g, ".7 27 
" 
,., 0 ·2S.8 




, .. 31.5 30.' ,,, 
'" 
36.1 33.1 
• 35. ". 35.' " 
" .. 
,,. 0 ". 
,., 3S.S 
, . ,,, 37.9 37 36.3 36.; 33.;; 0 36.6 *l.7 31': 
, 38' ,,, 
" 
". 38.3 0 0 , .. .39.7 383. 
7 ". ~!I.9 " 
34.5 35.7 , , 36.5 4O.S 39': 
• 
... , 0 39.7 
" 
39 0 ".7 ,.,. ,
".1 0 ".1 , 39.9 , , , .. i .;;:i.i. 
10 ".1 0 ".1 0 .. , 0 0 "5 41.7 .. .> 
11 41.8 ", 
" 
0 41.7 0 0 36-' 42.4 41,7 
" 
41.9 0 41.8 0 ", 0 0 0 0 41.9 
13
"" 
0 41.7 0 41. 0 0 0 0 ".6 
14 0 4I.S ~:8 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... , 
15+ "-, 4<, 42.8· -,0. 43' 0 0 0 43' 42.9 . 
AD"" ,., 35.1 3S.7 "., 28 ", 28.9 
'" 
39.7 34.6 
. . .. . . 
I Ai! I 
'" 
I Ill> I IV. I Mo I VIo T4VlIbcjk I """' .. I "'" 
I 
""""" 
I AUDlvI!liD!!S I 





"., " .• "., 28' 
" 
29. ,.. n, 







,3> " .. ", 33.4 33.4 " 
33. , .. 33.7 
• 35' 36.6 3S.6 ", ".7 ". " 
35' "-' 35.4 , 36.7 37.9 36.7 ", 74.' 35. 37:1 36' 3<7 ". , 37.& ", 38' ,SS ,." 37 37 36.' 39.7 38.1 
7 38.7 39.9 38.7 36.9 38.4 ", ". 36' ".1 38.7 
• ". 0 39.6 38 38.S 38' ". 0 ".7 ". , 3!HI 0 39.9 ... 37.4 0 38;1 0 
" 
39.8 
10 ... , 0 41.1 41.6 , .. 39 33.7 33.S 42.1 40.' 
11 40 ".S 415 41. 41' 0 ", 36.S ", 41.1 
" 
41.5 0 41.1 39.S 
" 
0 36' 0 ", 41.1 
" 
39.' 0 41.8 ... , .,. 36.9 385 0 .. , 41.2 
" 
0 ". 43.1 0 '" 
37' 0 0 .3> " .• 
15+ .... .. .. " .• 0 42.2 0 0 0 .3> 43.0 
AB • 36.1 35.1 3S.S 3O.S ". 31.S ".S 31.8 ", 33.4~ _ 
, n.'~"""'J..4 ) 
I Ai< I I. I ... I IV. I IV>< I VIo I V1!bojk I VlIaefsh I VD. I V ....... I All DiWions_, I , , 0 , , !7.2 , 20.6 , '1 10_4 
I 
" " 
,.. 28.7 ... , ", ,., ,,, 26.. "., , 
" 
,a. 3].8 30.7 30.1 ,a. ,., ,,, "., 30' , 33.9 33.8 74 ", 
" 
33.4 31.1 ", 35.' 33.4 
.. 3s.6 36.6 35' ". 35.2 3S.7 ". " 
36' 3S.4_' 
S 37.3 37.9 ". 32.3 "'. 36.7 35.7 3S.2 38.6 36.7 6 38.4 39.3 37.9 3S.3 37.8 38.9 36.6 38,] 39.6 38.1 
7 39.4 39.9 38.9 36.7 38.9 39,] 39.1 36.6 .... 39.0 
• 
.. , 0 39.7 
" 
,,, ... , 39.6 38 ... 3!U 
, 
".1 0 40.' .... 40.' ... , 31.7 ".1 
" 
... , 
10 40.8 , 4, 4i.6 40.5 405 33.:: 33.5 41.7 4ll.7 
" 
41.8 
." 41 41.4 
" 
41.1 37,] 41.2 42' 41.1 
" 
41.9 0 41.fI 19.5 41.!t "i.i ~~.' , 42.& 41.8 
" 
39.4 0 42.1 ... , 
" 
42.9 38.S 0 44 ".0 
14 '13 43.S 42.7 0 41.7 "., 34.S "., ... 42.7 
.. , ". .... 42.9 0 42.6 "-. 365 36' .. m All 36.4 3S.1 36.1 30.4 " .• 35.3 29.4 31 31.S 35.0 
32 
Table 2.8.4 Length [cm] at age by quarter and by Division for mackerel in sub·divisions VIIIC & IXa in 1996. 
• 
Ouarter2 
I I I 
Quartet 1 
I I Age vm, IXa All Divisions 0 0 0 0 , .. , 00 0 22.2 I I .<. .... ~ I _., :l I 2 32.4 31.4 31.7 
I 3 I 33.6 I 33 I 33.4 I 4 35.i 34.i 35 
I Age VIII, I IX. I All Divisions __ 0 _ 0 0 0 1 'H .,~.S 26.4 I 2 I 28.3 I 30.1 I 28.' I 
I 3 I 34.1 I 33.1 I 33.9 I 4 36 ~" .<0 ~-'.; 
5 37.5 36.1 37.5 5 38.6 37 38.5 
6 39 37.1 38.9 6 3.5 37.9 39.5 
7 39.7 -38.4 39.7 7 39.9 38.9 39.9 
8 40.4 38.' 403 8 40.4 39.8 40.4 
• 41 40.4 41 • 40.' .40.8 40.' 
I iO I 4i.8 I 41.8 I 41.& I 11 4t9 42-6 41.9 
I 12 I 42.2 I 42.. I 42.2 I 
13 43.8 44.6 43.9 
I iO I 41.7 I <iLl I 4i.8 I 11 41.7 42.. 41.8 
I 12 I 42.1 I 42.' I 42.2 I 
13 44.4 44.3 44.' 
14 43.7 455 43.7 14 43.7 45.2 43.7 
15+ 43.8 47.1 43.8 15+ 44.4 44.6 44., 
All .... 31.5 31.7 3l.6 AII_ ~36.8 32.4 363 
i X .. ar.er3 1 
L~ I VIIk I IXa I All Divisio~ I 
I th ......... A i 
I I I 
'S ... __ ~ 
I I Age VIII, IXa All Divisions 
0 0 19.6 19.6 O· 21.4 22.1 22.1 
1 27.6 27.7 Z1.6 1 28.6 28.6 28.6 
2 28.2 .29.7. 28.4 2 28.9 30.2 2 • .4 
3 31 34.8 32.4 3 32.7 345 33.3 
4 35 35.' 35.6 4 35.4- 36 35.5 
5 36.7 36.9 36.8 5 37.9 36.7 37:5 
I 6 I 37.6 I 38.4 I 38.3 I 
I 7 I 38.3 I 39 I 38.9 I 8 38.' 415 41,3 
I 6 I 39.2 I 38.2 I 38.9 I 
I 7 I ».9 I 39.1 I 39.S I 8 40.6 40 40.5 
• 39.5 40.3 40.2 • 41.6 40.3 41.4 10 39.2 40.5 40.4 10 43.1 43.5 43.2 
11 40.3 41.5 41.2 11 43.6 42.6 43.6 
12 40.7 45.4 41-.3 12 43.3 46.5 433 
13 443 49.5 46.5 13 44.' 0 44.' 
I 14 I 43.6 I 0 I 43.6 I 15+ 44.3 0 44.3 





I 0 I 
4~.8 
I 1.5+ 46.8 0 46.8 
! ADages I 29.5 I 23 ! 24.1 ! 
Quarter 1-4 
Age vm, IXa 
0 21.4 20.6 
25.2 26.9 




3 335 334- 335 I 
• ~J.V 34.9 35.5 , 383 36 .• 38.2 
6 39.4 38.1 39.3 
7 3 ••• 38.. 39.8 
8 40;4 40.5 40.4 
• 40.' 40.5 40.' 
I iO I 4i.& I 4i.i I .. La I 11 41:8 42.8 41.9 
12 42.2 42.9 42.2 
13 44.3 44.3 443 
14 43.7 45.2 43.7 
15+ 44.5 44.8 445 
All. 33.'. 24.3 30.7 
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Catch numbers{'OIDO)nt age orth~ Southe~nIVlock,erel. 
:5 198(ii- 11'87 
,I 30,419 4.927 
30,856 27,323 16.?~3 46,960 21,433 31,935 1L3:19 8,634 13,484 2,876 7,436 
3,046 13,324 8,(140 4,347 5,880 7,518 9,81'2- 5,372 7,.549 7,650 ' 5,870 
1,934 4,862: lO,S80 6;652 4,360 2,662 1l,5:i2 8,889 2,477 7,949 9,249 
10,506 5,402: 4,(;60 9,719 4,15!' 2,876 ,12,671 5,482 10,810 7,920 6,757 
3,333 13,251 9,464 3,220 :6,010 4,683 6,813 7,813 4,435 13,126 5,069 
2,050 3,721' 7,019 5,588 .2,761 6,615 4,136 3,430 8,242 9,425 7,255 
722 371' 1.707 12,975 '4,106 1,929 5,609 2,060 4,352 6,608 6,9m 
524 1,522: 1,1118 5,610 ' 5,53:t 4,718 1,337 2,908 2,106 2,899 6,944 
1,024 638 1,08.2 1,824 . 1,5811 5,468 1,41)5 868 2,260 2,735 3,759 
941 52S 1,(;26 543 819 . 1,532 2,899 1,053 1,424 1,393 2,611 
715 198 ' ~H7 291 334 697 523 1,186 917 957 2,22~ 
528 3,22<f 483 764 2911 596 :56 428 542 623 1,243 
364 1,714 461 716 292 58 III 195 643 275 644 
0 1115 125 85 137 79 14 279 336 





































198'7 1988' 1989, '1990 1991 1992 19!'3 11994 1995 
i).089 0.055 0.042 0.092 0.Q15 0.051 0.077 0.046 0.071 
0.183 0.081 0.100 0.118 0.160 0.190, 0.116 0.167 0.160 
0.251 0.218 0.197 0.207 0.208. 0.265 0.21)0 (1.205 0.246 
0.29'1 0.251 0.2:67 0.256 0.242: 0.279 0.307 (1.262 0.303 
0.39'8 0.286 0.3:57 0.310 0.294 0.325 0;326 (1.352 0.370 
0:442 0,326 0.392 0.365 0:333 0.366 0.360 0.379 0.409 
0.474 0.342 0.472 Q.401 Q.400 0.404 0.401 0.422 0.443 
0.560 0.388 0Ai99 0.475 0,43!' 0.435 0.443 0.457 0.478 
1[).6CI2 0.395 0.511 0.494 0.48S 0.463 0.40;9 0.498 0.507 
0.638 0.406 0.544 0.525 0.5011 0.480 0.499 0.525 0.530 
0.62'1 00480 0.545 0.5m 0.5211 0.537 0.4'11 0.536 0.556 
0.652 0.494 0.591 0.565 0.517 0.544 0.518 0.579 0.560 
0.449 0.492 0565 ,0.540 0.746 0.595 05'17 0.626 0.619 
0.519 0.543." 0.1;2Y . (1.729 0.674 
0.663 0.549 0.579 0.553 0.667 
0.523 . 0.590 0.629 0.657 
0.718'0.5;18-- <;:625 . il./ii6 
0.769 0.567 0.735 0.724 0.720 0.708 0.744 0.722 0.675 




















Figure 2.4. i Juveniie Mackerei catch rates: Quarter 4 ;996 
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Fig!.!re 2.4.2 J!.!venile Mackere!catch rates: Quarter 11997 
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Figure 2.4 .. 3. ,Mackerel juvenile, ,distributio,ns (age 0), 1993~96 
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Figure 2;4;3 (cont.) iiiiackereijuveniie distribution at age 01989-92 
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Figure 2.4;4 Juvenile mackere!distributions age 1 1994-97 
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Figure 2~4.4 (cont.) JuvenUe mac.kerel distributions at age 1 1990-1993 
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Figure 2.4.4 (cont) Juvenile mackerel distributions age 11986-89 
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Figure 2.4.5 The time series of ICA estimated recruitments and the indices. of abundance 
from the Scottish 1st quarter groundfish survey before and after the addition 
~fthe North sea index of 1yearold mackerel in 1996 
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Figure 2.4.6 The time series of ICA estimated recruitments and the indices of 
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t-ia. 2.5. iD Distribution of mackerei catches: Quarter 2 i 996 
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Fig. 2 .. S.ic Distribution of mackerei catches: Quarter 3 ; 996 
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3 NORTH SEA, WESTERN AND SOUTHERN MACKEREL (DIVISIONS IIa, IIIa, IVa-c, Vb, 
VIa-b, VIIa-k, VIlIa,b,c,e AND 1Xa) 
3.1 North Sea Mackerel 
3.1.1 Fishery independent information from egg surveys 
An egg survey of the North Sea was carried out in 1996, the first since 1990 (see Section 2.2.1). Temporal and 
spatial coverage was, poor compared with the 1990 with, only three surveys of the spawning area. The limited 
coverage resulted in some egg production being missed on .the 'first survey. A total seasonal production of stage 1 
~_~ ~ .... 1?_ '.... • '''''' .................. -.',. .... "........ •• __ ." __ ~~.~.." ~_-' 
eggs OI ,:,y, x lU-- was'C81cwatea eqUlvruem to a ;)"'.1:) OI ~'+,uuv L usmg a mean aU'eSla correcuOn 01 11.070, lrom. 
the western area, in(..Teases the estimate of 5SB to 110,000 1. 
3.1.2 Recruitment 
For the first time in many years there was mackerel juvenile in the North Sea and Skagerrak during the autumIi 
1996 (O-~oup) and in 1997 (I-group). The origin of this mackerelis at present unclear. Preliminary results from 
genetic studies indicate that the fish might have mixed origins (Nesboe et aL WD, 1997). Also the abundance 
index of the 1996 year class as prelimin3ry calculated from -the North Sea International Young Fish Survey, first 
quarter ofl997, is very high (Table 3.1.1). 
3.1.3 ALssessment 
The estimated,sSB from the egg surveys in 1996 was 110,000 t. Tnere seemed to be a siight increase in ,the SSB 
since the -estiniate oi 78,000 t based on me surveys in 1990, (Tabie 3.1.2). Tnis estimate was not adjusted f01: 
atresia so it might compare, with we unadjusted estimate in 1996 of 84,000 t ' 
3.1.4, ManlIgementmeasnresand ,considerations 
The Working Group still considers the North Sea mackerel to be severely depleted. Therefore the North Sea 
mackerel still need maximum protection until the spawning stock show evidence of recovery, while atthe saine 
time allowing fishing on the westem and southern mackerel. 
ACFM has for several years recommended the closure o~ Division IVa for fishing during the first half of the y~ar 
until the Westem Mackerel stock enter the North Sea in JUly early August to stay there until late December and 
in January the following year. There are restrictions for fishing in the North Sea and this has particularly during 
the first quarter resulted in large scale misreporting from the Northern part of the North Sea (Division iVa) to 
DiviSion vu!.. To aHow a fishery during: the fir~t quarter might solve the misreporting probiem. However. this 
would have impiications for North Sea mackerei in this area. 
The Working Group endorses the recommendations made by ACFM for several years: 
There-should be no fishing for mackerel in Divisions. ma and IVb,c at a..ny time ofLne yeaI; 
There should be no fishing for mackerel in Division Na during the period I January-31 July; 
The 30 cm minimum landing size at present in force in Sub-area N should be maintained. 
The closure of the mackerel fishery in Divisions Nb,c and IIIa the whole year will protect the North Sea stock in 
this area and the juvenile Western fish which are numerous particularly in Division Nb,c during the second half 
of the year. This closure has unfortunately resulted in increased discards of mackerel in the Don-directed, fisheries 
in the these area as vessels at present are permitted to take only 10% of their catch as mackerel by-catch:No data 
on the actual size of mackerel by-catch have been available for the Working Group concerning 1996 but the 
reported landings of Mackerel in Divisions IIIa and Nb,c for 1996 migbt be seriously under-estimated due to 
discarded by-catch. 
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3.2 Western Mackerel 
An leA model has been fitted to the western component of the mackerel stock in order to maintain the long time 
series of information on trends in SSB and recruitment which are not available for the combined stock. 
3.2.1 F .... ery independent information 
The Egg Survey Working Group .recommended that the time series of spawning stock biomasses used for fitting 
of the leA separable VPA models to the Western and North East Atlantic catch data be revised to take into 
account significant between year variation in the rate of atresia (ICES 19971H:4). The effect of the revisions on 
the time series, is discussed SeCtion 2.2, which ruso inciude.s· a compiete time series of egg survey biomass 
estimates (Table 2.2.1). 
Over the last few years a time series of catches· from the CEFAS Western Approaches March ground fish ·survey 
has been utilised within an XSA assessment for comparison with the leA results. The survey was completed in 
1997. However, until the potential effects of changes in the spatial distribution of the mackerel (Section 2.4) on 
the survey's catchability have been investigated, it was considered that this time series should be omitted from 
the current analysis. 
3.2.2 Recruitment 
Spatial changes in the distributions of juvenile mackerel have resulted in trends in the survey times series of 
recruitment indices, these are discussed in Sections 2.4 and 3.4.2. 
3.2.3 Maturity at age 
The assumptions made about maturity, by the Working Group in previous years, were retained with the exception 
of the reduced maturity at age 2 of the 1984 year class (see Section 1.4.3). Maturity at age is now constaut for 
each year of the assessment. The values are given in the text table below: 
Age 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8+ 
%0 8 60 90 97 97 99 lOO lOO 
An estimation of the maturity ogive in 1998 will be obtained as part of the egg survey of the western area In this 
context samples will be taken over areas of predominantly juvenile distributionas well as on the spawning 
grounds (see Section 13.1). Samples will be analysed by histologicai examination to provide a more accurate 
estimate of me numbers effish which will actuaily spawn in that year (see Section 2.10). 
3.2.4 Stock assessment 
Tables.3.2.1 to 3.2.3 show the catches in number, mean weights at age in the catch and mean weights at age in 
the stock. Due to the recent extension of the number of years that leA can use in an assessmen~ the new 
assessment time series now includes the all of the. available data from the years 1972-1996. In 1996. Iow sample 
numbers in the Dutch sampling scheme resulted in low values for the stock weights at the older ages. Weight at 
age data available. from the Irish catches in March and April 1996 were used to estimate new values for the older 
ages. This data set will be explored further during the next year in order to evaluate its potential use in estimating 
stock weights at age. The catch at age data were screened using a preliminary leA fit. There were no large 
residuals .or aberrant patterns, indicating selection pattern changes, within the residuals from the fit to the recent 
years. 
lCA fits to the catch at age data and the egg production estimates were used to examine the relationship between 
the indices and the catch at age data as estimated by a separable VP A. As in previous years, two selection 
patterns were used in .order to model an apparent change in selection that took place in 1989 (1986-1988 and 
.1989-1996, Figure 3.2.3). The short time span for the first period was selected in order to exclude. the 1985 catch 
data, whjch includes a z.ero catch of O~group. The zero value introduces a large residual to Lhe analysis and its 
omission from the model fit reduces the variance and bias of the log catch residuals from the separable fit. In this 
years assessment a terminal selection of 1.2 was used for both periods as there is no evidence for a difference 
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between the values estimated for the oldest ages. Both selection patterns were calculated relative to the reference 
fishing mortality at age 5. 
The model 'waS fitted· by a non-linear minimisation of: 
·-'~y=1986~/ ... _~ ... rr7"llo,~ ,"" 1_1'~ "'Y. "'" ,TTT ___ ~I' nn T:'I ("1,1 n1A' ~..f'\\2 • 
·4-1977.LAm~.c;rDyJ - Jll~L.a LV a,y·Ua,y- I'Y a,y-t:.II..I!~-rr .r y'oJ .la - rlVL,lVL)J T 
~::::L(ln(EPBy) -In(2:,, Na,y.Oa,y.Wa,y,.exp( -PF.F y.S2a - PM. M»2 
where 
Sl,=S2,= 1.0 
SI" = S2" = 1.2 
Nbar - mean exploited population abundance over the year. 
N - population abundance on I January. 
o - percentage maturity. 
M - natural mortality. 
F -fiShing mortality at age 5. 
SI, S2 - selection at age over the time periods 1986-'1988 and 1989-1996, referenced to ageS. 
;\. - weig.'1ting factor set to 0.1 fv.l age 0, 1.0 fer all other ages. 
a,y - age and year Sub~l~Pts. 
DC DT\,.,. ~ .... ......--..--t1 ........... l"fi ... h; ........ '!InA n.::atJ1T"o:Il1"r"1onrt.::al;n.l n ...... nrrina 'hP>fnTPo <!n!:l'UTn1na 
...... ,.L ........ y ...... .t'''' ...... , ... ,u "" .. .L •• n ...... ~ ............ _ ............ .. .oa ................. J " __ -..LU .. C .... -:& ...... - .... t'-.· .. ~ .. o. 
EPB - Egg production estimates of mackerel spawning biomass. 
C - Catches in number at age and year. 
Tables3.2.4 a,b,c,d'and Figures3.2.1-3.2,4 present the lCA diagnostic output. Tables 3.2.5, 3.2.6 and 3.2.7 
. present the estimatedfisliing mortalities and population numbers-at-age and the stock summary . 
3.2.5 Comments on the assessment 
Mean F on ages 4-8 is estimated t<;> have been 0.220 in 1996 and 0.294 in 1995 (4% lower than estimated in last 
year's assessment (F95 =0.30'7). This resolis from both the addition of the new catch data and also the revisions 
to ~e egg produ~tion ~stimates of'sl?awiling ~tock bi(r~~ass:' ?OW6Ver, ffieilll 'F over the periOd· ~992 'to 1995 
(0:287) is unchanged; Since no new· trining data rUlS been added to the assessment tiIl"..e. series these tesults"'are 
." .... ..:... ... -.:.-:..: .......... 1 .......... tJ...": "'"" .......... t ......... :":"f' '" ' ............. T<>;...t C'.,.lect;n. ... .,..;,;,,'-H...-rn nll";nu !hp l~~'t· f .... U! vP~n:. . 'rh,., ~~c:.P:l;I...:mp,nt 'fnr thf': 
..... v"r,.&~ .... VUQ.l, vu Loll. .... U":O,;:>\,UI. ............ u .., ....... "'...,u .. ....w. ...... ~~ ... ~...,~~ t''!''' ......... u .... -.. .... ~ ._ .  .. ~-' •• .,}-' __ • __ ~...; __ -' _____ -' __ • ______ " 
yearsafter the last sur:vey would be very ~ensitive to deviations from the historic selection pattern. 
Figure 3.22 shows that whilst the yield' remained relatively stable betWeen 1980 and 1990, the spawning stock 
biom8ss increased slowly. This resulted 'from a sustained level of good recruitment. Between 1990 and 1993 the 
yield and fishing mortality increased rapidly, they remained stable at a high level in 1994 and 1995, wellabbve 
the long term mean. Fishing mortality is estimated to have decreased in 1996. Since 1992 the SSB has declined 
. sharply, ias! years as:,"ssment estimatedlhe SSB in 1995 to beat a historical low of 2.12 milliontoones, just 
belQw the estimate for 1994(2.14). Thisyeafsassessment has increased both estimates by 4% (1995: 225 and 
1994: 2.21 milliontonnes).The most tedentestimate,at 2.13 million tonnes, is close to the historical low. Given 
·the errors inherent within the assessment data sets the 1996 SSB is at an equivalent level to that of the previous 
tw'o years and 'it app~ars, that the decreasing trend may na,,;,e be~fi slowed Of halted. ' 
The 1995 year class was estimated to be extremely low bylast"years assessment, the revised 1995 ICA estimate is 
for a year class of average strength. 
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3,2.6· Comparative assessments 
In previous years the ICA 'assessment was compared to the results from an XSAassessment tuned to the Western 
Approaches ground fish survey and two simple biomass-dynamic models (ICES 1997/Assess:3, ICES 
1995/Assess:2).No comparative assessments have been made this year, Due to the spatial changes in the 
distribution of macicerelaffecting the ground fish survey it was considered that no runs of XSA should be made this 
year without an analysis of the effects of distributional changes on catchability. 
3.2.7 Consequeuces of using GAM estimates of egg production 
The Working Group bas previously explored the sensitivity of the Western Mackerel assessment to the method 
used to caicuiate estimates of egg production from the egg surveys: either the estimates caicuiated by the 
traditional method, or estimates caicuiated using a GArvl approach-(ICES 1997iAssess:3). The assessment was 
found to be highly sensitive: Using the GAM-based stock size estimates and allowing a proportional catchability 
relationship for the surveys, a stock size approximately 50% lower than the Working Group's conventional 
assessment could plausibly be calculated. The concomitant fishing mortality estimate was approximately 0.6 
compared to the cotrventional est1TTlate of 0.2. 
As no new information on the GAM -based approach has been presented, this analysis has not been repeated. 
Instead forconvenieiiceFigure 3.2.5 has been reproduced from the comparison made previously and_mentioned 
above. 
The Working Group notes with concern that a plausible alternative interpretation of the data, using an alternative 
structural model, leads to a much lower perception of stock size. 
3.3 Southern Mackerei Component 
3.3.1 Effort and catch per unit effort 
Table 3.3.1 shows.-the'fis..hi.."1g effort data from Spa..njsh and Portuguese c-On1,..merci~1 fleets. The table includes 
Spa.nisn 'effort of Lhe ha.lld~line-f1eets-from Santona a~d SantaJ\der (Sub-division- VIIIc East) from 1989 to 1996 
and from 1990 to 1996 respectively, for which mackerel is the target species from March to May. The table also 
shows -the effort of the A viles and La Coruiia trawl fleets (Sub-division VIllc East and VIllc West) from 1983 to 
1996 and the Vigo purse-seine fleet (Sub-division IXa North) from 1983 to 1992 for which mackerel is a by 
catch. The Spanish trawl fleet effort corresponds to the total annual effort of the fleet for which demersal species 
is the main target. Portuguese Mackerel effort from the trawl fleet (Sub-division IXaCentral-North, Central-
South _and South) during 1988-1996 is also included and as in Spain mackerel is a by-catch. 
Tabie 3.j.2 shows·the CPtJE corresponding to-the fleets referred to in Tabie 3.3.1. Tne Spanish trawi fleets in 
1996showed-again fluctuations in different trends compared with the ones from 1995, while the hand-line fleets 
are relatively stable,although a considerable increase was observed for the fleet of Santander in 1994 and 1995. 
The Portuguese trawl fleet shows a relative stability. -The catches per effort, expressed as the numbers fish at each 
age group, for Lite va..-rious fleets is shown in Table 3.3.3. 
The series of the -Spanish CPUE -of the commercial- fleets indicate that there are -seasonal fluctuations in the 
abundance of adults and juveniles mackerel in Division VIDe and Subdivision IXa North and also confirm that 
seasonal and spatial variation of the fishery is related to the spatial variation of the abundance of this species in 
that area (Villamor et aI., in press). 
3.3.2 Surveys 
Mackerel egg surveys carried out in the Spanish and Portuguese area are discussed in Section 2.1. 
Table 3.3.4 shows the numbers at age per half hour trawl from the Spanish bottom trawl surveys from 1984 to 
1995 in September-October and the numbers at age per hour trawl (* 1000) Portuguese bottQm trawl autumn 
surveys from-1986to 1995. 
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The two sets of autumn surveys covered Sub-divisions Villc East, Villc W est and IXa North (Spain) from 20-
500 m depth and Sub-divisions IXa Central North, Central South and South (Portugal), from 20-750 m depth. 
'The same sampling methodology was used in both surveys but there Were. differences in the gear design .. 
The data of the bottom.trawl surveys.indicate that mackerel were very scarce. This may be explained because of 
the gear used in these· surveys, in which the main aim was. to obtain the. hake recruitment index, and also because 
the season in which these surveys are canied out is a time when abundance of the species is very low in this . area 
(Villamor et al., submitted). The catches of these autumn surveys consist mainly on juveniles, both on the 
Spanish coast and Portuguese coast (Martins et alop. cit) . 
. ' 3A North East Atlantic (i'llEA) Mackerei 
3 .. 4.1 Fishery independent iufoc--w.atiOil 
.. As' in previous. years the western area egg survey estimates of spawning stock biomass since .1984 were .raised. by 
15% to provide a spawning stock biomass series for the combined stock. The raising factor is based on the r;>tio 
of t.h.e spawning stock biomass estimates for the two components in the 1995 and 1992 surveys. 
Durilrg the'last few years a time ,series' of catches from theCEFAS·Western Approaches. March ground fish 
survey has been utilised within an XSA assessment to provide. a comparison with the lCAresults,The survey was 
completed in 1997, however, until the potential effects of changes in the spatial distribution of the mackerel 
(Section 2.4) on the survey's catchability have been investigated, it was considered that this time series should be 
omitted ·fromthe current analysis: 
3A.2 Recruitment 
ICES (I 997/Assess:3) and ICES (1995/Assess:2) compared estimates of recruitment derived from the 
recrnitment index for the Western stock with the estimates derived from an ICA analysis which incorporated all 
available assessment information. The results established that the index values have an increasing trend with 
time''- -whereas t.lte estimates _-of re-c!'IJ!trnent have :recently lbeen· declining. The discrepancy appears to have; been 
cause.d by variation in the spatial. distribution. of juvenile .mackerel (Section 2.4). Until the causes of the change 
are investigated further, the series can only be used qualitatively. In the present assessment the first quarter 
SCottish ground fish survey and the La Corona age' 1 CPUEtime series have been used as qualitative measures of 
the abundance of the 1995 and 1996 year classes (Figures 2.4.5 and 2.4.6), 
3A.3Comhining data 
A combined data set for the North East Atiantic mackerel was calculated as in previous years. The 8J.liliysis was 
restricted,.to the years i984-i996. Toe data series for the southern 'area is only ~vailable for, this ,period and ,t.i.e 
,stock spawning in the North Sea had beenrednced to near. the present low level by 1984, so its contribution to 'the 
catch at age data was negligible. Forthe,North Sea stock, only data for 1984-87 were included, since data forthe 
North Sea have been' included in the data for the Western stock from 1988 onwards. 
Mean weight in the catch was: obtained as a catch number weighted average of the weights used for the three 
stocks. Catch weights for the 0 and 1 groups are determined primarily from the southern area and those for all 
other ages primarily from the western area. 
Weights in the stock and maturity ogives were obtained as averages weighted by the relative proportion of :the 
egg production spawning stock biomass within the respective areas. For the North Sea spawners, the biomass 
estimates by egg surveys since 1984 range from 37 to i33 thousand tonnes (ICES i989iAssess:?), whicb 
corresponds to approximately i .5% to 4.5% of the combined North Sea and western spawfiers. Thus, for 
combining the North Sea and western stock data, weighting factors 0(0.03 and 0.97 respectively were applied,. In 
1996, low sample numbers in the Dutch sampling scheme resulted in low values for the stock weights at the older 
ages of the weStern mackerel. Weight at age data available ,from the Irish catches in March and April 1996 were 
used to estimate new values for·the oldel' ages. This data· set will be explored further during the next year in order 
to evaluate its potential use in esth'nating stock weights at age. Weighting factors of 0.15 and.D.SS were.-used for 
t.~e southern and western data. SL1JIjlar weight.s were applied to the maturity at age, the reSUlting maturity ogive is 
given on the following page: 






0.14 0.65 0.91 
456 





Natural mortality was taken as 0.15 andthe proportions ofF and Mhefore spawning were 0.4. 
3.4.4 Stock assessment 
Tables 3.4.1 to 3.4.3 show the catches in number, mean weights at age in the catch and mean weights at age in 
the stock. Tbe catch at age data were screened using a preliminary ICA fit. Tbere were no large residuals or 
aberrant patterns, indicating selection pattern changes, within the residuals from the fit to the recent years. 
leA fits to the catch at age data and the egg production estimates·wereused to examine the reiationship between 
the indices and' the' catch at age -data as estimated by a separable VPA. As -in previous.-years, two _selection 
patterns were used in order to model an apparent change in selection thattook place in 1989 (1986-1988 and 
1989-1996, Figure 3.4.3). Tbe short time span for the first period was selected in order to exclude the 1985 catch 
data, which includes a zero catch of O-group. Tbe zero value introduces a large residual to the analysis and its 
owission from the model fit reduces the vatia.'lce ~nd bias of the' log. catch residuals from dIe separable fit. In this 
years assessment a 'teTIPJri;d selection of 1.2 was used for both periods. as there is no, evidence for a difference 
between the values estimated for the oldest ages. Both selection patterns were calculated relative to the reference 
fishing mortality at age 5. 
Tbemodel was fitted by a non-linear minimisation of: 
:L:;,t'r;:::A.-{ln(C •. y) -In(F y.SL,.N.))' + 
:L:::i:L~:::A.(ln(C •. y -In(Fy.S2 •. N •. y))2 + 
2.~::::L(ln(EPBy) -In(:L.N •. y-O •. y.W •. y.exp(-PF.F y-S I. -PM. M»)' + 
subject to, the constraints: 
where 
SI, =S2, = 1.0 
SI 11 = S211 = 1.2 
N bar - mean exploited population abundance over the year. 
N - population abundance on I January. 
o -proportion of fish mature at~ach age., 
M - Natural mortality. 
F - fishing mortality at age 5. 
SI, S2 - selection at age over the time periods 1986-1989 and 1990-1995, referenced to age 5. 
I ... - weigh.ting fac~r set to 0.1 for age.o, 1.0 for all ot.1.er_ ages. 
a,Y ~ age al1d year subscripts. 
PF, PM, proportion of fishing and natural mortality occurring before spawning. 
EPB - Egg production estimates of mackerel sPawning biomass. 
C - Catches in number at age and year. 
Parameter estimates and their standard deviations are listed in Tables 3.4.4a-f and illustrated in Figures 3.4.1-
3.4.4. Tables 3.4.5,3.4.6 and 3.4.7 present the estimated fishing mortalities, population numbers-at-age and stock 
summary. 
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3.4.5 Comments on the assessment 
Figure 3.4.5 compares the assessments for the Western mackerel with the combined assessment and also the 
combined assessment carriedont in 1996 with this years. The new assessment has only made minor re';isionsto 
the perception of the recruitment, SSB and fishing mortality time series. Since no new tuning data have been 
added to the assessment time series these results are conditional on the assumption of a constant selection pattern 
during the last few years. The assessment for the years after the last survey would be very sensitive to deviations 
from the historic selection pattern. ' 
Mean Fon ages ~is estimated'tohave:been 0.21 in 1996 and 0.27 in 1995 the same as estimated in last year's 
assessment (F9s = 0.27). Mean F over the period 199210 1995 (0.265) is unchanged. Figure 3.4.2 shows mat as 
with--the Western mackerei,' the yield remained relatively stable between i 984 and i 990, with a slow. inc-rease in 
spawning stock bipmass. T'nis' resulted' from ,a sustained-, sequence of ·good recruitment. Between -1990 and -1-993 
the yield and'teference F increased rapidly, they remained.stableal a high level in 1994 and 1995, ",ell above the 
long term mean. Fishing mortality ,is: ,estimated to have decreased· in 1996. Since 1992 the SSB has declined 
: sharply, last years asSessment estimated the SSB in 1995 to be at a historical low of 2.54 million lonnes, just 
below t.1)e esti'!'.ate for 1994 (2.55). The. differences between this.years and last, years_ assessments for these, va1,lles 
'a.renegligible. The most recent estimate" at 2.46 million tonnes, is al the historical low for this restricted ,time 
series; However, given the errors inherent within the assessment data' sets the 1996SSB is at an eq\livalentlevel 
to that of the previous two years and it appears that the decreasing trend may have been slowed or halted; 
ICES (1991/Assess:?) performed a sensitivity analysis for status quo forecasts made using data from this stock. 
The results revealed that the forecasts were sensitive to the estimates of the strength of the year class that 
recruited two years before the year of the assessment. The forecast made this year will be sensitive to the estimate 
of recruitment in 1995. The 1995 year class was estimated to ,be extremeiy iow in iasl years assessment but mere 
.~ •• - 4 ___ ............. '1'-, "., .,~, _ ____ ~ _____ L'·~ LL1... 
were mdlcatIons trom survey ana LYUJj aats. mat It may nave DeeD at least 01 average s1rengm; In lOrecasLS we 
geometric mean of the time series was used. Both of the newlCA, fit and the index of abundance derived from the 
Scottish 1 st quarter groundfish survey and the La Coruiia age 1 CPUE time series confirm that the 1995 
recruitment was of average strength (Figures 2.45 and 2.4.6). The estimate. for the 1994 recruitment has not 
altered substantially from t.1:te low value esti!!t..ated last year (Figm"e 3.4.5). The 1996 yea]' 'Class is estimated to be 
strong by th~ ICA'fit:.hllt this is not considered to-be reliable-as it ~~ based on one catch at age value from the 
1996 O-group. 
3.4.6 Catch predictions 
Table 3.4.8 presents the input values for the catch forecasts. Apart from the recruitment in 1996, the ICA-
estimated abundances at all ages were used as the starting populations in the prediction. The recruitment for' 1996 
is estimated to be 6,757 million. The index from the Scottish groundfish survey, wim me addition of the North 
Sea catches indicates that the year ciass may be at least of average strength. However, the predi~tive value of 
these data series is, as yet, unknown. A precautionary approach is to assume that the 1996 year class is of average 
strength. Therefore, the geometric mean was used for the 1996 recruitment, the value is calculated from the 
geometric mean (1972-1995) of the recruitment to the Western mackerel, raised by the average ratio (1.09) of 
the estL~ated Western a.'ld Southern area recruitments for t.he :period 1984-1994. 
Catch forecast, have been calculated for the provision of area based 'T ACs. Two ''fleets'' have been defined, 
corresponding to the exploitation of the western area, including the North Sea and the unregulated catches taken 
in international waters, Division Ha (Northern), and the southern area (Southern). 
The exploitation pattern used in th~ predlcrlon was the separable lCA Fs for the firial year. These were 
subdivided into partial Fs for each fleet using the average ratio of the fleet catch at each age and the total catch at 
each age for the years 1994-1996. Weight at age in the catch was taken as ari average of the vaiues for the period 
1994-1996 for each area. Weight at age'in the stock ~as calculated from anav'erage (1994-1996) of the 
combined data. 
The TACs for 1997, in each area, are the .same as those for 1996. For the Northern area it is 350,000 tonnes 
·(:...: ... 1~~...:I:"'-~ ........... ,..,..l~+.:.~ . .:."'+.;..1-. .... '" " ... ",-t...":n -'i~: T~t"''rn':ll:';n.n';'l \'Il!:11tPn nlVi~inn "rr~' Thp. '~nnthp.rn -~TP.:~ h:::...::. -;:.:' TAC'. of \u ...... .lUy.lu.s \.111.1 ..... 5 .... ,."'...., ............... u .... ~ ............. u ~~A ... ~u ...... u .......... u ..... OT .. ......-~ ... ' - •• &~.~ •. --f' __ a"""' .... ____ -' ____ -' ________ ~. __ 
30,000 t6ru'1es~ Catches i'n '-tl:le SouLl:le'ni !area have recentiy been 'increasing and exceeded the quota- for-'ihe 'first 
time in 1996. Catches in international waters which are not subject to a TAC, have recently averaged 45,000 
tonnes. The combined over-shoot of the 1996 TAC was 23% (560kt). 
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Four single option summary :tables are presented (Tables 3.4.9. a--<l) .and summarised in the text table below. The 
tables illustrate status quo fishing mortality and 56llkt constlutt caich options for 1997. These are followed by 
tbreeoptions: status quo fishing mortality, F98 =.F99= 0.15 the agreed between the EU and Norway for 1998, 
and constant catch options. 
IYear IStatus quo (F96) ICatch 97 = 96 ICatch 97 - 96 ICatch 97 = 96 
-
Catch 98,99=560 kt F= 0.15, 98,99 SqF98,99 
RefF SSB RefF SSB RefF SSB RefF SSB 
1997 0.20 2.56 0.20 2.57 0.20 2.57 0.2 2.57 
100Q o ryO ry "., O,Q ry .,0 OH ry .,,, ory ry "R 
2.71 2.78 2.90 2.72 
The forecasts predict that SSB will begin to recover, as predicted last year, to an average of 2.8 million tonnes. 
However, the recovery is sensitive to the estimate of the 1996 year class abundance, which has been taken to be 
the geometric mean for the time series. 
Two management option tables are presented. Table 3.4.10 presents the option for Status quo F in 1997. Table 
3.4.11 presents a constant catch for each fleet in 1997; each is followed by a range ofF98 values for both areas. 
The forecasts for the two scenarios are in close agreement for the. predicted SSB values. This results from the 
dominant effect of the exploitation in the Western area on the forecast SSB estimates. The reference Fs in the 
Southern areaare.so.low that for the range ofF multipliers used in the forecast their catches make no significant 
impact on the predicted SSB in th~ short term. 
3.4.'j Iviedium .. term predilCtiODS 
Medium-term predictions were made using the methodology described in ICES (19971 Assess:7). The input 
parameters were estimated as follows: 
• Stock population para.rnetersJFismng mO~91ity7 sele.ction. pop1l1~tion abunil!:lTlc-e at age) were t~k..en directly 
from the lCA fit (Section 3.4.4): apart from the 1996 year class at age O. This value was replaced by the 
geometric mean as described in Section 3.4.6. 
• Due to the down-weighting of the 0 group during the fitting of ICA the estimated variance gave an 800% 
coefficient of variation. The 'variance of the estimate in. theICA covariance matrix was replaced by the 
variance of the geometric mean of the full recruitment time series. The adjusted variance-covariance matrix 
was then used as the estimate of uncertainty in the stock population parameters. 
• Mean weights at age in the catches and the fleet partial-F ratio at age were calculated as from the average 
proportions in the 1994-1996 catches. 
• The mean of the maturity ogive and weights in the stock were estimated from observations from 1994 to 
1996. 
• Recruitment Function. 
A simple, robust and precautionary approach to modelling recruitment was adopted. It is assumed that if spawning 
stock biomass falls below the lowest spawning stock biomass estimate, then a linear dependency is assumed to hold. 
Uncert~inty about such a rel~tionship~...s alSo modelled. 
This model was formulated on the basis of making the simplest assumptions about recruitment that are consistent 
with the available. data and with obvious constraints that are necessary from theoretical grounds. Firstly, there is no 
detectable dependency of recruitment on stock size over the range of stOCk size estimates available. Attempts to fit 
such functions having proved unsuccessful, it becomes necessary to retain the assumption that, over the observed 
range of stock sizes, the recruitment is independent of stock size. A geometric mean recruitment has been used as the 
estimate of central tendency over this range of stock sizes. An additional necessary constraint is that when stock size 
is zero, recruitment is aiso zero. Tbe dependency of recruitment on stock size in the region between the lowest 
observed stock size (Recruitment = Geometric mean) and stock size = zero (Recruitment = zero), has been chosen by 
Ockbam's razor, a simple linear dependency of recruits on stock size in this region. 
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· stochlistic variation· of recruitment about the model for medium-term prediction purposes was modelled in different 
ways separately for the reglons of stock size above and below the lowest·observed stock size. In the region over 
which stock· sizes have been observed andrecruitmentis aSsumed 'to be stock-independent, pseudo-recruitments'R' 
were drawn from a distribution as: 
1_ 
R'.= exp(- 2.y(in(R y))+e') 
n .. . 
whereRy~the estimatedrecruitments over the n years, and the epsilon' are re-sampled with replacement from'the 
historic distribution of recruitments about their geometric mean. 
'Foriower stock sizes, a differentapproacltwas used:· For 'each pseudo recruitment, a new estimate of the illflilction 
point of the stock-recruit relationship (the recruitment at the lowest observed stock size) was drawn· from a 
distribution having as its mean the georr-wuic rrtean of observed r6\.,T..ntments, and ",,'it'! variance equal to the 
e8t1n-Jf-ted' vw-ianc~{.of the obse~ved ~-r.iitments., A pseud? recruitment, ,"vas then generated using the :ge:r..erate-d 
~nflec~on point (a.*ld assuniing -~ li..~~_ar dependency ef recrui!!r'..ent on 'stock size down to the origi...n) a..11d- peI'tllT'bed 
with an error re-sampled from log ",sidUa!s with replacement, as above. 
Bias'jnthe medium tenD.projectionS (differences between the mean values ofF from the stochastic simulations 
from the deterministic trajectory from the stock assessment least squares estimates), were corrected by adjusting 
F-multiplier values in the stochastic projections so that the mean values in the projections conformed to. the 




F as in 1996 (0.208) 
F = 0.15, which has been agreed by EU and Norway as a TAC that is consistent with a fishing 
m~ty of 0.15 in'1998 uriless future scieutific advic"e requires modification of L'le agieement. 
Brussels 9th Deci.--1995. 
An MBAL of 2,300,000 tonnes was used (see Section 3.4.9). 
The Status quoF constraint led to a grilclual reductibnin the risk of SSB falling below MBAL (Figure 3.4.8), 
starting from around 30% . and falling to 20% in 10 years. At the lower agreed fishing mortality this 'risk was 
considerably lower (=5%, Figure 3.4.11). Under these options the catches increased to a range of 350-r;OOO,000 
tonnes, slightly higher for F = 0.2 (Figure 3.4.7) than for F =.0.15 (Figure 3.4.10). 
3.4,8 Long-term yield 
Tabie 3.4.i2 a..'!d Figure 3.4~12 present the yield per recruit forecasts for the both areas. FmID'_ is poorly d~fined at 
a combined reference F of about 0.5. However, for pelagic species Fm!!X is generally estimated to be at levels of F 
well beyond sustainable levels and should not be used as a fishing mortality target. FO.I was estimated last year 
using the same selection pattern, the full age range and a 12 plus group, to be 0.175. 
The, tim.e series of stock and recruitment estimates for this. management unit are. short and the estimation of F .... , 
Frugi> and F,ow for short time series will be biased if the stotk has previously been reduced to a low level. Por.this 
reason the F reference points have been calculated from the Western mackerei assessment time series of 
recruitment and SSB raised by the,ratio, ~r the respective ~eries with, the combined assessment time series. Figure 
3.4.13 presents the results, Flow is estimated to be 0.08, F;'" 0.28 and F .... 0.765; currently F is estimated to be 
between F mod and Flow. The fishing moitljlity forecast for 1997 under the constant. catch restriction is 0.2' ( = F96). 
3.4.9 ReferenCjl points for managemimt purpose 
Even whet1t,J,e period back to 1977 is iricluded, the SS:e only spans the range of a bout 2.5-3.5 million tonnes. 
, Within this range, there is no evidence.that the stock size illfluences the recruitment. One would expect that the 
, recruitment would be reduced at some level of SSB, bilt there.is nothing in the present experience to indicate 
, , ' 
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what this level would be. In recent years, the trend in SSBhas'beendownwards. The Working GToup has 
previously reconunended that this developmenUhould be reversed. This is both because of the un=tainty as to 
what 'the dangerous level of SSBwould be, but also because the present fishing mortality is well above FO.I, 
which implies that the fishing mortality could be reduced without any appreCiable loss in long term yield. 
Since the shape of the stock-recruit relation below the historical low SSB is unknown, a precautionary 
assumption about this relation would 'be a linear decrease in recruitment with decreasing SSB below,the historical 
low, and a constant recruitment at the geometrical mean above it, as has been used within the stochastic 
projections. 
However, this declining line in the stock recruit plane would represent the replacement line corresponding to the 
historicaliow SSB and, the· mean recruinnent, and any higher F than the one corresponding to this repiacement 
line- wouid iead to ,depietion, of ,me stock in iong term sitnulatioDs. Taus, undet_wese assumptions, the lowest 
historical SSB has the properties of a limit biomass since the corresponding F would appear as an F"",h' 
The level of 2.3 million tonnes has been regarded as the lower bound of the experienced SSB-range by the 
Workillg Group for several yea...rs. This is not to be t~ken as ,a Slim. ft..nd the corresponding F as an Ffun7 as is the 
usual interpretation of these concepts. In the present context, they represent the ]ower end of the range where by 
experience, the recruitment is largely independent on the stock biomass. but not necessarily the beginning of a 
range where poorer recruitment is to be expected. However, since this biomass level is well below that 
corresponding to FO.I at equilibrium, an exploitation which leads to a lower SSB cannot be justified on the 
grounds that it would increase the long term equilibrium catch appreCiably. In this case, the argument sometimes 
put forward, that using the lowest experienced SSB as a limit would preclude full exploitation of a stock, does 
not apply. Thus, until better insight in the stock recruitment dynamics is achieved, the level of 2.3 million tonnes 
is a candidate reference point for the biomass that it would be advisable to remain above. 
Simulations made by the Comprehensive Working Group (ICES 1997/Assess:15) indicate FO.I as a default 
candidate for Fpa under a wide range of stock dynamics. As such, it should imply a good trade-off between yield 
and risk. To explore this specifically for this stock, the long-term equilibrium distribution of SSB at various 
levels ofF was computed. The,mode! used is s""il.aI" to t.ite one used by (ICES 1997/:A..ssess:8). It esti"'ates t.ite 
$~ati.ona..ry distribution of- SSB and recruitment at a fixed Fi taking into account variations in recruitment and 
weights at age. The stock-recruitment function used was: 
R = f(SSB)*exp(E), 
where 
f(SSB) = 3872 for SSB>2.3 million tonnes 
=SSB/2.3*3872 for SSB<2.3 million tonnes 
andE is normally distributed with expectation = 0 and s = 0.485. The parameters represent the. geometric mean 
and the standard deviation of the log residual. of the recruitrnents in the years 1972-1995, as described in 
Section 3.4.6. The ·stochastic weights at age were obtained by drawing a year randon-.tly each time a weight was 
needed by t.l:le model, and llSL'1g the weights at age from that year. The year ra..'1ge used was 1984-1996. A 
selection cfpercentiles for the SSB=distribution is shown in FiguTe.3.4.14. 
As a reference point representing the precautionary exploitation (Fpa), an F at about 0.185. which is slightly 
above FO.I, appears to be the highest F that is acceptable in terms of a less than 5% probability for the biomass to 
be below 2.3 million tonnes. The mean biomass at this level of F is close to 3.0 million tonnes, and the median 
2.75 million tonnes. 
The choice of reference points. in particular Bp' and Fpa, will to some extent depend on the harvest control law to 
which they are to be applied. Some exploratory simulations of a harvest control law was done using a medium-
term simulation model. The harvest control law used was: 
At 
At 
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Where FI isa fishing mortality admitted, when B<B,ow, , and B,ow is the biomass which should' be avoided, For the 
,NEA mackerel stock,' where the SSB is close to the assumed B,ow of 2.3 million tonnes, and the assumed B,ow, is 
,someWhat arbitrary and does nOt represent a limit below Which the recruitment is known to be reduced, less 
drastic measures than closing the fishery should be permissible. A guideline in this case would be t(. apply a 
fishing mortality well below that represented by the replacement line through the mean recruitment and the 2.3 
million tonnes. As an example, F corresponding 'to a' replacement line at 2.3 million tonnes and one standard 
'deviationbelowthe geometric mean recruitment was used. This F-value is 0.122. As another example, a very low 
F ofO.OS was used. For 1997, a catch of 560,000 tonnes was assumed, and forF .. , the FO.I= 0.175 was'used. , 
The medium-term simulation is a stochastic projection model, run over 10 years, with the same input data as the 
eqUilibrium model described above. The ptojectionstartswith the stock numbers from the iast assessment year, 
, and includes the uncertainty in' these as specified' by the variance-covariance matrix estimated in ,the leA 
. assessment··Tne. model inciudes a:dtcision rule, where ,next-years F is detennined according to-the-bio:mass it 
would lead to in the next year. The mOdel allows for uncertainty in' future assessment 'by multiplying the actual 
biomass with a stochastic multiplier, which is normally distributed and specified as a mean and standard 
deviation. Likewise, deviation of the realized catches from, the TAC are also modelled with a similar catch 
"multiplier. These' options allow for te'sting the· robustness- of t1)e model to t..he~Se sonrce-s of e!!urs. 
Table 3Al3.hows the results for a'selection of runs. Three measures of performance are shown: 
• 'The probability that the stock will reach the 2.3 million tonnes level at least once in the 10 years periOd. 
• A measure of year to'year 'variation of the catches, which is the range 'of catches divided by the mean in,the 
hist S years in each trnjectory: This is a stochastic measure, and the median is shown here. 
• The median total catch overthelO year, expressed as average catch per year. 
The results indicate, that in order to, be robust towards, uncertain assessment or overfishing, of TACs, a fairly high 
B .. is helpful. This will'ncrease the year to year variation in the catches to some extent. A lower value of the' FI 
will also be helpful, but Will also' increase the year to year variation. ' 
Possible harvest controi laws would need far mure eALensive evaluation-' before -they- can be recOiilffiended~ iIn 
parucwar, orie S;hoi.lld be aware-u~at u'ie-:fesults'-are sensitive to L'ie'selection Patt .... ~J1~ For the l'-mA mackerel"t.I!.Js 
is to a large extent assumed, a.."ld t.i.e sensitivit"J of a ha...-les't control la\"I perfol1I'..a.~ce to ttlis has -not been 
investigated. 
In consequence the Working Group invite comments on the appropriateness for management purposes of a 
harvest control law as defined above, with B,ow = 2.3 million tonnes, F,. = FO.l and Fl = 0.122. 
3.4.10 Management measures and considerations . 
In 1995 ACFM recommended that to restore and maintain the spawning stock biomass above the historical low in 
1997, the fishing rtiorta!ityin 1996 shOuld be reduced by 80% compared to 1994. Also thata reduction of 60% in 
1996 would briilg the SSB above this 'level by the time of spawning in 1998. This assessment has estimated that 
catch resuiting from the overshot 1996 TAC has resulted ,in a reduction ,by 26% compared to 1994. The_TACfor 
1997 'is the Smile -as that "of 1996 and if the resulting. catch ;is -equivalent to t.'1at for 1996, the- fishing mortality ,,'ill 
remain at this level. Short- and medium-term' forecasts predict t.h~t the recent decliTJ.e in SSB has beeRluilted -a.'ld 
continued fishing at this level willlead to gradual recovery to 2.7 million tonnes in 1998 and 2.8 million tonnes 
'in 1999. 
The Working Group points out that catches have consistently exceeded the TAC and this forecast is; therefore 
considered to be optimistic. In addition, the forecast recovery is sensitive to the estimate of the 1996 year class 
abundance, which has been taken to be the geometric mean for the time series. 
In the longer term, Fin the order of 0.15-0.2 will result in a low risk of going below the MBAL level. and is 
likely to improve the long term yield. Fs at the recent higher (1993-1995) levels would imply a far greater risk of 
the stock falling below the current MBAL. 
The catches from this management unit have been iiicreasir.g,- witil thOSe of :ti.6 period 1993--1995 t.i.e highest-on 
record. This year's assessment has conftrmed the previously, relatively high levels of F and the recent rapid 
decline in the spawning stock biomass. The reductions in quota imposed in 1996 have reduced fishing mortality 
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and stabilised the decline in SSB. Minor revisions to the egg survey estimates have had no effect on the 
perception of the state of the stock. ' 
The management of the Western component in recent years has reflected the need to protect the North Sea 
soawninl! stock bvrecommending that there should be no fishinl! for mackerel in Divisions illa and !Vb,c at any 
ti'me of year and i;' Divisioo!Va for the first seven months ofth; year (see Section 3.1). . 
The TAC should take into account catches from all areas including those in international waters. 
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Table 3.1.1 !vlackerel abundance indices from the NorLl~ Sea International Yoa.~g Fish Su.... .. "eys. Values are 
niean numbers per 10 hr. 
Year First winter Second winter 
1970 6536 13 
1971 3250 576 
1972 13 226 
1973 28 2 
1974 14 12 
1975 165 1 
1976 4 2 
1977 14 <.5 
1978 23 <.5 
1979 2 <.5 
1980 <.5 <.5 
1001 1 <.5 .L.7uJ. 
1982 1 1 
1983 19 52 
1984 1 4 
1985 7 0 
1986 5 21 
1987 89* <.5 
1988 13 1 
1989 11 17 
1990 350 12 
1991 69* 2 
1992 160* 4 
1993 10 8 
1nn.l 
" 1 i":::1'+ ~~ 
100":;: + + .1..77 ... 
1996 104 7 
1997 7200'* 36** 
Notes: Data for survey years 1970-1974 based on standard area south of 59"30·N, 1975-1992 based on standard area 
south of 61°30'N; *Values dominated by catch in one or two rectangles only; *. Preliminary 
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Tabl.e 3.~!.:L Thla Western maclkerel. cla1~ch numbe:t"s aLt age. 
Mi':lck.erel West (z'un: ICACDD03/I03, 
catch in number 
------+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------~--
Age 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 19112 1983 1984 1985 1986 
------+-------------------------------------------------------------------------~------~------7-~--------~---~-----------------
o I 1.6 .0 1.3 1.0 34.2 2.0 10.3 79.5 19.5 38.3 2.0 .0 .5 .0 18.1 
1 I 12.4 33.8 87.0 52.5 279.4 153.5 31.3 351.1 484.5 266.1 203.0 43.6 15.2 234.3 25.7 
2 12.1 49.4 24.3 104.0 184.9 289.5 563.8 61.6 468.7 506.4 435.9 712.7 79.5 16.0 397.8 
3 I 29.4 64.0 123.5 94.5 322.3 154.0 425.0 602.5 75.2 225.1 483.6 444.6 661.8 49.1 29.9 
4 I 507.7 115.5 108.5 306.3 170.6 166.0 243.7 365.5 381.3 31.7 184.1 391.6 3?4.6 420.3 63.6 
5 .0 582.3 191.8 192.2 288.8 51.0 258.3 217.2 282.0 174.8 24.7 130.4 2J8.2 242.6 331.9 
6 I .0 .0 567.0 143.8 118.6 140.0 71.9 233.1 145.2 158.5 136.6 20.2 92.0 158.4 193.9 
7 .0.0.0 1246.2 279.7 64.4 151.9 86.8 158.4 99.5 108.6 91.3 15.5 58.9 119.5 
8 .0.0.0.0 438.8 89.4 56.7 154.2 52.4 116.6 84.5 70.9 51.5 16.2 38.3 
9 .0.0.0.0.0 158.5 83.2 70.5 139.6 35.3 87.0 47.1 39.3 42.0 11.1 
10 .0.0.0.0.0.0 210.8 74.6 43.6 138.7 24.4 48.9 25.1 33.0 28.6 
11 .0.0.0.0.0 .. 0 .0 !EL9.1 47.9 29.4 '90.3 19.1 ;:1.4 20.4 20 .. 2 
12 .0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0 115.4 176.1 147.6 126.2 14.2 80.3 60.1 
- - - ---+- _. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -, - - -._ .. - - - - - -..;. - - - - ,-_ .. - - - - - - - ----_. --'- - - - - - - - - - - _. - - - ---- - -- _ .. - .. - - - - - - - - - - _ .. _ .. - - - - - - - - .". - .. _ •. - • ..:. --
Thousands 
Ca.tch in number 
------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Age I 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o 2.5 .3 24.4 5.4 4.9 1.7 13.1 .5 3.7 7.1 
1 22.9 99.0 42.8 108.6 47.1 75.0 114.7 144.5 74.1 90.8 
2 148.4 127.3 306.9 202.3 202.~ 150.9 202.8 215.1 335.0 158.3 
3 653.6 175.4 203.3 408.1 194.9 347.3 264.2 301.1 331.0 323.3 
4 51.9 505.1 163.4 205.3 362.8 261.1 387.4 261.0 268.3 263.9 
5 79.3 66.5 356.5 152.1 181.8 298.3 239.9 289.7 181.8 171.4 
6 237.4 77.9 45.9 247.4 125.0 152.6 247.2 176.3 190.6 91.3 
7 148.8 179.2 54.0 40.6· 192.3 111.8 145.6 183.8 135.4 110.2 
8 83.9 111.5 105.7 45.0 49.7 135.6 95.6 103.5 106.5 49.6 
9 33.0 51.6 66.7 80.0 42.0 50.3 119.1 77.5 65.4 53.6 
10 18.0 19.3 31.4 31.5 67.9 35.6 37.4 56.4 39.8 23.0 
11 24.7 12.3 13.6 15.9 29.2 39.8 28.2 19.6 35.7 16.2 




'l'able 3.2.2 The W'estern Inack:erel ca.tc:h weightll ,iLt age. 
Weightf' at age in thE! catches (K9) 
------+-----------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------
Age 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 191'7 197B 1979 19BO 19B1 19112 1983 1984 19B5 1986 
------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o .06600.06600.06600.06600.06600.06600.00000.00000. 06600 .06600 .06600 .06600 .06900 .00000 .00000 
1 .1371)0 .13700 .1:1700 .13700 ,13700 .13700 .13700 .13700 .13100 .13100 .13100 .17BOO .13700 .15100 .16600 
2 .15800 ,15800 ,15800 .15800 .15800 .15800 .15800 .15800 .24800 .24800 .24800 .21600 .17600 .27300 ,24500 
3 .24100 .24100 .21100 .24100 .24100 .24100 .24100 .24100 .28300 .28300 .28300 .27000 .21400 .34900 .33900 
4 .41600.31400.31400.31400.31400.31400.31400. 3l.400 .34300 .34300 .34300 . J0600 .32:400 .41800 .42100 
5 .000IJO. 43700 .3:1400 .33400 .33400 .33400 .33400 .33400 .37300 .37300 .. 37300 . J8300 .3UOO .41600 .47300 
6 .00000.00000.47200.39800.39800.39800.39800.39800.45500. 45500 .45500 .42500 .4,:900 .43400 .44400 
7 .00000.00000.00000.48000.41000.41000.41000. 4lL000 .49700 ,49700 ,49700 .43000 .53800 .52000 .45600 
8 .00000.00000.00000.00000.50800.50300.50300.50300. 50.800 . 50 BOO .50800 .49100 .46800 .54400 .54100 
9 .00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.51100.51100.51100 .53900 .53900 .5391)0 .54200 .56100 .56200 .59300 
10 .. 00000 .00000 .0IDOOO .00000 ... 00000 .51100 .5HOO .5HOO .57300 .. 57300 .57300 .60800 .61900 .62700 .. 54600 
11 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .. 00000 .00000 .00000 .51100 .57300 .57300 .57300 .60800 .63600 .66600 .. 69200 
12 .00000.00000.00000.00000 .. 00000.00000.00000 .00000 .57300.57300 .5731JO .60800 .6360'0 .70400.69200 
------+-------------~--~------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Units 
Wei~rhts at age in the catches (Kg) 
~ ------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Age I 19B7 19BB 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o .04900.07100.06100.06100.06000. (15500 .05300 .05400 .07300 .OS500 
1 .17600 .15700 .15400 .16700 .15500 .16400 .13600 .13500 .14100 .15200 
2 .22200 .26000 .23800 .23400 .25500 .23800 .24100 .25700 .23400 .22900 
3 .31S:00 .32600 .32100 .33700 .33200 .33400 .31700 .34100 .33400 .31400 
4 .395100 .39000 .37700 .38000 .39700 .:19800 .37700 .39100 .3900CI .311000 
5 . ,17E100 .46200 .4.3400 .42500 .42600 .46200 .43700 .45100 ,4530(1 .42600 
6 .'51300 .53700 .4.5500 .46'100 .47100 .49700 .48600 .51700 .50300 .41l600 
7 . ,19200 .56700 .5,4600 .53000 .50800 . !;34.00 .53000 .54600 .54200 .5:l200 
8 .49600.56300.5:9600. 55:aOO .55600 . !;!;1' 00 .55000 .59300 .58200 . 5~;800 
9 .57700 .56800 .57900 .61200 .61200 ,59100 .58500 .58500 .59800 .58300 
10 .63S00 .61700 .58200 .61100 .63500 .65100 ,59900 .62900 .60900 .60200 
11 .63400.62700. E;4900 .59200 .65100 .661'00 .65100 .68300 .63500 .61100 




Table 3. 2 • 31 ThEl lliestern millckerel ste,ck weiqht;s a'qe aqe. 
weights at age in t;he stock (KU) 
------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




















































































































































































































weights at age in the stock (K~O 
------+-------~------------------------------------------------------------------------
Age I 1987 1988 1989 19!10 199~ 1.992 1993 1994 19!15 1996 
- - - -- - +-~ ;..,.-.- --_. - - ~ - -- -..:. - --..:..- ---:..;.. --- -- -...:..--..;...- ----:.... - - - - - - - - - _.- - _. - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - _.- - - --
o .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
1 .07000 .07000 .07000 .0'1000 .07000 .07000 .07000 .07000 .07000 .007000 
2 .13900 .14600 .17600 .12800 .14900 .21600 .19300 ,17500 ,15100 .12200 
.3 .23300 .23300 .23800 .21300 .22700 .25700 .26400 .23000 .25900 .24400 
4 .26800.30200.29900 .2:8000 .30700 .30900 .31100 .28'900 .31600 .31400 
5 .3Ei300. 32700 .34200 .33100 .35600.35,900 .35700 '35:~00 .39200 . :35600 
6 .37100.43400.36300.3,6500.40800.40000.41600.40'100. 44500 .014300 
7 .39200.45500.41900.400500 .43100 .42400 .45800 .46:BOO .49300 ..!6400 
8 .40200.43600.46800. 3:BOO .50600 .46400 .46400 . 46,~00 .50600 . ';0500 
9 .4~;900 .46000 .44100 .4:2000 .54700 .48900 .48000 .47:100 .54600 ,S7600 
10 .4E1300 .52800 .45100 .51400 .57400 .. 52300 .51200 .55000 .50200 .S8000 
11. 4~i200 .60600 .49600 .51400 .57400 .,55600 .59700 .61200 .62700 .62400 




Tabl.e 3.2.4a The lCA di,lqnostic out:pu1~ for the Western Ima.c}:erel.. 
IFAP run code: I03 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
NO of y!;~ars for separslble analysis 
Age ranfre in the analysis 
Year range in the analysis 
Number of indices of SSB 
Number (If age-structured indices 
ParametE!rS to estimate! 
Number cIf observations 
Two selection vectors to be fittE!d . 








Selecti.on 'assumed constant up to and including 1!~8B 
PARAMETER gSTlMATES 
, Parm 3 30 Maximum 3 , 
] No. , 1 Likelih. l CV 3 Lower 3 Upper 3 _·s .e. +5.9. 
l Estimate] (%) , 95% CL • 95% CL ' 
Separable l)!odel: Reference F by year 
1 19815 .1321 16 .0960 .1818 .1122 .15:i4 
2 1987 .1651 115 .1219 .2234 .1414 .192:6 
3 1981l .1788 14 .1337 .2392 .1541 .2074 
4 198!l .1718 1L2 .1337 .2207 .1512 .195,2 
5 1990 .1793 1.2 .1392 .2309 .1576 . :104.0 
6 1991 .1975 1.3 .1525 .2558 .1731 .:125·4 
7 1992 .23.52 14 .1787 .3097 .2044 .:n06 
8 199:1 .3051 15 .2235 .4163 .2603 .:1575 
9 199<1 .3028 ].9 .2076 .4416 .2497 .:1670 
.10 19~W .2906 ~:4. .1796 .4701 .2274 .3714 
11 1996 .2170 3:0 .1188 .3967 .1596 .2952 
Separabll~ lolodel: selection (SI) by ac;;re from 19116 to 1988 
12 (I .0041 14.5 .0002 .0712 .0010 .0176 
13 1 .0818 2:0 .05,~6 .1225 .0665 .1005 
14 " .4682 20 .3U9 .6961 .3824 . ~,732 ,. 
15 3: .6011 20 .40.j9 .8925 .4913 .7354 
16 ~, .7135 20 .4810 1.0583 .5835 .El724 
5 1.0000 Fixed : Heferl2nce age 
17 6 1.2779 19 .86·12 1.8896 1. 0·467 1.~1601 
18 7 1.6337 19 1.1075 2.4098 1. 3398 1.9'921 
19 8: 1. 6174 19 1. 09!H 2.3887 1.3:256 1.9734 
20 9' 1.2163 19 .8262 1.7906 .9985 1.4816 
21 10 1.2934 19 .8832 1. 8942 1. 0647 1.5713 
11 1.2000 Fixed : last true age 

























Table,3.2.4b 'The ICA dia.qnosticl C)U1t:PUt fOl~ 'the WesterJl' l~ackerelL. 
Separabl,e Model: Selecl:ion (S2) by a~re 'from 19119 to 1996 
22 0 .0053 95 .00<08 .0348 .0020 .Ol39 .00:94 
23 1 .1212 15 .081l8 .1655 .1034 .lA21 .. 1227 
24 2 .3842 .14 .2910 ' .5072 .3334 .'.41427 .38111 
25 3 .6610 13 .5093 ;8578 .5786 .1'550 .6668 
26 4 .87'59 12 .68:12 1: 1246 .7710 .9950 .8830 
5 L 0000 Fixed ; Reference age 
27 6 .97:l9 11 .'7694 1. 2303 .8631 1. 0967 .9799 
28 7 1.0774 11 .1~578 1.3532 .9591 1 .. 210:3 1. 084!7 
29 8 1.1306 11 ._~~O70 1.4093 1 .. 0104 1.2651 1.1378 
30 9 1. 3674 10 1.104,9 1.6922 1.226.4 1..5245 1.375,5 
31 -10 .1.2733 11 1. 0234 1.5842 1.1390 1.4234 1.2812 
11 1.2000 Fixed : last true age! 
Separal~le Model: Popllllations in lrear 1996 
32 0 .6637E+o.7 270 . 329~IE+05 .1337E+10 .4429E+06 .9945);:+08 .2590E+09 
33 1 3746385 44 1563648 8976064 2398852 5851l8EI3 4137786 
34 2 19.97494 35 992238 402.1194 1397816 285.144,1 2128913 
35 -3 26752).4 ,30 1473689 4856366 1973512 362.6414 2801914 
36 ,4 1431225 28 823390 2487769 1079460 1897619 14893<09 
37 5 841618 27 489647 1446597 6138408 1109511 8743'16 
38 6 475924 27 27751)4 8i6218 361421 626704 494294 
39 7 541157 26 319507 916571 413587 708076 561071 
40 8 270016 27 158632 459607 205842 354,197 2801<14 
0, 41 9 30006'5 26. 1771!i9 508239 229326 :192624 311108 
0<' 42 10 109933 28 62570 193147 82462 146557 114573 
43 III 73620 2,9 40915 132469 54555 99348 770(12 
Separabll:;!: Nodel: Populations at ag4~ l.1 
44 :L9E16 147726 29 8:3385 261714 110342 197777 154150 
45 BSI7 144490 23 91318 228621 114331 182604 148504 
46 ll9H8 58026 20 31l6S6 87034 H184 71360 59281 
47 1989 7729~i- 19 53121 112470 63833 93.59!i 78723 
48 1990 11988B 17 8<1901 169293 100535 142:967 121761 
49 1991 146193 17 10'J734 204063 123319 173309 148324 
50 1992 199708 16 1441523 275964 169330 235!;3Ei 202445 
51 1993 73985 17 53013 103251 62415 87699- 7506.2 
52 1994 48637 19 33227 71193 410044 59073 4956,4 
53 1995 186477 23 113513 286947 142455 2,28648 185599 
SSB Index I::!atchab:i,.lities 
INDEX1 
Used 'as absolut~ estilnat:or. 
No, fitted c'atchaQility,for this index. 
'. 
Table 3.2.40 'l~hl! ICA dj.a~ln,ostio O'lltP1:lt for t,hEI lifestern macikerel. 
RESIDUALS ABOUT THE M()DE:L FIT 
Sepa]~able Mode,l Res:iduals 
------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Age I J.986 1987 1988 19Ei9 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o I ~.423 -.334 -2.089 1.8~,O .771 .435 -.909 '!,583 -2.186 -.514 .000 
1 -.045 -.395 .439 _.214 .302 -.116 .027 .070 .030, -.042 .005 
2 .,412 -.066 -.308 ,2~,2 .276 -.127 -.075 -.171 -.2,:2 ·-.019 .064 
3 -.710 .665 .013 .104 .193 -.152 -.041 -.024 -.004 .010 -.028 
4 -.165 -.305 .419 -.116 .073 -.008 .000 -.116 .071 .016 .135 
5 .444 -.227 -.178 .071 -.050 .049 -.159 -.075 -.098 .045 .114 
6 .276 -.040 -.225 -.158 .014 .021 .089 -.165 .102 -.004 .079 
7 .189 -.092 -.247 -.022 -.096 -,095 .003 .105 -.096 .231 .047 
8 -.078 .012 -,021 .029 .047 .319 -.280 -.ln5 .208 -.172 -,098 
9 -.348 .192 .125 .086 -,115 .076 .385 -.373 .117 .118 -.292 
10 -.017 .185 -.122 -.010 -.253 .095 .240 .401 -.489 .109 -.073 




SPAWNING BIOMASS INDEX RE:SIDUALS 
INDEX! 
------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
------+----------------------------------------------- --~----------------~-----------------------------------------------------




------+----------~---------------------I 1992 1993 1994 1995 
------+--------------------------------





Table 3,,2.4d The, lCA diagrnc)stic output for the, lilestern IIU~Ckerel. 
PARAME~~ERS OF THE DISTRIBUTION 01' In CATCHES ~,T J\GE 
SeparablE~ m.odel fitt~d 
Variance ' . 
Skewness t:est statistic 
Kurtosis test statistic 
Partial chi-square 
Significance in fit 
Degrees of: freedom 







PARA;ME,]~ERS OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE SSB INDICES 
DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS FOR INDEX1 
Index U5E~d as absolute measure of abundance . 
Variance 
SkeWness t:est statistic 
Kurtosis t:est statistic 
partial chi-square 
Significance in fit 
Nwnber of observations 
Degrees of: freedom 


















Total for !!odel 
Catches at Age 
Total for J.lodel 








































Talble 3.2.5 The liiest'.ern maC'kE'r~al fishJLn,;,mortali ty •• t age. 
Fishing Mortality (per year) 
------+--------------------------------------------~-- -------------------------------------------------------------------------
Age I 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 19112 1983 1984 1985 1986 
------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o I .00085 .00000 .00041 .00022 .00725 .00221 .00331 .01560 .00381 .00576 .00114 .00000 .00008 .00000 .00054 
1 .00252.02111.02482.01920.07337.03869.04110 .14,052 .11785 .06235 .03620 .02932 .01384 .04486 .01080 
2 .00681 .01173 .01798 .03552 .08258 .0,9609 .18397 .10078 .26611 .16463 .1.l0~;0 .16265 .Of,508 .01714 .06183 
3 .01352 .04288 .03486 .08548 .13929 .0:86!18 .18853 ,2~:828 .1.6285 .18667 .2:2117 .18042 .21.128 .04946 .07938 
4 .07580 .06410 .09018 .10772 .20689 .09375 .18257 ,23217 .28196 .09069.21684 .26495 .21502 .19070 .09422 
5 .00000.11081.13651.2:1559.13303.0:133:3.19535 .2i228 .26678 .19078 .Ol89B5 .22222 .24,138 .19910 .13206 
6 .00000 .14160 .14216 .13629 .18940 .OB358 .15340 .25621 .22703 .22286 .21170 .09357 .22810 .23691 .16876 
7 .00000 .18103 .22302 .4,9166 .39883 .101114 .11636 ,.26426 .26206 .22679 .221!i6 .20225 . on 76 .21149 .21575 
8 .00000 .17922 .22079 .34868 .30164 .20113 .16843 .15720 .23852 .29589 .29900 .20845 .15888 .12369 .21359 
9 .00000 .13477 .16604 .26222 .16180 .16019 .27583 .30726 .19719 .23678 .35421 .24478 .16162 .17818 .16062 
10 .00000 .14332' .17657 .27885 .17206 .10778 .31190 .40104 .29905 .28946 .24119 .32528 .18871 .18778 .17081 
11 .00000 .13297 .16381 .25871 .15963 .10000 .23442 .47915 .45854 .3i886 .29291 .28540 .21770 .21802 .15847 
12 .00000 .13297 .16381 .258'71 .15963 .10000 .23442 .47915 .458'54 .31886 .2nn .28540,,21770 .21802 .15847 
------+------------------------------------~---------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------
Unit,s 
Fish.ing Mortality (per year.) 
"':1 
------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Age I 1987 1988 1989 19110 1991 Jl992 1993 1994 19115 1996 
------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o I .01)068 .00074 ,,00091 .00095 .00105 .00125 .00162 .00161 .001!i4 .00115 
1 .01350.01462 ,,, 02082 .02173 .02394 .0:1851 .03698 .03670 .035:12 .02631 
2 .07728 .08370 .06600 .06889 .07588 .09037 .11720 .11632 .11165 .08339 
3 .09923 .10747 .11355 .118!i2 .13054 .15547 .20163 .20011 .19208 .14346 
4 .11777 .12756 .15048 .15705 .17298 .20603 .26720 .26517 • 254~;4 .HOll 
5 .16507 .17879 .17180 .17931 .19749 .23522 .30506 .30275 .29061 .21705 
6 .21094.22847 .16714 .17445 .19214 .2,:885 .29679 .29455 .28273 . :21117 
7 .26968 .29208 .18510 . 1931L9 .21278 .25343 .32867 .32619 .31311 .:23385 
8 .26698 .28916 .19423 .20273 .22329 .26594 .34490 .34229 .32856 .24539 
9 .20077 .21745 .23491 .24518 .27005 .32163 .41712 .41397 .39737 .29678 
10 .2lL351 .23125 .21875 .22832 .25147 .29'951 .38843 .38'549 .37003 .27637 
11 .19808 .21454 .20616 .215Jl7 .23699 .28227 .36607 .36330 .3481'3 .:16046 
12 .19808 .21454 .20616 .21517 .23699 ",28227 .36607 .36:330 .3481'3 .26046 
------+------------------------------------~---------- ---------------------------------
Units 
Table 3.2.6 The WestE~rlrlmackerel pe'pulatic,n mIlllbers ,a.t aLge. 
Population Abundcmce (l January) 
------+---------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Age I 1972 1973 1974 191'5 1976 1977 1978 1979 19S:0 1981 1982 1983 19M 1985 1986 
------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0 :lO2:5.3 4439.0 3454.4 4938.3 5094.8 974.1 3356.0 5530.3 5524.5 7182.6 18S9.4 1387.2 6679. ~~ 3129.9 31U.5 
1 S313.2 1741.7 3820.7 2972.0 4249.5 4353.5 836.6 28H.0 4686.3 4736.9 6146.6 1624.4 119:3. !I 5748.4 2159,1.9 
2 191.9.9 4561.6 1467.8 3207.9 2509.4 3398.8 3604.9 691.1 2153.1 3~585.2 3830.6 5102.4 135'7.7 1013.5 4'130.6 
3 :U!:i7 .3 1641.3 3880.4 12,10.8 2664.7 1l989.7 2657.4 2581.3 537.8 10120.2 2617.4 2893.7 373L 4l 1095.0 :[1,57.5 
4 74B2.4 2001. 7 1353.3 32:25.5 980.5 1995.3 1569.1 18H.2 1665.3 393.3 1014.2 1805.8 201:9. S 2600.7 :a97.0 
5 .0 5970.1 1615.9 1064.4 2492 . .7 686.2 1563,.7 11~5.2 1292.6 1081. 2 309.2 702.8 119L!; 1443.5 1:B4!1.9 
6 .0 .0 4599.5 1213.3 738.5 1978.2 543.4 110'1.1 767.7 Il52.0 769.0 243.2 484.4l 806.3 10HI.2 
7 .0 .0 .0 3434,2 911.3 525,9 1487.0 401.2 737.5 S26.6 586.9 535.6 190.7 331. 9 '547.6 
8 .0 .0 .0 .0 1807,8 52,6.4 393.1 113'9.3 265.1 ,199.4 3n.3 404.7 376.6 149.7 231. 2 
9. .0 .0 .. 0 .0 .0 1150.8 370.4 285.9 937.9 179.8 312.7 232.9 282.11 276.5 11:1.9 
10 .0 .0 .0 .. 0 .0 ,0 843.9 24LO 181.0 !J92 ~ 2 12:2.1 189.9 156. 'I 207.1 19!1.1 
11 .0 .0 .. 0 .. 0 .0 .0 .0 531. 7 139 .. 4 115.5 381. 6 82.5 117 .• 1 111.9 14;'.7 
12 .0 .. 0 .0 .. 0 ;0 .0 .0 .. 0 336.,0 ,691.8 62:3.7 545.4 242.9 440.2 440.7 
------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Thcl1.~~;ands 
;::l Population Abundi:tn(:e (1 January) 
- - - - - --+ - - - _ .. - - -...., - - -- - - - ,- - -.- - -- - - - - -- ..... _-,- - - -,- - - - - _.- - -. - - -.,..,.- "'"",-:--":'""'"' --..,.,"",' -- - - - - - - - - -,._-- - - - - --.,. - -- - -. ....,--
Age I 1997 1999 1999 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 
------+~~------.,.----------7-~------------------------------------------------------------------
o 5505.9 3422.9 4676.9 2801.6 3251.1 3689.3 4974.4 2797.5 4359.4 6637.0 3035.7 
1 2730.8 4735.7 2943.9 4021,9 2409.1 2795.3 3170.6 4199.6 2404.0 3746.4 5705.9 
2 2293.9 2319.9 4016.9 2491.6 3397.1 2024.4 2338.3 2629.9 3475.3 1997.5 3140.8 
3 3927.6 1927.4 1935.7 3236.6 1993.7 2702.3 1591.9 1790.0 2015.0 2675.2 1581.7 
4 6~1.7 2983.2 1412.6 1410.4 2474.4 1506.0 1991.0 1120.0 1261.3 1431.2 1994.9 
5 702.6 521.6 2260.2 1046.0 1037.5 1791.4 1054.9 1311,~ "739.4 941.6 1018.6 
6 1395 .. 2 512.7 375.4 1638.3 752.5 7]2.9 1218.7 669.2 934.2 475.9 5113.1 
7 7,1.0.3 972.5 351.2 27JA 1194.4 534.5 501.9 779.6 429.1 541.2 3:11.7 
8 379.8 496.5 625.0 251.2 194.0 824.0 357.0 310.9 494,2 270.0 369.7 
9 160.7 250.3 313.6 443.0 176.5 1:13.5 543.6 217.7 190.0 300.1 1111.8 
10 33.5 113.2 173.4 213.4 298.4 116.0 93.3 309.3 123.9 109.9 191.9 
11 144.5 5~.0 77.3 119.9 146.2 199.7 74.0 49.6 190.5 73.6 71.9 





Tahl,!! 3. 2 . 7 The Wes:tElrn maol!:el~e.l s took summary. 
STOCK SUMMARY 
--.---.--------
3; Year ] Recruits 'I'otal l S1Pa~ming] LandiJlg~:] yield/ ] U:eaLn F ] SoP 
Age 0 ] Biomass 3; Bio:mass 3 SSB Agres 
thousands ] to,nnes ] tonnes ] totinel; rati.o ] 4:- 8 ] (%) 
" 
1972 2025310 4169035 3106189 170775 .0550 .0152 129 
1973 4439000 4074425 321,~076 219445 .0683 .1353 145 
1974 3454420 4194057 3:14,1893 2980!;4 .0919 .1625 138 
1975 4938250 4093581 2ij9~1589 4913110 .1641 .2600 175 
1976 5094810 3714176 21540334 507178 .1921 .2460 134 
1977 974120 3617208 21527487 3259'14. .1241 .120,6 116 
1978 3356000 3603484 21lH991 5039lL3 .1790 .163:2 124 
1979 5530340 3309601 2'185:863 605744 .2437 · 228·~ 126 
1980 5524490 3084500 2122118 604761 .2850 .2553 132 
1981 7182580 3183374 2:!20708 661762 .2980 .205·1 105 
1982 1889410 3089671 2116151 62381.9 .2948 .20513 112 
.~ 1983 1387150 3253802 2372638 6142117 .2589 .1983 110 
'" 1984 6679210 3035758 2378906 5509'19 .2316 .1870 102 
1985 3129870 3195576 2363152 561292 .2375 .192<1 99 
1986 3174500 3213985 2392909 537615 .2247 .1649 99 
1987 5505870 3176714 2~138347 6153!1O .2524 .2061 102 
1988 3422780 3442641 2~j64421 628000 .2449 .nn 99 
1989 4676890 3493412 260433'5 567400 .2179 .173'/ 100 
1990 2801580 3271368 2~16109:B 6059],7 .2462 .18B 99 
1991 3251060 3675238. 21134169 646169 .2280 .1997 101 
1992 3688250 3716484 2840649 742305 .2613 . 237!) 100 
1993 4874400 3468166 2~i2963!5 805039 .3182 .30B!; 99 
1994 2797490 31-18143 2213471 797688 .3604 · 3 06~~ 99 
1995 4359400 30:94567 2,1531101 728637 .3234 · 293~' 100 
1996 6637000 28'15022 21296615 529464 .2486 .2195 99 
";1 
"", 
'rabla 3.3.1 SOtJ'l'BBIH NACRBREL. Bf'fo:l;t data by f!le.,ta. 
SPAlll I'OR'.I'UQAL 
... ,." BOOCR (BAaD-LtH£) FOJISIiI: SIiI:ZI!ftI "" .... 
AVILES LA CORuAA SANT~m>EIt SANTOI[ilA VIGO 
(Subdiv. VIUe East) (s:ubdiv. VIIle West) (Subdiv.VIIIc Eae:t) (Subdiv. VIIIe I~ast.) (Subdiv.IX" Ntlrth) (Subdiv.IXa CN,CS &S 
HP*fishing days*10"-2) (A1T. }UP*fishing days*U)"-:n (NR fishing triPI~) (N' fishincr trips) (NI fishing t!!2s) (Fishinl;J hours) 
y .... I\NtJJ\L ANUAL MARCH to MAY MARCH t(, MIIY >NU.I\L AN''" 
1983 1251:;8 33999 20 
1984 108:L5 32427 700 
1985 9856 30255 215 
1986 108·i5 26540 157 
1981 83(J'9 23122 9:~ 
1988 9047 28119 374 60601 
1989 80E,) -29628 605 153 53428 
1990 84~'2 29578 322 S09 161 49532 
1991 761'7 26959 20. n4 6jj 45467 
1992 126~3 26199 70 
'" 
286 78272 
un 76~,5 29670 151 121~i 48565 
199& 9620 39590 13' 1921j 39062 
1995 6H16 41452 217 16% 44463 
L1996 45~~5 35728 56' 2007 36002 
- Not available 
Table 3.3.-2 S01tJT11BIUJ NACDRB:t.. CPlllJ1 •• :d ••• iD, O'cllIIIIHlZ'cial fi.hti,r14~ •• 
~ '-----.,-,0 '1'RJlWL S.JI~~~1t (BAaD-LZmU AVILES LA CORUUA SANT~.NDER SANTClAA '(Subdiv. VIIlc East) (Subdiv. VIIlc ~'est.) (Subdiv. VlIlc BMt) (Subdiv. VIl'Ic East)l L'O.' .... ~ .!!!!!!..!!!HB ...!!!~ VII:ID (Subdi'l·.IXa NIJrth) (Subdiv.IXcl CN,CS &S) 
( Kg/HP*fhlhing days*10"-2) (Kg/Av. HP*fiBhing days'~10"-2) gIN' fisbing tr:l giN' fishing tril~ (t/NR fishing trips) (Rg/Fishing hours) 
~:£Ul ANUAL ANUAL MARCH to tfAY MARCH t'J w~y 
l.983 14.2 34.2 
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73~~. 6 1924.4 
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28,', __ -' 
'1'~e 3.3.3 SQtITBI!:RIII lG.CEBREL. CE'tJZ at ave fz:om fleeb •• 
Cabcb, Catch catcl::l. Catch ~cb Catcl::l. catch 'Catell. catch catell. Catell. Catcl:l. Catch catch Catch Catcl:!. 

















































































































Catch 'Catch Cabch. Cat.ch Catch catch Catch catch Catch Catch Catch Catch catch Catch catch catch 










































41 86 83 
43 14 14 
7 8 2 
33 15 15 
101 40 36 
227 222 107 











































Catch !,=&tch Catcb cabch Catch Catch Catch Catch CHch catch CRch Catch catch Catch Catch Catch 






















95 2419 532 205 10a 
236 1495 329 
3 31 48 
o 83 317 
o 9 139 




































































































Cat:ch Cat.ch Cat-ell. Catch Catch Catch Catch Catch Catch Catch Cabch Catch Catch cat.ch Catch Catch 
Yea: UfOJ:t: age 0 age 1. age 2 age 3 age 4 age 5 age &: age , age 8 age 9 age 10 acre 11 age 12 age 13 age 14 age 15+ 
1988 2811~ 0 
19B9 29628 462 

































154 102 298 251 355 12S 
307 440 118 528 18B 265 
o 237 1531 1085 821 
735 249 400 624 324 











































































Catch Catch Catch Catch Catch Cabch Catch catch Cat.ch Catch Catch Catch Catch catch catch Catch 
Year Effort age 0 age 1 age 2 age 3 qe 4. age 5 age 6 age 7 age 8 age , age. 10 age 11 age 12 age 13 a!le l' age 15+ 
1988 60601 8076 4510 536 457 76 
1989 53428 6092 6469 1080 572 185 
1990 49532 2840 5729 1967 137 36 






498 22~1 ~015 
1010 2365 442 
650 1128 1447 
1001 2690 983 







































































































































October Spain SUrvey, Bottom ,trawl survey (Catch: numbers) 
Catch Catch Catch Catch catch Catch catch Catch Catch Catch., catch 













1.467 0.200 0.106 0.371 0.149 0.209 0.039 0.013 0.029 0.018 0.965 
2 .• 53 1.598 0.016 0.055 0.370 0.138 0.085 
0.026 0.174' 0.140 0.022 0.026 0.060 0.025 
0,030 0.017 0.029 0.084 












0.400 0.940 0.040 0.000 0.010 0.020 
0.130 0.270 0.220 0.270 0.340 0.010 
19,.,900 0.480,0.1,60 0.1500.090 0.030 
0.071 1.256 0.789 0.026 0.063 0.018 
0.468 0.106 0.122 0.145 0.043 0.040 
0;9160.0310.1870.1640.0490.013 




























october portugal SUrvey, Bottom -trawl survey (Catch: xwmber * 1000) 
eatch Catch Cotgh Catch Ca.teh Cateh Catch Catch Catch Catch' Catch 












515 2759 1004 512 
1026 23280 14792 2939 
86467 24547 354 328 
11643 28427 4707 3452 
1344 2991 1753 89 
309 374 288 185 
123551 2738 664 302 
52323 385 115 47 
12211 771 297 106 
318598 9076 282 110 














































































* DIFFEP.ENT SHIP 
e:\acf:m\wgmhsa98\T-334.xls 
76 
Table 3.4.1 The North least Atlantic mackerel catch numbers at age . 
Macken~l NE Atlantic (run.: ICACD[)06/I06) 
Catch in number 
------+---------------~--------------------------------~----------------------------------------~----------- ---
Age 1984 1985 1986 H87 1988 1989 1990 19n 1992 1993 1994 1995 19% 
------+------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------~------------------- ---
o 288.40 81.22 48.52. 7.42 55.12 65.40 24.25 10.01 43.45 19.35 25.37 14.16 31.'6 
1 ]2.02 267.06. 56.42 40.20 145.97 64.26 140.53 58.46 83.58 12B.14 147.12 81.53 119.85 
2 86.40 20.75 412.12 156.97 131.61 312.74 209.85 212.52 156.29 210.32 221.49 340.90 168.88 
3 685.13 57.93 37.26 664.65 182.ri6 207.69 410.75 206.12 356.21 366.68 306.98340.22 33].37 
4 389.08 442.21 74.30 56.79 514.81 167.59 208.1S 375.15 266.59 ]98.24 267.42 275.03 279.18 
5 252.48 250.43 353.45 89.17 69.72 362.47 156.74 188.62 306.14 244.29 301.]5 186.86 171.67 
6 !18.44 164.05 201.93 245.04 83.50 48.'70 254.02 12!1.15 156.07 ;!55.47 184.!13 197.86 96.30 
7 22.17 61.92 122.4~ 150.88 192.22 58.12 42.55 197.89 113.90 149.93 189.85 142.34 119.83 
8 62.05 19.42 41.32 86.03 117.13 111.25 49.70 51.08 138.46 97.75 106.11 113.41 55.81 
9 18.11 47.22 13.14 34.86 53.46 68.24 85.45 43.42 51.21 121.40 80.05 69.19 59.80 
10 l7.63 37.34 31.83 19.70 19.80 32.23 33.04 70.84 36.61 38.79 57.62 42.44 25.80 
11 lO.22 26.77 22.30 25.80 12.60 13.90 16.59 29.74 40.96 29.07 20.41 37.96 18.35 









1984 1985 1986 1')87 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 19'~4 1995 
------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------





'Table 3.4.2 The North Eas1: .A.tlantic mackerel catch weights at. age. 
Weights at age in the cat.ches (Kg) 
------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A,ge I 1984 1985 19116 . 1987 1988 1989 1990 19'11 1992 1993 1994 199~) 1996 
---~--+------~-----------------------------~----------------~----'--------------------~----~--------------------
0 I .03100 .05500 .03900 .07600 . O~)500 .04900 .08500 .06800 .05100 .OHOO .04600 .07200 .05800 
1 I .10200 .14400 .14600 .17900 .U300 .13600 .15600 .1561)0 .16700 .13400 .13600 .14300 .14300 
2 I .18400 .26200 .24500 .22300 .2S9(]10 .23700 .23300 .25300 .23900 .24000 .25500 .23400 .22600 
3 I .29500 .35700 .33500 .31800 .3:nQlO .32000 .33600 .32700 .33300 .3lL700 .33900 .33300 .31300 4 .32600 .41800 .42300 .39900 .31!8C10 .37700 .37900 .39400 .39700 .37600 .39000 .39000 .37700 
5 I .34400 .41700 .47100 .47400 .4!56C10 .43300 .42300 .42300 .46000 .43600 .44800 .45201) .42500 6 .43100 .43600 .44400 .51200 .5:14010 .45600 .. 46700 .46900 .49500 .40300 .51200 .50100 .48400 
7 .54200 .52100 .4.5700 .49300 .S!55C10 .54300 .. 52800 .50600 .53200 .5HOO .54300 .53900 .51800 
8 .48000 .55500 .5,nOO .49800 .5S5Q10 .59200 .. 55200 .55400 .55500 .54800 .59000 .. 57700 .55100 
9 .56900 .56400 .5,9100 .58000 .5j5200 .57800 .. 60600 .60900 .59700 .511300 .58300 .. 59400 .57600 
10 .62800 .62900 .55200 .63400 .6:L3C10 .58100 .. 60600 .63000 .65100 .5!)SOO .62700 .60600 .59600 
11 .63600 .67900 .6;9400 .63500 .62400 .64800 ,.59100 .64900 .66300 .6'17010 .67800 .. 6310'0 .60300 
12 .66300 .71000 .68800 .71800 .6'9700 .73900 ,.71300 .708'00 .66900 .679010 .71300 .,6720.0 .67000 
------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Units 
Table 3.4,,3 The North East lltlantic: mackerel stock weights age age. 
Weights at age in the stl)ck (Kg) 
---------------------------------
------+----------------------------~~---------~----------------------------------------------------------------
l\gE~ 198~1 1985 1986 1987 19118 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
------+----------------------------------------------- -----------~--~-----------------------~------------------
Cl .00000 .00000 .llOOOO .00000' .00000 .00000 .00000· .00000 .00000 .0.0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
l' .08700 .08700 .OB700 .08600 .OB400 .08400 .00400 .08400 ,08400 .08400 .08400 .011400 .08400 
" 
.19800 .16800 .18000 :15800 .16100 .18700 .1~1600 .16400 .22100 .2.0100 .18600 .1E;600 .14100 
3: .25700 .29500 · :nooo .24600 .24400 .24800 .22700 .23900 .26400 .2'7000 .24100 .2E1600 .25300 
4, .29700 .31100 · ]0200 .28400 .31000 .30700 .29100 .31400 .31600 .)l800 .29900 .. 31:200 .32000 
~i .32100 .34000 .]5300 .36800 .33600 .34800 .3:1900 .36000 .36300 .3,6100 .35800 .351100 .36000 
El .38900 .37800 .]5400 .38200 .43300 .37300 .37400 ..&1100 .40400 .41800 .41000 .441200 .44000 
" 
.43500 .42900 .110700 .40400 .4551)0 .42400 .4lL200 .43500 .42900 .45800 .46600 .48700 .46300 
El .43500 .45100 .<17300 .41900 .44500 .47200 .40800 .50400 .46800 .46800 .46800 .50400 .50300 
51 .. 47400 .46000 .<15500 .47000 .46800 .45200. .43400 .54200 .49200 .48500 .47800 .541100 .56600 
lCl ·.52lUO .55400 .<169'00 .49500 .53100 .46500 .5lL900 .570.00 .52600 .51700 .54900 .50800 .57500 
11 .50800 .57500 · 'IB8.00 .46200 .59700 .50400 .5lL900 .57000 .55500 .59000 .60200 .61500 .61300 
12 __ 
.57300 .61100 · !,86;OO .. 56900 .64700 .59700 .5]700 .58600 .59200 .57400 .57900 .63:500 .63800 
------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Units 
Table 3.4" 4a The reA diagnostcic output: for the North East A.tlantic mackerel. 
Predicted Catch i:n Number 
------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Age I 1986 1987 1988 198!) 1990 15191 1992 1993 199'1 1995 1996 
------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0 19·.15 38.62 26.81 23.64 14.51 18 .. 02 24.13 38.80 22. B~; 37.71 :n .96 
1 51.05 59.87 108.32 72.26 99.85 ·S4.25 85.38 125.41 154.6!1 89.23 118.73 
2 284.80 166.58 174.79 2:50.9:! 169.51 2015.05 167.95 24.2.62 272. 5~1 329.87 1!54.62 
3 71.14 356.37 185.55 193.6S 345.20 2·~3. 34 372.51 274.27 300.77 332.20 329.70 
4 87.56 76.36 339.65 195.7:1 198.01 3.S7 . 50 .272.95 444.21 246.1Ii 265.84 2·12.61 
5 238.77 107.79 83.24 339.73 167.42 1'76 .. 11 343.25 26·9.22 327.52 178.94 160.38 
6 158.23 255.05 101. 48 57.311 248.46 1:21.28 140.52 28:8.85 168.67 202.35 !H.76 
7 105.43 164.58 232.69 60.06 47.26 212.60 114.17 132.60 203.1!i 117.03 116.85 
8 45.34 85.02 115.86 110.011 46.46 :J7 . 96 1.7B.70 100.62 86.BU 131. 27 153.07 
9 IB.42 2B.74 47.10 63.7!i 94.77 011.46 35.32 173 .10 72.211 61.63 7B.24 
10 32.76 16.25 22.26 32.31; 41.88 154.53 29.42 26.06 93. 9~1 3B.7B :n.72 




Weighting factors for the ca,tches in number 
'0 --------------------------------------------
------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Age I 1986 1987 198B 1989 1990 19\11 1992 1993 1994 1995 199'6 
- - - - - - +- - - - -- -..;.. - - - - - - - - - -.~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. -- - - - - - - - --_ .. -_. - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - ,- - _. -- - - - - - - - - _ .. - - -
0 .00100 .01000 .0100 .0100 .0100 .OHIO .0100 .00100 .010000 .0100 .01000 
1 1.00000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 00000 1. 0000 1.00000 1. 0000 . 1L .0000 1. 00000 1.0000 1. 00000 
2 1. 00000 1. 000000 1. 0000 1. 000000 1. 0000 1. 00(10 1.00000 1L.0000 1. 00000 1.00000 1. 00000 
3 1.00000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 00000 1.0000 1.00CIQ 1. 00000 1L.0000 1.00000 1.0000 1.00000 
4 1.0000 1. 0000 '1. 0000 1.0000 1. 0000 1.00CI0 1. 0000 1L.0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1.00000 
5 1. 00000 1.0000 1.00000 1. 00000 1. 0000 1. OOCIO 1.0000 ll.OOOO 1. 0000 1. 0000 1.00000 
6 1. 00000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1.0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 00000 ll.OOQO 1. 0000 1. 0000 1.00000 
7 1. 0000 1. 0000 1.00000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1.0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
B 1. 0000 1. 00000 1. 0000 1. 00000 1.0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1..0000 1. 0000 1. 00000 1.0000 
9 1. 0000 1.00000 1.00000 1. 00000 1. 00000 1. 000000 1. 00000 1.. 0000 1. 0000 1. 000000 1.000000 
10 1.00000 1. 0000 1.0000 1.001~0 1. 0000 1.0000 1. 0000 1. 00000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
11 1. 00000 1.000000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1. 00000 1. 000000 1.. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 
------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Units 
Table 3.4.4b The leA diaqnostic output for the North East Atlantic mackerel. 
Predicted SSB Index valuE!s 
INDEX1 
------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I 1984 1985 1986 19B7 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 
------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 I 1.0 1.0 2736.8 1.0 1.0 2883;1 1.0 1.0 3157.6 1.0 1.0 2598.0 
------+-------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Thou:~ands 
Predicted Age-Structur1ad Index Valueu 
-- - - - - - - - _ .. - ':'-'- '------- _.- _ .. --- - - - --'- -_ .. 




Age 1984 1985 1986 19117 1988 1.989 1990 1991 19~12 1993 199-4 1995 1'196 
------+------------------------------~-------------------------------------------------------~-----------------
DO. 0 .1771 .1295 .0437 .0437 .0437 .0296 .0296 .0:196 .029'6 .0296 .029'5 .0296 .0296 
c' 1 .1083 .2487 .1366 .131;6 .1366 .1429 .1429 .1'129 .1429 .1429 .142'~ .1429 .1429 
2 .2621 .1040 .4604 .4604 .4604 .3954 .3954 • 3~;)54 .395,4 .3954 .395·1 .3954 .3!l54 
3 .1l394 .2100 .6166· .611;6 .6166 .6;711 .6711 .6711 .6711 ,6711 .6711 .6711 .6'/11 
4 .11727 .9565 .7226 . 72:~6 .7226 .6'830 .8830 .8IBO .8830 ,8830 .8830 .8830 .81130 
5 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1.0000 1. 01000 1.0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1. 0000 
6 .!l460 1.1979 1. 2494 1. 2494 1. 2494 .91764 .9764 .9764 .976'4 ,,9764 .976·1 .9764 .9764 
7 . ,1779 1.0772 1. 5895 1. 58!l5 1.5895 1. 0809 1.0809 1.0B09 1. 0809 1..0809 1. 080'1 1. 0809 1. 01109 
8 .7257 .6878 1. 6101 1.6101 1.6101 1.1398 1.1398 1.1398 1.1398 1..1398 1.139B 1.1398 1.1398 
9 .7488 .9611 1. 2487 1.24117 1. 2487 1.3703 1. 3703 1.3'103 1. 3703 1..3703 1.370] 1.3703 1. 3703 
10 .11036 1. 0199 1. 3191· 1. 31n 1.3191 1.2734 1.2734 1.2734 1. 2734 1..2734 1. 273.j 1. 2734 1.2734 
11 .!H78 1. 0097 1. 2000 1. 2000 1. 2000 1. 2000 1. 2000 1. 2000 1. 2000 1..2000 1. 2000 1. 2000 1. 2000 
12 .!H78 1. 0097 1. 2000 1.2000, 1.2000 1. 2000 1. 2000 1.2000 1.2000 1 .. 2000 1. 2001) 1.2000 1.2000 
------+----------------------------------------------- --------------------------------~-~----------------------~its . 
Table 3.4.4c The reA diagnostic output for the Nort.h East Atlantic mackerel. 
,,<> 
~. 
IFAP run I::ode; 106 
No of year]; for separablH analysis 
Age range in the analy,si~l 
Year range in th,e analysis 
Number of indices of S,sB 
Nwnber of age-structuH~d indices 
Parameters to estimate 
Nwnber of observations 
Two select.ion vect'ors to be fitted " 








Selection assumed eonl3tcmt up to j!nd incl~ding 1988 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
PARAMETER gSTlMATES 
l Parm) 1 Maximum 1 
] NO'. 1 1 Likellh.:1 CV :I Low~:!r :1 upper :I -5 .4~. +5.e. 
] Estimate:' (%)] 95% CL ] 95% CL 1 
Separable ~Iodel: Reference F by year 
1 19BEi .1398 15 .10:19 .1881 .1:lOl .16215 
2 l!:JBI' .1647 14 .12<12 .2185 .1<126 .1903 
3 H8EI .1743 13 .13~!B .2289 .1!il7 .200:3 
4 1!~991 .1695 12 .13:18 .2148 .150,2 .1913 
5 1990 .1748 12 .1375 .2223 .1!)47 .19715 
I> 1!l91. .1893 12 .1479 .2422 .H69. .214'1 
7 1!l92 .2197 13 .16510 .2858 .1922 .251:1 
8 B19] .2812 15 .20511 .3781 .2418 .3271 
9 1994 .2762 18 .19,18 .3938 .2:105 .3310 
10 1')95 .2656 22 .17(16 .4133 .21l19 .3321) 
11 1!l96 .2050 27 .lU17 .3539 .1!;51 .2701l 
SeparablE! M:odel: Select:ion (51) by age from 1986 to 1988 
12 0 .0437 134 .0031 .6107 .01.l4 .1670 
13 1 .1366 19 .0939 .1987 .1l.28 .165,1 
14 ·2 .4604 18 .3185 .6656 .3E115 .5556 
15 3 .6166 18 .4274 .8897 .51.15 .7-43!; 
16 4 .7226 18 .5012 1.0416 .55196 .8'10B 
5 1. 0000 Fixed : Refl;!rE~nCe age 
17 6 1.2494 18 .8692 1. 7960 1.0383 1. 503~i 
18 7 1.5895 18 1.1079 2.2805 1. 3221 1.91051 
19 8 1.6101 1:B 1.1211 2.3124 1.3386 1. 9367 
20 9 1.2487 1:6 .8726 1. 7868 1. 0401 1.4992: 
21 10 1.3191 1:B .9263 1.8785 1.1014 1.57991 
11 1. 2000 Fixed : l,as t t,rue age 
,I Met'!.n of ) 
:~ Param. 






















Table 3.4,,4d The reA diagnostic output for the North Ealst Atlantic mackerel. 
Separable, Mo::;,del: Se,lection (S2) by agl~ from 1989 to 1996 
22 
° 
.0296 81l .0052 .1688 ,,0122 .0720 .0439 
23 1 .1429 VI .1070 .1908 .. 1233 .11556 .1445 
24 2 .3954 n .3051 .. 5124 .3.464 . 4!~i3: .3988 
25 3 .6711 12 .5263 .. 8559 ,,5928 _" 7!:i9B .6763 
26 4 . 8830 1.1 .6996 1.1144 . .. 7841 . 994~1 .. 8893 
5 1.0000 Fixed·: RlefE~rence age 
27 6 .9764 11 .. 7853. 1.2141 ,,8737 1. O!:Jl~i .9825 
28 7 1. 0809 10 .. 8746 1. 3'354 .. 9703 1. 2040 1. 0872 
29 8 1.1398 III .9289 1. 3.985 1..0268 1.2155,: 1.1460 
30 9 1. 3703 10 1.1235 1.6714 1 .. 2382 1. 5:L6S 1.3774 
31 10 1.2734 10. 1. 0385 1.5615 1..1476 1.4130 1.2803 
11 1. 2000 Fixed": last: _ true age 
Separablei MQdel: Populations in year 19516 
3.2 0 6757009. 251 49217 9,:7652633 ~i4B436 83249668 15819.1007 
33 1 4427881 40 199:586.6 9823370 2948712 664~~0~18 4809358 
34 2 213.6963 32 1127010 40.51970 1~;41796 2961877 2253909 
35 . :3 2758000 27 1596581 4764281 2086749 364!517,4 2867377 
36 4 1574604 2S 947618 2616431 l:!15212 2040285 1628349 
n 5 929602 2'-.J 5.66246 1526121 721862 1197126 959816 
38 6 543446 2'· .J 332524 888156 422973 6913232 560784 
39 7 631483 2·1 391083 1019659 494529 8015365 650638 
40 8 32.5082 201 200566 526902 :!54088 41'591.2 335101 
41 9 342873 2·1 212272 55.3825 :!68465 437903 353288 
<x, 42 10 129534 2~~ 77681 216000 99789 .16131l16 134018 "', 
43 11 88942 2'7 52239 151431 67794 11156E16 92281 
Separable Model: Populatiolls at age 11 
44 19186 154788 2'7 91049 263146 118074 20:1917 160566 
45 151187 149614 2:L 97566 229427 120293 18150El1 153216 
46 lSi88 61875 19 42375 90349 51007 750SB 63040 
47 19>89 79556 1'7 56018 112986 66519 9'5U9 80841. 
48 B'90 124179 115 89761 171794 105228 14'55414 125894 
49 1991 155225 115 113251 212757 132162 18:2314 157247 
50 1992 218790 1!5 160914 297.483 187046 255921 221495 
51 1993 84157 115 61293 115549 71589 91B9n 85265 
52 .15194 55844 liB 389'81 80001 46486 6'70115 56791 
53 1995 205644 21 1338.23 316010 165·166 25,50~13 210644 
SSB Index ca'tchabil,i ties 
INDEX1 
used as absolu'te est-imator·'. No fitt'ed cat'chabi'i'ity for this index. 
. i - -
Table 3.4.4e The leA diagnostic output for the North East Atlantic mackerel. 
RESIDUAl.S ABOUT THE MODEl[, FIT 
Separable Model Residuals 
------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Age I 1986 1987 1988 198'~ 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o .930 -1.650 .721 1.018 .513 -.588 .588 -.695 .105 -.938 .000 
1 .100 -.398 .298 -.117 .342 -.094 -.021 .022 -.049 -.090 .009 
2 .370 -.059 -.284 .220 .213 -.142 -.072 -.143 -.209 .033 .088 
3 -.647 .623 '·.019 .070 .174 -.165 -.045 ·,.028 .020 .024 .011 
4 -.164 -.296 .416 -.155 .050 .021 -.024 -.109 .083 .034 .140 
5 .392 -.190 -.177 .065 -.066 .069 -.114 -.097 -.083 .043 .102 
6 .244 -.040 -.195 -.164 ;022 .015 .105 -.123 .092 -.022 .048 
7 .150 -.087 -.191 -.033 -.105 -.072 -.002 .123 -.068 .196 .025 
8 -.093 .012 .011 .011 .067 .297 -.255 -.029 .201 -.146 -.122 
9 -.338 .193 .127 .068 -.104 .046 .371 -.355 .102 .116 -.269 
10 -.029 .193 -,117 -.001 -.237 .093 .219 .398 -.489 .090 -.072 




SPAWNING BIOMASS INDEX RESIDUALS 
INDEX1 
------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993' 1994 1995 
------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 I -1.000 -1.000 -.103 -1.000 -1.000 .020 -1.000 -1.000 .065 -1.000 -1.000 .089 
------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~its 
Table 3.4.4 f The reA diagnostic: ()U'tput fOlC the North East Atlantic mackerel. 
~ 
pARAME~'ERS OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF' In CATCHES AT lIGE 
Separable: model fitted 
Variance 
Skewness t.est statistic 
Kurtosis t.est statistic 
Partial chi-square 
Significance in fit 
Degrees of freedom 







PARAME~'ERS OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF' THE SSB INDICES 
DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS: FOR INDEXl 
Index USEid as absolute mea.sure of a,bundclOce . 
variance 
Skewness t.est statistic 
Kurtosis test statistic 
Partial chi-square 
Significance in fit 
Number of observations 
Degrees of freedom 



















Tlotal for ~[od,el 
Catches at. A'9"e 
T-otal for ~[odel 
































Table 3.4.6 The North Easit ,Atlantic mackerel population numbers at age. 
Population Abundance (1 Janua,ry) 
------+-----------------------------------------------7----------------------------------------------------------------
Age 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 198:~ 1990 H91 199'2 1993 199<1 1995 1!)96 1997 
------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0 7281.3 3463.6 3386.5 57!l9.2 3805.1 ~i086 .0 3026.8 347:1.2 4007.4 5039.5 3020.11 5185.1 6757. 0 3369.8 
1 lL311. 2 5999.9 2905.9 28!)7.0 4955.6 n50.:! 4355.7 2591.7 2972.7 3426.9 4301. 6 2578.8 4427.9 5780.6 
2 ll488.7 1098.9 4916.8 24~i3. 9 2438.0 U64.!1 2730.5 3651;.4 2171.2 2<179.6 2833.3 3559.1 2137.0 3701.1 
3 "944.0 1201.4 926.6 391;8.2 1957.8 1.936.15 3352.4 219:1.2 2920.2 1713.3 1909.1> 2186.4 27511.0 1696.1 
4 ~!162. 7 2761. 2 980.4 7:11.7 3085.5 1.513. :I 1487.6 2561;.0 1662.5 2168.8 1221.0 1365.5 157'1. 6 2068.8 
5 1.242.8 1501.8 1967.7 71;2.7 559.1 21341.'1 1121.5 1097.2 1868.6 1l.78.6 1456.:1 823.5 '92~'. 6 1130.9 
6 509.1 836.4 1061.0 1472.7 556.8 404.:! 1701.1 810.4 781.5 1291.1 765.11 950.9 '543.4 651.8 
7 214.9 347.2 568.3 7(;6.9 1031. 8 385.<1 294.9 123'1. 3 579.8 542.8 844.'1 503.3 ,53l..5 382.9 
8 407.8 164.5 241.6 3~'1. 7 508.0 673.1 276.2 210.1 865.8 393.6 344.7 539.2 :32~i .1 435.5 
9 307.2 293.6 123.6 166.0 258.6 330. :1 477.6 19.[. 8 145.7 ~i80 .1 245.11 216.6 ]4~!. 9 221.5 
la 225.3 220.0 209.0 119.3 116.3 179.0 225.3 323.5 129.3 92.8 339.1> 144.9 1251.5 222.9 
11 160.6 159.2 154.8 U9.6 61.9 79.Ij 124.2 15S'.2 218.8 84.2 55.11 205.6 811.9 85.9 
12 369.0 576.4 548.2 378.9 312.8 209.0 158.4 :28(1.0 315.8 ,:55.4 21B.1I 156.2 150.9 161.4 
------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Thousands 




Age I 1984 1985 1986 19117 1988 1989 1990 1991 19')2 1993 1994 1995 19% 
------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------'--------
0 .01l356 .02557 ,00611 .oono .00762 .011502 .00518 .00560 .O.06!iO .00832 .011818 .00786 .00607 
1 .0:1664 .04909 ,01909 .022!;0 .02381 • O~t422 .02499 .02705 .03140 .04019 .0,1948 .03795 .0292!1 
2 .OG448 .02053 .06435 .075114 .08026 .06702 .06913 .07483 .086118 .11118 .1(1921 .10500 .0810] 
3 .20652 .05329 .08619 .101!i8 .10750 .11376 .11735 .12703 .14748 .18873 .IE1539 .17824 .13'15S 
4 .21l470 .18881 .10100 .11902 .12596 .U968 .15439 .16713 .19403 • :14831 .241392 .23451 .18.0911 
5 .2<1602 .19740 .13978 .16473 .17433 .16951 .17485 .18927 .219,'4 · :!8120 .21'623 .26558 .204% 
6 .2:1274 .23647 .17464 .2.0502 .21782 .16551 .17073 .18481 . 214~i6 .:17458 .26;972 .25932 .20013 
7 .11l757 .21265 .22217 .2Ut13 .27710 .lEl321 .18899 .20458 . 237~il · :10394 .29'857 .28705 .2215" 
8 .17854 .13578 .22506 .216523 .28070 .1!I321 .19930 .21574 .250416 .:12052 .31485 .30271 .23:361 
9 .1E1421 .18972 .17453 .21[)S69 .21768 .23,228 .23960 .25936 .30111 .:18534 .37852 .36392 .2808E; 
10 .1!I770 .20134 .18438 .211~19 .22996 .21585 .22265 .24102 .279i12 .:15808 .35175 .33818 .26099' 
11 .2':;1590 .19932 .16773 .1!nEi7 .20920 ,,20341 .20982 .22'113 .263619 .:13745 .33148 .31869 .24S95, 
12 .2l1580 .19932 .16773 .197Ei7 .20920 .20341 .20982 .22713 .2636,9 .:13745 . 3314;B .31869 .24S95, 
------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Units: 
Table 3.4.5 The North Eas:t Atlantic mackerel fishing mortality at age. 
Table 3;4.7 The Nox·th East lltlantic mackerel stock summary . 
STOCK :S~IMARY 
------, ... -~-----
1 Ye'ar, ' ReClCuits Total 1 Spawnin~J3 Landings' ,Yi.eldl :1 Mean F ') SoP 
Age 0 ' BiomaEIS 1 Biomass 1 • SSB • Ages • 
thousands 3 tonne8 3 tonnes 3 tonnes ratio 3 4- 8 ] (%) • 
1984 7:181310 3481l6J12 2748697 648084 .2358 .1979 99 
0<' 1985 3463640 3670211 27080'12 614275 .2268 .19,12 99 
0' 1986 3:186450 365093:1 2736806 602128 .2200 .17:!5 97 
1987 5799150 354S0l6 27256'00 654805 .2402 .20]3 100 
1988 31105090 3789610 28270'04 676288 .2392 .21S2 96 
1989 5086000 3840867 2883l:Z1 585921 .2032 .1722 99 
1990 3026780 368:167'5 27686~56 625611 .2260 .1777 100 
1991 3473230 406061'4 3144915 667883 .2124 .19~~3 101 
1992 4007420 4121ge:9 31576'00 760351 .,2408 .22D 100 
1993 5039500 386:W19 28530!50 825036 .2892 . 28~i7 99 
1994 3020780 ]5611013 25563010 822570 .3218 .2807 99 
1995 5185060 ]50<1273 25980:39 756186 .2911 .2698 100 
1996 6757010 ]323920 2456109 563585 .2295 .20112 99 
Table 3.4.8 
The SAS System 
Mackerel i~ the North East Atlantic 
I 
I 
MuLti fleet prediction: Input data 
1997 
.. 







Weight Stock I Natural I Maturitvlpr:r~cf F!Prc-.of M! 





























































































0.1500 I 0.1500 
0.1500 
· 
A AAA.! •. AA.! ... u.l 
u.uuuu u.~uuu u.~uuu 
0.1400 0.4000 0.4000 
0.6500 0.4000 0.4000 
0.9100 0.4000 0.4000 
0.9700 0.4000 0.4000 
0.9700 0.4000 0.4000 
~'!!~~I ~'~~~~I ~'~~~~I 
'ouuuul u.~uul u,_uuul 




1.0000 0.4000 0.4000 
1.0000 0.4000 0.4000 
1.0000 0.4000 0.4000 















Exploit .. Weight Exploit. Weight Recruit- Natural Maturity Prop. of F Prop. of M Weight 










































































































































Notes: Run name : SPRCD002 

































































































0. 4000 1 
0.4000 
0.4000 






0. 4921 0.528 
0. 544 1 
0.610 
0.617 



















0. 084 1 
n .L~ 













Table 3.4. 9a Mul tifleet: precdicti.on· summary table for theMac;;k~lrel in the North East: l~tlantic, 
a status quo F c.constraint for ,~ach fleectc ill' 1997 a,nd st.atus quO .F in 199EI arid 1999 
The SAS System 
Mal~kerel in the North East Atl ant h: 
Multi fleet predic~ion:,: slII'mary table 
Norther" Southern Total 
Year F Rei erence Catch "iin Catch in F 
ac'tor 
Reference Catch 




1997 1.0000 0.191(2 
1998 1.0000 0.19~ 
1999 1.0000 0.1982 
Unit . 
Notes: Run name 
Date and timu 




14616'r3. c .582188 











F Northern: Siq:Jle meie.n. ag~'- 4 








































































Table 3.4. 9b Multifleet prediction summary table for, thE~ l'1ackerel in the North East Atlantic, 
assuming a status quo catch constI:aint for each fleet in 1997 and status quo F in 1998 and 1999 
.Iackerel in the North East Atlantic 
The ~;AS System 
















0.198.2 , 1461 
04e 
m 
688 0.1982 1474 










ReferenCi~ ::atc:h in Catch in 


















ounsnds L; Ton'rtI!s: 
~Iotes: Run name SPRCDD02 
Date and tilDe 
Conp,Itat'ion of ref. F; 
Predicti~)n lbasis 
15SEP97:20:20 
Northern: Sifl1lle meart, 






















cc c6 87 







18:55 5U1)day, 5''Ptentler 14, 19\'7 






































Table :3.4. 9c Multifleet prediction summary table for the Mackerell in the North East p.tlantic, 
assuming a status quo catch constraint for each flElet in 1997 a 560kt catch in 19913 and 1999 
The SJ'S !iYS tern 
Mi"cleeret' in the I~orth East Atlantic 
Mul. t i fl~~et preeH ct i ~m: surmary tabl_e 
Northern Southern 
''(ear F Reference 
Factor F 
1997 0.9569 0.1897 
1998 0.9074 0.1798 
1999 0.8790 0.1742 
IlJnit . . 
Notes: Run name 
Date and t i rreo 
Computation of ref. 
prediction ~~sis 























F: Nort:her'n: Sinple mE~an •. a~le 4 8 





lite: h in 










































































Table 3.4. 9d Multifl,aet prediction summary ltable for the MackeI'elL in the North East At:lantic, 
assumin9 a status quo catch constraint for each fleHt in 1997 and F= O. Ei in 1998 and 19:99 
The SAS sy"tem 
Mackerel in the Nor-th East Atlantjic 
Muhf fleet prediction: Sl.Ifmary table 
Northern Southern 
Year F RE!ference 
Factor F 
1997 0.9400 0.1863 
1998 0.7203, 0.1428 
1999 0.7175 0.1422 
Unit " " 


































Date and tiRle 
Conputation of ref. F: Northel"n: Silrple DH~an" 





























































































'rable 3.4.10 Mul tifleet management option table for the Mackeroal in the North East l~tlantic, 
assuming a status quo F 1997. 















































































'n .. ~ 
Ice Ca-tth in 
weight 
82 ~ 561906 
Tonnes 
n 


























I' Reference C Itch -in 
Fac:tor F 







Southe'l.;n , ., 
-
Referel '1C e Cdch in 
Fa ::tor F WI!ight 
-
.0000 0.0 J 0 














































.3000 0.0 I 8044 
.4000 0.0 I 10629 
.5000 0.0 I 13167 
.6000 0;0 I 15660 
.7000 0.0 I 18109 
.8000 0.0 1 20514 
.9000 0.0 1 22877 
.0000 0,0 1 25197 
.1000 0.0 1 27477 
.2000 0.0 1 29717 
.3000 0.0 5 31918 
.4000 0.0 5 34080 
.5000 0.0 5 36205 
.6000 0.0 5 38292 ' 
.7000 0.0 I 40344 
.8000 0.0 1 42360 
.9000 0.0 
.0000 0.0 : 44342 46290 
-
Tonnes 








































































To :s nne 
Date .an~_ J;i~ _" . 1j)~EI)97:08:,14 
cOll'fJUt.clticm~ of ref. F NIJrthern: -.si~le -me:lln~ age -4 8 
Basis 1:or 1997 
S.)uthern: Si~le mean, 
F fal::tors 




















































































































Table 3.4.11 Multifleet management option table for the Mackerel in the N01:th East Atla.ntic, 
assuming a status quo catch constraint for each fleet in 1997 .. 






























No. m rthe 



















































































F I ReferEinc 
Factor F " 
(:atch In 
",eight 






































































































































































Dete and time 
cort¥XJt,Elti'Dn of ref. F Northern: SinplEI mEten, 
Southern: Si""lE! mEten, 
F factors 
age4·8 
age 4 ' 8 



















































































































Table 3.4,.12 Multifleet yield per H'!cruit table for the 11ackerelL in the North East Atlantic. 
'D 
IV 










































































































































































































































































Gr .ms , 
Date and time 
Canputati(lIn of ref. 
Yl.DC['DD3 
lj'SEI'97:08:19 
F Nm"thern: Sinple melin, age 4 8 
SCluther.n: Sinple melln, age 4 8 



























































































































































































































Table 3.4.13 The medium te,rm simulation harvest c:ontrol rules for North East Atlantic: mackerel 
Medium tEirm simulations harverst e,onllrol rules for maeklerel 
Fixed palrameters: 
Lower limit 011 SSB: 2:300 
F above upp"r lim~ of SSB: 0.175 
Stock asses,sment SO Catch multiplier Catch mull SO Flower levE,1 Upper limit :;Sll Pr,ob 2=>1 (%) Caltch variation j~vg. catch 
0 1 0 0.05 2500 0.9 20 584 
3000 0.9 20 584 
0.122 2500 3.7 20 584 
3000 1.4 23 574 
0.1 1 0 0.05 2500 1.7 42 580 
3000 0.5 64 558 
0.122 2500 3.7 41 583 
3000 1.5 51 572 
'" 
"" 0.3 0 0.05 2500 6.6 150 567 
3000 7.4 160 550 
0.12:! 2500 11.2 116 583 
3000 12.5 121 574 
0.1 1.1 0.1 0.05 25.00 4.4 62 609 
30100 1.3 88 581 
O.12:! 2~,00 11.3 59 613 
3CI00 6.6 67 598 
0.1 1.2 0:1 0.05 2EiOO 12.7 74 632 
3(100 3.3 99 601 
0.12:1 2S00 21.8 65 639 
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Figure 3.2.1 The sum of squares surface for the leA separable VPA fit to the 
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Figure 3.2.2 The long term trends in stock parameters for the Western mackerel. 
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.Figure 3.2.3 The catch at age residuals and selection 
to the Western mackerel data . 
at age as fitted by 
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Figure 3.2.4 The diagniostics for the egg production index as fit,ted by rCA 
to the Western mackerel data. 
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Production estimates 
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Figure 3.2,S-,Westem Mackerel: Comparison of stock asseSsment calculations made by the 
Working Group in 1996, using either the traditional egg production estimates (as absolute 
measures of stock size), or. the GAM-based estimates of stock size. The GAM estimates were 
tested' as either absolute or linear prOportional estimates of stock size. 
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Figure 3.4.2 The long term trends in stock parameters for the North East Atlantic 
mackerel. 
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Figure 3.4.3 The catch at age residuals and selection at age as fitted by rCA 
to the North East Atlantic mackerel data. 
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Figure 3.4.4 Thediagniosticsfor the egg production index as fitted by rCA 
to the North East Atlantic mackerel data. 
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Figure 3A.5 ComF'arlsona between thl~ Wt,alern and North East JUlantlc mackerel aSI198!Im8nts • 
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Figure 3.4.6 The medium term projection results for status quo (F96) fishing mortality 
for North East Atlantic mackerel. Total landings, fishing mortality f 
recruitment and stock size. 
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Figure 3.4.7 The medium term projection results for status quo (F96) fishing mortality 
for North East Atlantic mackerel. Fleet catches. 
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Figure 3.4.8 The medium term projection results for status quo (F96) fishing mortality 
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Figure 3.4.9 The medium term proj ection results for an F = 0.15 fishing mortality 
for North East Atlantic mackerel. Total landings, fishing mortality, 
recruitment and stock size. 
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Figure 3.4.10 The medium term projection results for an F = 0.15 fishing mortalit~ 
for North East Atlantic mackerel. Fleet catches. 
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Figure 3.4.11 The medium term projection results for an F = 0.15 fishing mortality 
for North East Atlantic mackerel. Stock size and risk of going below MEAL. 
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4 HORSE MACKEREL - GENERAL 
4.1 Stock Units 
The last 8 years the Working Group has considered the horse mackerel in the north east Atlantic as separated into 
three management stocks, the North Sea, the Southern and the Western stock (ICES 1990/Assess:24, ICES 
1991/Assess:22). Since little information from research surveys are available this separation is based on the 
observed egg distributions and the temporal and spatial distribution of the fishery. The Southern and Western 
horse mackerel are thought to have similar migration patterns to the mackerel from the same areas. As for 
mackerel the egg surveys have demonstrated that it is difficult to determine a realistic border between a western 
and southern spawning area In iater years some horse mackerei have been tagged in Portuguese and Spanish 
waters, but so far no tags have been recovered (Borges and Porteiro peIS. COIlli11.). 
Until recently little has been done to study stock identity problems for .horse mackerel. Two studies are now 
available; one on allozyme differentiation (Soriano and Sanjuan, WD 1997), and one of morphometric characters 
of horse mackerel in the southern region (Murta and Borges, WD 1997). However, none of these studies indicate 
that there are basis to change the stock separation used previously. Therefore the Working Group still consider 
horse mackerel in the north east Atlantic to consist of three. units, the North Sea, the Southern and the Western 
horse mackerel. 
4.2 Spawning Stock Biomass Estimates from Egg Surveys 
4.2.1· North Sea area 
No new egg surveys covering me spawning of horse mackerel have been carried Ollt since i991 and none are 
currently planned for the future. 
4.2.2 Western area 
There- is no new information ,to report since ~e 1995 egg survey. The -estimates of egg production and SSB from 
that survey (Table 2.2.1) remain unchanged. The area will be surveyed again in 1998 (see Section 1.4.1). 
4.2.3 Southern area 
There is no new information to report since the 1995 egg survey. The area will be surveyed again in 1998 (see 
Section 1.4.1). 
4~3 Allocations oi Catches to Stock 
Usually, the catches in the Western part of Division illa (third and fourth quarters) are closer to the catch 
distributions in Division IVa than in Divisions lYb,c both spatially and temporally. Therefore these catches have 
been allocated to the western stock. However, in ·1996 the catches in Division .illa were taken in the eastern part 
(Figures 4.3.2a-d) and were not taken in an area close to the fishery in Division IVa. Therefore these catches 
were allocated to the North Sea stock. 
Except for the catches in illa the distribution of the fishery in 1996 was similar to previous years and thereby the 
catches were allocated to the different stocks as: 
Western stock: Divisions ITa. Vb, IV a, VITa-c.e-k and VIII a.b.d.e 
North Sea stock: Divisions Jv'"b,c. "'lid and ma 
Southern stock: Divisions VIIIc and IXa 
The catches by stock are given in Table 4.3.1 and Figure 4.3.1. 
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4.4 The Fishery in 1996 
The total international catches of horse mackerel in the North East Atlantic are shown in Table 4.4.1 and Figure 
4.3 .1. The total catch from all areas in 1996 is 460.000 t which 120,000 t lower than the record high catches in 
1995. 'Jrelando'Dertmark and the Netherlands have a directed trawl fishery and Norway a directed purse seine 
. fishery for horse mackerel. Spain and Portugal have a directed trawl and purse seine fishery. Ortly.one country 
provides data for discards. Therefore the amount of discards given in Table 4.3.1 are not representative for the 
total fishery. 
, 4.5 Distributionohhe Horse Mackerel Fisheries 
The distribution of the fisheries· in -i-996 are -given in Figure 4.3;2a-d. The figures are based on data' provided by 
Denmark, Ireland, the Netheriands, Norway, Portugal, Spain and VI{ (England and \Vales) covering 91 % of the 
total catch: The total catch was allocated to quarters according to the data from the above countries and are given 
in Table 4:5.1. As usual the main catches were taken in Divisions VIIa-c,e-k. and the main seasons were the first 
and fourth quarters, 
. Firsiqul!J1er, 163,000 1. This;s 42,000 (more than 1995. The distribution of the catches are similar to previous 
years. The main catches were taken along the western continental sbelf west of Ireland and the British. Isles, in the 
western Channel, in the Bay of Biscay and along the Portuguese and Spanish west coast (Figure 4.3.2a). 
Second quarter, 58,000 1. This is 34,000 t less than last year. The fishery was as in previous years, mainly carried 
out south west of Ireland, south of Cornwall, in the Bay of Biscay, along the west coast of the Iberian peninsnla 
(Figure 4.3.2b). 
Third quarter, 86,000 t. Tnis is 21,000 t iess than in 1996. T"ne fishery is similar to the second-quacter but in 
addition the fishery increased slightly in the North Sea and Skagerrak (Figure 4.3.2c). 
Fourth quarter, 153,000 t. This is considerable lower (107,000 t) than in 1997. This is mainly due to a reduced 
fisher/ in- the nort .... em pa..""t of t.'te:JNorth Sea (Division IVa). '!'he IIi...ain ns..llery is c!LTTied out west of Ireland; -in'the 
western Chamiel a..r1d to some extent i.Ti t.hecBay of Biscay and -!llong the-Iberian west-coast (Figure 4.3.2d)~ 
4.6 Length Compositions by Fleet and by Country 
The 1996 annual length compositions by fleet were .provided by Germany, Ireland (third and fourth quarter), 
England and Wales (second quarter), the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal and Spain. These length distributions 
cover about 65% of the total landings in 1996. The length distributions by country and fleet are shown in Table 
4.6.1. 
4.7 Otolith Exchange in 1996' 
LaSt years Working Group recommended that a new horse mackerel otolith exchange be carried'Dutin 1996 to 
estim::lte;'t.lte precision" of t"l]e age 'readings' of the 'otOlit.I:!' readers -il) t.l:!e northeast Athmtic area (ICES; 
1997!~A&ssess:3). The results oft-his 1996 otolith excha.l1ge are presented inEltink (1997); 
Two earlier horse mackerel otolith exchanges have been carried outin 1984 and 1988 (Eltink, 1985 and. Borges, 
1989). However, tltis 1996 otolith exchange differs from the two earlier exchanges, because now one exchange 
set contained otoliths of 'known' age. This enables the estimation of both accuracy and precision. 
During the 1996 horse mackerel otolith exchange three sets of otoliths were circulated among 7 readers from 6 
countries. Set A contained otoliths of 'known' or 'actual' age,which were onlyotoiiths oitheextremely strong 
1982 year class collected during the period 1985-1995 of which the original ageings had a very high probability 
to agree with the true age. Set B contained otoliths of fish caught in the firsCbalf of the. year (only 'translucent 
edges) and set C contained otoliths of fish caught during the second half of the year (mixture of translucent and 
opaque edges). Set A has been used to validate the age reading method of ' ea cb otolith reader. Based on 'this 
validation the age readings of set B and C of each otolit..1-t reader p..ave been evaluate-d. Difficulties in the 
interpretation of the edge of t.lte otolith were a..r:!alysed by compa..ring ageillg results of set Band C. The age 
readings of the three sets were analysed for the age range 0-15, in addition set B was analysed over the age range 
10-25 in order to get information on the relative bias in the ageings of especially the older fish. The accuracy and 
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the precision of the age readings as well as the bias in the ageingsare,discussed by otolith set. Precision by reader 
differed considerably and appeared to be related to experience in otolith reading. When ageings were compared 
to 'actual' age, validation set A showed tlutt all readers had a bias in the age readings (see Figure 4.7.1). But, 
when the ageings were compared to modal age, validation set A showed that the bias was much less (Figure 
4.7.2). The percentage of agreement in the age readings of all readers obtained from comparisons to the 'actual' 
age decreased from 75% to 20% over age range 3 to 13, but from comparisons to the modal age it decreased only 
from 80% to 50% (see Figure 4.7.3). In general it can be said that the modal or average age are good 
representations of the true age if no bias occurs in the age readings. However, if bias occurs, than the modal age 
provides a far too optimistic view. In this case, in which the bias starts at age 6 and increases up to one year of 
underestimation at age 13, the agreement with 'actual' age is roughly 25%-50% lower for the ages 6-13 than as 
indicated by the modai age. In future age comparisons it is therefore essential· that calcified structures of known 
age are avaiiabie to show presence oi absenc~ or bias. If bias can be excluded than the agreement to modal or 
average age can be regarded as the agreeme:fit to the true age. 
The absolute bias in ageing was estimated for each age group (see Figure 4.7.4). 
The following conclusions were d.rawn: 
I. All seven otolith readers appeared to have a bias in their age readings based on age reading comparisons from 
otoliths of "known" or "actual" age. Six readers underestimated. the ages; this bias started in general at age 6 
and increased with age. The bias is an underestimation of approximately one year at age 13. One of the 
readers appeared to overestimate the ages, especially the ages 7-9. 
2. Interpretation of the outer edge (translucent/opaque) appeared to cause problems in the age determination. 
3. Tnere is no reason to change the age range (ages 0-14 with a 15+ group) for data. to be supplied to me ICES 
Assessment Working Group. 
4. Both the bias and the outer edge problem in ageing horse mackerel otoliths should be solved as soon as 
possible. This could be done by the -use of the 1982 year class: otolith! (bat.l! with tra.1!slucent ~nd, opaque 
edges). Discus,sions on how to read and interpret the ring struct.nres cou1d help to improve the precision and 
accuracy. 
The Mackerel, Horse Mackerel, Sardine and Anchovy Working Group recommends that a horse mackerel 
oto6th workshop be held in 1998 in ••• from ••• to ... 1998 to be organised by A. Eltink, Netherlands to 
improve the quality of the age readings. 
The workshop is requested to provide: 
a) a synopsis of the biology of the species (stocks, migrations, spawning, feeding, maturity, growth, etc.). 
b) an overview on how the ageing technique was validated.· 
c) a review of sample processing methods. 
d) ::11 m$lnn~1 for ::IiO'p. TP.Ar1inO' (nRte nf hirth_ intp.mTP.t::ltion of rinO'~ ::Iinn p.r1crp.!C:._ O'nirlp .... linp.<o: on how thp. M_c:t ::IIO'p.inO'!':. ---~- --- -0- -------0 ,----,-- ---:--, ------r------- -- ----0- --- --0--' ..,---- ------ --- -- --- ---- -I;I---g-
can be achieved. etc.). 
e) available information on when translucent and opaque otolith edge structures occur by month and by age 
group for both western and southern horse mackerel stocks. 
f) an exercise to estimate the precision, accuracy and bias from an age readings comparisons on otoliths of 
known age to be carried out at the end of the workshop to demonstrate the improvements. 
g) recommendations on how to improve the age reading quality. 
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Table 4.3.1 Landings ancl disco.ds of HORSE MACKEREL (t) by yealr and division, for the, North Sea,WeslOrn andl Southern horse mackerel. 
(Data submilled by Working Group members.) . 
Year I North Sea horse mackerel vrestem horse macke,.,l 
IlIa JVb,c .Discards 'rod Total Ha Na VIa VHa-c, .. k. VIlIa,b,d,e Discards 
1982 2,788' 
1983 4,420~ 



















































































9 ,416 18,843 1. ~56 81,259 3,36Q ,4~'-
------
INorvvegiian and Danish caltches are included in Ithe 'Western horse mackerel. 
2Norvvegiian catches in Division Nb inc1udetlin the. Western horS(~ mackerel. 
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Working Group members . 
. 
-
Sub-area 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 
II 2 + 412 23 
N+illa . 1,412 2,151 7,245 2,788 4,420 25,987 
VI 7,791 8,724 11,134 6,283 24,881 31,716 
VII 43,525 45,697 34,749 33,478 40,526 42,952 
vrn 471.c;.c; 37,495 40 07~ ?? hR~ 28,223 ?.c; h?Q .~ • I , ............. ...... , ..... --
--, ... ~- --, ..... --
TV 'l"7 1:1 n "2':;:: an'l 'le Q"7"2 "10 '7')':;:: AI! 7'1'1 'l'1 171! lA ..J I ,V~7 ..JU,7V..J ..J"",U/..J ..J.7, I ~v "TV, I ..".." .... ~, .... IV 
Total 137,504 130,970 129,074 104,958 147,195 149,485 
Sub-area 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
II 79 214 3,311 6,818 4,809 11,414 
N + IIla 24,238 20,746 20,895 62,892 112,047 145,062 
VI 33,025 20,455 35,157 45,842 34,870 20,904 
VII 39,034 77,628 100,734 90,253 138,890 192,196 
VII! 7'1740 A.~ A.O"i ~77m 34,177 38,686 46,302 
_. '" .- "-, ,,~- -" ,-~-
TV 'In 'l'17 '11 1<:0 'l4 <:40 'l0 7';'1 29,231 "4 ro~ JJl. .... 1..1, .... .." I -'.L,.L..,,", ...--T, ..... -,-..... _ .... , ........... ... , .... _-
Total 144,353 193,607 222,340 269,745 358,533 439,901 
Sub-area. 1991 1992 1993 1994 19951 19961 
TT I "1:n.. 11 AO"7 1 'l AC"7 "2 1l:0 7<:0 13,133 '1 '1';'; UT vu "",..,.0 I ~..J"'T..JI ..J,~vu .J7 "",-'Vu 
IV + ll1a 77,994 113,141 140,383 112,580 98,745 27,782 
VI 34,455 40,921 53,822 69,616 83,595 81,259 
VII 201,326 188,135 221,120 200,256 330,705 279,109 
,,~ An A..,,c CA 1 OC. C':'l "7C'l 'l.c:: elV\ ')Q "7no AO ,)l:0 V 1ll ..,.7, .... ~V ..J"T, J.ov J..J, I..J,J ..J..J,..Jvv ",",U,/V:7 -ru, .... V.7 
IX 21,778 26,713 31,944 28,442 25,147 20,400 
Total 389,466 436,553 504,190 447,153 580,034 460,185 
IPreJiminary . 
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Table 4.5.1 Qlla...-terly catches (1000 t) cfHORSE }iIACKEREL by Division a..Y}d Sub=divisicn in 1996. 
Division 
I 
IQ 2Q 3Q 
4QI 
TOTAL 
IIa+Vb 0 0 0 3.~ 3.4 
IIla I + 0 0.7 l.UI 1.7 
IVa I 1.6 + 0 16.81 18.4 
IVbc, VIId 3.6 1.3 3.1 9.2 17.2 
VIa 33.7 1.1 35.9 10.5 81.2 
VIIa-c,e-k 114.1 42.4 32.1 81.1 269.7 
'lTTTT .... lo..A"" n't:;. 1 '7 1 <: 'lll 'l 'lA Il 
'Y .u..L.GVU"" v.v .. , •• J -"""vo __ 1 .... -r.v 
.~- ~ , ~" ~" 
'" 
'" A ., V llll: Jo~ I.U I.U :'] UT." 
IXa 4.4 4.9 5.3 ........... :us LUA 
Sum· 163.4 58.4 85.6 152.9 460.3 
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7.27 0:081 
4.63 0.001 
1. 79 0.00 
0.00 2.06 0.00 
0.04 2.94 0.02 
0.24 4.68 0;04 
0.75 7.75 0..77 
1.49 9.43 2. 141 
2.95 9.55 • « 
7.0.7 8.71 ~:i;1 
8.96 6.33 2.52 
6.94 3.14 0.78 
6.85 1. 92 0..14 
5.0.4 1.37 0.11 
3"85 1.01 . Q. DO 
3.80 0.79 i.l()1 
3.11 0.63 7. 171 
2.96 0.52 13.15 
3.04 0.43 7.57 
3.0.7 0..37 1.59 
3.36 0.35 0.40 
3.21 0.23 
:2..76 0.17 
.<0 .... -' v .... v 
1. 69 0.04 
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Figure: 4.3.1 Total catches ofhClfs(~ mackerel in the northeast Atlantic during the period 1965 - 1996. The catches l:aken by the USSR and 
catches taken from the southern, westc:rn and North Sea horse mackerel stocks are shown iin relation to the total catcbesin 
the northeast Atlantic. 
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HORSE MACKEREL OTOLITH EXCHANGE 1996 SET A (against 'actual' age) 
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In above age bias plots the mean age recorded +/- 2sldev of each reader and of all readers 
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Figure 4.7.2 In above age bias plots the mean age recorded +/- 2stdev at each reader and at all readers 
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Figure4.7.3 The percentage of agreement in the age readings of all readers 
, obtained from comparisons to 'actual' and modal age. 
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Figure 4.7.4 The absolute bias is plolted as obtained from the mean of ages recorded 
compared to the 'actual' age (horse mackerel otolith exchange set A). 
Absolute bias is the bias in a comparison to true age. 
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5 NORTH SEA HORSE MACKEREL (DIVISIONS ma -EXCEPT WESTERN PART OF 
SKAGERRAK -1Vb,c AND Vlld) 
5.1 The Fishery in 1996 
The total catch taken from the North Sea and Division IlIa decreased considerably from 99,000 t in 1995 to 
26,000 t in 1996. However, only catches taken in Divisions IlIa - except western part of Skagerrak - rV-b,c and 
VIId are regarded as belonging to the North Sea horse mackerel stock (see Section 4.3). Table 4.3.1 shows the 
catches of this stock from 1982-1996. The total catch taken from this stock in 1996 was about 19,000 t, which is 
about the same as to the catch of about 17,000 t taken in 1995. In the latest years most of the catches from the 
North Sea stock were taken as a by-catch in the small mesh industrial fiSheries in t..'le fOw-tli quarter carried out 
mainly in Divisions IV .... o and VIId. However. in 1995 and 1996 at least 70% of tlte catch has been taken fer 
human consumption. 
5.2 FIShery Independent Information 
Horse mackerel egg surveys in the North Sea were carried out from 1988 to 1991 and the spawning stock 
biomass estimated were respectively 120, 217, 255 and 247 thousand tonnes (Eltink, 1992). The 1988 estimate 
was regarded as an underestimate. No egg surveys were carried out in the years 1992-1997. 
5.3 Catch in Numbers at Age 
Catch in number data are now provided for the first time, because the catch for human consumption increased 
above 70% both in 1995 and 1996 (Tabie 5.3.1). 
Catch in number data were not provided in earlier yea..""S,_ because tie ll"'.ajorit"i of the catch was used -for industrial 
purposes. For these earlier only age compositions were presented based on samples taken from the Dutch 
commercial catches and research vessel catches. These are available for the petiod1987-1996. In the earlier 
years the Dutch samples cover only a small proportion of the total catch, but give a rough indication of the age 
composition oft-he stock (Figure 5.3.1), 
The strength of the 1982 year class in the central and southern North Sea does not seem as strong as in the 
western area (compare Figure 5.3.1 with 6.3.1) and the 1987 year class can not be recognized as the strong year 
class that is in the western area. Year classes 1993 and 1994 are very abundant in the westem catches, but year 
class 1993 only in the North Sea catches. 
5.4 Mean Weight and Mean Length at Age in the Catch 
Tabie 5.3.i provides information on the mean length and mean weight in the catch in 19-96. -These are based on 
only Dutch sarnplesfrom commercialan~research vessels; 
5.5 Assessment 
As Lhe available biological samples are not considered to be representative of the total catch, no estimates of the 
catch in numbers were made and it was not possible to do an analytical assessment. 
The egg surveys carried out in 1989, 1990 and 1991 resulted in an average spawning stock biomass of 240,000 t 
over this period (Eltink, 1992). 
The strong 1982 year class and reiatively strong 1986 and 1989 year ciasses are recognized in the structure of the 
stock (Figure 5.3.1). 
This stock appears to be underexploited based on the follOwing evidence. The catch ranged from 4,000-33,000 t 
during the period 1982-1996, while the average SSB from the egg surveys from 1989-1991 was estimated at 
240,000 t. There is a high catch of the 15 plus group (Figure 5.3.1). Tbe Y/SSB ratio during the period of the 
1989-1991 is only 0.09. 
The Working Group recommends that more research be carried out on the North Sea horse mackerel stock in 
order to be able to assess this stock. 
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5.6 Reference Points for Management ,Purpose 
Reference points and limits can not be defined with the wiry lit!1ecurrerit information about this stock. 
5.7 Management Measures and Considerations 
No forecast is available for 1998. ' 
The Working Group recommends, that if a TAC is set for this stock, it should apply only to those areas where 
North Sea horse mackerel are fisho:od, i.e. Divisions IVb,c, VIId, and Division ma. 
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Figure 5.3.1 . The age composition of the NORTH SEA HORSE MACKEREL based 
on commercial and research vessel samples from 1987-1996. 
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6 WESTERN HORSE MACKEREL (DIVISIONS ITa, illa (WESTERN PART), IVa, Vb, VIa, 
Vlla-c, VIIe~k,.AND Villa,b,d,e) 
6.1 The Fishery 
The fishery for the western horse mackerel stock is mainly carried out in Divisions lIa, IV a, VIa, VIIe,g,h and 
V1IIa. The national catches taken by the countries fishing these areas are shown in Tables 6.1.1-6.1.5, while 
information on the development of the fisheries by quarter and division is shown in Table 4.4.1, Table 4.5.1 and 
in Figures 4.3.2a-d. Usually catches in the western part of DiVision lIIa has been allocated to the western stock. 
In 1996 no catches were taken jn this part of that Division. 
Sub-areas n and Division \"0 
The national catches ill this area are shown in Table 6.1.1. The catches in this area have varied from year to year. 
The catches dropped from the record high catch in 1995.of 14,000 t to about 3,400 t in 1996. 
~lIb-area TV and DiVision ma (Western-Dart) 
The total catches in this area have been above or cIose to 100,000 t since 1989 to 1995 (Table 6.1.2). In 1996 the 
catches dropped by about 75%, mainly because considerable reduction in the Norwegian purse seine catch. This 
reduction might1be caused by a lesser extensive migration into these areas due to. environmental changes (Iversen 
et aL WD, 1997). 
Sub·area VI 
Tne catches in this area have increased from 21,000 t in 1990 to: historical high level of 84,000 t in 1995 wit; a 
slight decline in 1996 to 81,000 t. (Table 6.1.3). The main part of the catches are taken in a directed Irish trawl 
fishery for horse mackerel. 
The catches from this area are mainly taken in directed Dutch and. Irish trawl fisheries in Divisions VIIb,e,hj 
(Table 6.1.4). The catches increased to a historical high.1evel in 1995 of 330,000 t and dropped by about 50,000 t 
in 1996. 
Sub-area VIII 
The catches from this area are mamiy taken in Divisionstv1iIa,b,d~e and given in Table 6.i.S. Historical high 
catches of more than 53,~OOO t Were;taken both in 1992 and 1993; wen dropped to 29,000 tons ID 1995 and 
increased to 48,000 t in 1996. 
6.2 Fishery Independent Information from Egg ·Surveys 
AB mentioned in Section 4.2.2 there are no ne~ revisions of the SSB estimations baSed on egg surveys used by 
the assessment Working Group last year (ICES 1997/Assess:3). 
6.3 Catch in Numbers at Age 
As in previous years only two countries provide sample data with age readings, the Netherlands (Divisions VIa, 
Sub-areas IV, VII· and VIII) and Norway (Division Ha, rVa). Catches from other countries were convened to 
numbers at age using- the Dutch and Norwegian data., Tnis means that about 57% of the catches were not sampied 
at all. 
The catch in numbers at age by quarters and Divisions for, western horse mackerel are shown in Table 6.3.1. The 
total annual catch in numbers for 1996 is shown in Table 6.4.3. The sampling intenSity is discussed in Section 
1.3. The 1982 year class 'has untillast'year (Figure 63,1) been the most numerous in the catches from the western 
stock. The age distributions of the catches in 1996 demonstrate that the relative proportion of the 1982 year class 
in the western catches is considerably redliCed compared with previous years. The proportions of the 1993 and 
1994 year classes are also relatively strong in the 1996, catches, indicating that these year classes might be strong. 
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6~4 Mean Length at Age and Mean Weightat Age 
Mean weight and mean length at age in the catches in 1996 
Mean weights and mean lengths at age in the catches by quarters in 1996 were provided only by Netherlands and 
Norway. These data were applied tn the catches from other countries. The mean weight and mean length at age in 
the catches are shown in Tables 6.4.1, 6.4.2 and 6.4.3. 
Mean weight at age in the stock . 
As for previous years the mean weight at age is based on ail mature fish sampled from Dutch freezer trawlers the 
first and second quarter in Divisions vTIj,k. (Table 6.4.3). 
Projected weights at age in catches and in the stock 1997 2002 
Projected weights at age in the catches and weights at age in the stock are needed for the forecasts. The mean 
weights alage in the catch and in the stock for the period 1997-2002 for all ages except for the 1982 and 1987 
year classes were set as the mean weights from 1994, 1995 and 1996. The weights at age in the catch and in·the 
stock of the 1982 and 1987 year classes were obtained from extrapolated growth curves over the period 1997-
2002. The mean weights at age in the catch and in the stock of the 1982 year class have been used for the 15+ 
group since the majority of this group consists of the 1982 year class .. The projected weights at age in catches and 
stock for 1997-2002 are given in Table 6.7.2 and Table 6.7.3 respectively. 
6.5 Maturity at Age 
Fish which are mature were assumed to be either maturing prior to spawning. to be spawning or to have spawned 
in the current spawning season. Immature fish were not expected to do so. The definition of mature fish is 
changed because in the assessment the Inning takes place to the spawning stnck biomass as estimated from the 
egg surveys. In this context the spawning stock biomass only includes fish which contribute to the annual egg 
production. Therefore fish. ·which a..re apparently maturing but wbich do not produce allY eggs because of mass 
atresia, should not be included as mature fish. This will reduce the proportion mature of especially the ages 2 and 
3. 
The sampling for the proportion mature at age should be equally distributed over the total distribution area. In 
most cases the sampling scheme should be differen! for younger age groups since the distribution over the 
juvenile/adult areas differs by age group. However, the proportion matnre·at age for most species is estimated 
from fish samples from the. commercial fleet, where no weighting of the fish samples by juvenile/adult area and 
by age group is applied. The proportion mature atage of the younger age groupsis often overestimated because 
relatively too many.samples are taken from the adult areas and not. enough from th~ juvenile areas. Relatively 
more samples should be taken from the adult area when fish are older. 
The matnrity ogives of different species are in most cases based on macroscopically estimated matnrity stages. 
However;- (listological a.r:!alyS!S of the -ova.Ties of- yOlLllger fish shows t..hat the ro..acroscopically estimated 
proportionmatnre might be overestimated (ICES 19961H:2, 19971H:4). 
Annual changes in the mean weights at age are expected to be related to annual changes in the maturity ogive. 
Therefore, the matnrity ogive should be estimated for each year tn take into account possible differences in 
growth rates. 
The extremely abundant 1982 year class showed a very much retarded growth itself, but in addition it reduced the 
growth of· all other year classes as well. In the earlier years the proportion mature· at age of western horse 
mackerel was estimated from commercial samples, but in 1988 the matnrity at age data set was revised based on 
mean length-at-age data takingintn account that fish mature at 23-24 cm (ICES 1988/Assess:22). In 1990 the 
Working Group decided not to change the matnrity. at age, although the proportion mature of the 1982 year class 
in 1986 should be reduced from 0.6 to 0.1 if the spawning stock is to correspond with the estimate from the egg 
r::nrvp:v (Tl'""'P..c:;:. lQQn/A~r::p:r::oIl.·'4.) Prom ·lQR7 nnw$!Irnr:: thp. nrnnnmnn m~hlrp. ~t $!lOP. W::IoIl. nnt l':h$!lnO"f"oiL hpr:am:1f': it 
-- '-.r ,-~- -~~-'------'-'r ---- -- -. -_ .. _-- --- r--r------ ------ -- -.c=- .. - ---- -----.c=--7 -.,......,---- --
could not be replaced by a more Teliable data set. FOT the assessment and prediction the proportion mature at age 
was kept the samdor the period 1996-2002 as for the period 1987-1995 (Table 6.7.4). 
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During the mackerelJhorse mackerel egg surveys in 1998 horse mackerel will be collected to estimate the 
proportion mature by histological analysis to improve the maturity ogive (see Section 13). 
6.6 Natural Mortality 
For the first assessments of both western :and southern horse mackerel a natural mortality of M = 0,2 was used in 
1987 (ICES 1987/Assess:23). In 1989 M was reduced to 0.15 only' for western horse mackerel, beca)lSe of its 
longevity up to 30 years based on the ageing technique of counting each translucent ring as an annual ring in the 
brokenlburnt otoliths (ICES 1989/Assess:19). However, M remained 0.2 for southern horse mackerel, because a 
large proportion of the Iberian catches consisted of juvenile fish and therefore were expected to suffer a much 
'higher natural-mortality than older-fish~ Furthermore M 'was kept high for- southern horse mackerei ,beciluse of-a 
different ageing technique by which two transiucent rings in an 'annual grow ..... u-. zone· were .counted: once fish w-ere 
spawning (ICES i989iAssess:i9). Toe age readings of older fish according to this technique vY'ere approximately 
a factor of 2 times lower. From 1992 onwards a natural mOrtality of 0.15 was also adopted for the assessment of 
the southern horse mackerel after the revision of the catch in numbers at age data series according to the ageing 
. technique of counting each translucent ring as an annual ring. (ICES 19921Assess:17). A natural mortality of 0,15 
has-since-~"'n used: for t.1:!e assessments for 'both southern rand. western horse nlackerel.· The natural mortality of 
0."15 may have been chosen too high for a fish with a present maximum observed age· of 37 years. Horse maCker:e1 
is probably a less preferred prey by predators compared to mackereL Stomach· samples of white-sided. dolphins 
obtained from catches in the Dutch mackerel and horse mackerel fisheries southwest of Ireland, indicate that 
there'is a preference for mackerel compared to horse mackerel.(Couperus, 1997); Mackerel is a species which 
lives in the same area as horse mackerel, and which carries out similar migrations. Therefore" comparison of 
natur~ mortalities for both species seems appropriate. For the assessment of the northeast Atlantic mackerel an 
M of 0.15 is used, where the maximum age is approximately 20 years. This level of natural mortaiity agrees with 
estimates from the Norwegian tagging experiments (Hamre, 1978). 
The natural mortality of horse mackerel is expected to be at least lower than that of Dlackerei. At last years 
Working Group meeting a the potential magDItudeof bias for assumptions of the M of 50% higher and lower 
than the routinely used value of M = 0.15 was investigated (ICES 1997/Assess:3). These preliminary sensitivity 
results :i.9).di~ated that a lower M rate -would reduce t,lte substantial discrepa~cies between the model estimate pf 
spawning stock biomass and the;"egg slLrvey-biomass'estimate in: 1983. 
On account of this the Working Group decided to admit uncertainties in M in the range of 0.05 to 0.15. A longer 
. time series 'of egg surVeys would show more clearly how the discrepancies; that might exist between the estimates 
of spawning stock biomass estimates frotuthe model and those obtained from the J 983, 1992, 1995 andJ998 egg 
surveys. Furthermore it was considered 'difficult to assume natural mortalitiesfor the younger age groups (0- and 
I-group), which are regarded to hav" a higher M. This is regarded to be more. important for the assessment of the 
southern horse mackerel, since this is a· directed fishery on'the 1- andl-group ,fish and regarded less important for 
, the assessmeht-of the western horse 'mackerej~ which is mainiy concentrated on 2·year and older fish. . 
6.7 Stock Assessment 
A B'ayesian approach 'h~ -been used~ to -calculate the stock assessment.. This-' has .been chosen as -being--an 
appropriate Inethod of ad!!'itting perceived tLncertainties~in- assumptions in the assessment, and-.of-estimating 
u-T!cert:!l_inties in t.h.e perceptions of stock size, and in short and medium-term forecasts. An accessible introductfon 
to Bayesian methodology in a fisheries context is given by Hilborn 'and.Walters (1992). Estimates calculated by 
thisa.pproilch can reflect uncertainty in assumptions as well as noise in the data around a given structural mooe!. 
One difference between the Bayesian and conventional approach is that no attempt is made to find a 'best! set of 
parameter estimates or 'best' VP A. Instead, over a wide range of plausible prior assumptions, the data are 
compared with the assessment model using a likelihood function; For any particular parameter such as spawning 
stock size or a future catch under a. particular catch option, the perceived ('posterior) probabiiity. of ,each stock 
size or catch option can be calcuhited.It is not necessarily the case that the likeliest estimates of all the 
parameters, or even their expected values; should be consistent through a single calculation of the assessment 
model. This can happen because .ofnonlinearities and parameter correlations in the assessment mode!. The 
Working Group does notthetefore provide a single 'final' VPA, but instead provides expected values and 
distribution percentiles for quantities judged to be of ma.'1agement interest. 
The calculating mechanism is described briefly in Appendix I to this report, which is a. summary of ac\escription 
given in Patterson (1997). 
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As has been noted in two previous Asses~nt Working Group R~pf>rts (ICES 19961H:2, ICES 1997/Assess:3) 
the assessment of Western Horse Mackerel presents peculiar· and speCial difficulties. The stock is dominated by 
two cohorts, the extremely strong 1982 and the much less abundant 1987 recruitments comprising the bulk of the 
catches in recent years. Although there exist plausible catch-at-age data for the period 1982 to 1996 and there 
also exists a time-series. of egg survey estimates of spawning biomass;(ICES 19961H:2) it is not a straightforward 
task to use the egg survey estimates to 'tune' a population model to the egg survey estimates. This is because 
maturation of horse mackerel appears to be density-dependent, and also because sampling for maturation is 
subject to unknown bias due to migration effects. Lastly, the assumption of natural mortality, M = 0.15 was made 
arbitrarily. Alternative choices of M were explored briefly by ICES (1997/Assess: 3) which suggested that lower 
rather than higher values of M ·may provide better fits of VPA·derived population models to egg survey biomass 
estimates. 
1 ne proOlematic nature 01 UlC assessment b.as led to fau~er poor consistency in 'advice. EstiInates of the 
abundance of the 1982 year-class have been revised upwards successively by successive working groups, and as 
new egg survey estimates were added to the time-series, the perception of the precision of the earlier surveys was 
diminished. 
Here an attempt is made to make a more comprehensive assessment of uncertainty in some quantities -used for 
management purposes (spawning stock size. fishing mortality, F-status-quo catch) that includes uncertainty in 
some critical quantities (maturity ogive, natural mortality) thatbasup to now proven impossible for this stock. A 
Bayesian VPA-based method based on a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method similar to that used for Norwegian 
Spring"Spawning Herring (Patterson, 1997) is used. In addition to the age-structured observation data set, this 
requires the specification of prior distributions for· quantities about which limited or SUbjective knowledge is 
available. 
6.7.1 Modei 
6.7.1.1 Structural model for assessment 
The underlying structural population model is of 'A...DA...PT' type structured so as to malce aJl historic and -recent 
population abundances and mortalities dependent on two parameters, being the abundance of fish aged 13 on 1 
January 1997 and the natural mortality. The model is similar to that described by ICES (1997/Assess:3), albeit 
with slightly different exploitation pattern assumptions. The following constraints were imposed: 
• Selection (relative fishing mortality) in 1996 and later years is constrained = 1 on ages 4 and older. 
• Selection on ages 0 to 3 in 1996 is calculated by linear interpolation between 1 at age 4 and 0 at age O. 
• Fishing mortality on the oldest age taken as the aritbmeticrnean from age 6 to the penultimate true age in the 
catch at age matrix. 
• Recruitrnents from 1993 to 1996 were modelled as a geornetric·mean ofrecruitrnents in the years 1981, 1983-
1986 and 1988-1992 (see Section 6.8) in order to avoid ,inferring recent recruitrnents from a selection pattern 
assumption. 
6.i.1.2 Probabiiiiy-modei 
distribution. With usual notation indexed by year y and age a, (Egg surveys Uy, Population abundance Na,y, 
Maturity ogive 0, fishing mortality F, natural mortality M, survey variance sigmaand the proportions of fishing 
and natural mortality experienced before the time of the survey PF and PM): 
. If 1 If [log(Uy i L.N. yOa,y Wa,y exp( -PF,F. y - PM,Ma,y))]2 J'J\ 
P(Data \ Model) = IIy 112 exp - ' 2' 
U ycr(21r) 2cr 
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,6.7;2 'Data and priors 
6.7.2;1' Data assumed known precisely 
· Estimates of landings and estimates of catches· at age.in numbers, weights at age in the catches and weights at age 
· in the' stock were as described in Sections 6.3-65 and given in Tables 6.7.1 to 6.7.4. 
6.7.2.2 Uncertainty in matnrity 
Relatively few proportions mature at age are relevant in the assessment;. because of the existence of one 
extremeiy abundant conon (i 982 year ciass) and because of the availability of omy triennial estimates of 
spawning stock biomass from egg surveys 0983, 1986, 1989, 1992 and 1995). Tne following assumptions for 
u~e prior distribli· .... aions: for maturity haVe been made,- based on hypOtL~eSeS about plausible maturities,.that ,are 
· described ,in Section 6.5: 
I. The strongest year class before the 1982 year class was the 1979 year class, which did not show a I,'etarded 
growt.h until 1983. The percentage mature is assumed to be in the range of 75% to 100% with equal 
probability for all values. 
2. Fish of the 1982 year class in 1983·at age I are assumed to be aIlimmature, no uncertainty admitted . 
. 3. Because :of the retarded growth, the fish of the 1982 year class iri 1986 and 1989 at respectively ages 4 and 7 
,are assumed to have a completely'unknoWD'maturity in the range of 0 to 100% with equal probability •. II is 
assumed that the maturity in 1989 must be greater than in 1986. 
4. Fish of the i982 year class in i992 at age 10 are assumed in me range of 80 to ioo% mature·.with equal 
probability. 
5. Fish of the year class 1992 in 1995 at age 3 are assumed to have a maturity in the range of 0 to 100%, but less 
-matl.lre-tha..1rthe:1979 ye.ar-cl~~s in 1'983. 
6. Fish ()fthe 1982 year Class in 1995 at age 13 are assumedto be all mature with no uncertainty admitted. 








in the 1996 assessment oi this stock triais with Iv! in the region +i- 50% around Ivi=u.15 were made. 'Here_ 'we 
consider admissible hypotheses for !vI in u~e range 0.05 to 0.15, for reasons given in Section 6.6. No attempt was 
made to eAplon~ uncer..ainty' about 'possible-differences' i..~ natural mor..ruit"j at age. 
6;7.2.3 Egg survey precision 
The coefficient of variation of the 1992 western horse mackerel egg survey estimates was estimated at between 
18 and 22% depending on the analytic method used (ICES I 9941H:4 ).For present purposes the egg survey 
abunpances estiniates Were asSuIDed to be estimated with a CV of 25% on. a lognormal distribution .. No 
uncertainty was admitted in this variance estimate. 
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6.7.2.4 Summary of prior assumptions 
The prior distributions are summarised in the text table below. All "priDE distributions are uniform. 
I Parameter I Lower Bound I UooerBound I Comment 
I I I .. I 




.. .. . ... ... ~ ~- ~ .-
-
. I !V! ,- l~awraJ 1VI0naIny I V.V;) I V;!~ I Kange ITom IOng- I 
l1ive~ s~ecies to I I I I I machere, 
. assumptions 
Xl Maturity 1983· age 4 0.75 1.0 
X2 Maturity 1986 age 4 0 1.0 
age I, additionai 1.0 
matuniy !~~O age" 
X4 MaturitY 1992 age 10 0.8 1.0 
X5 Relative Maturity 1995 age 3 0 1.0 
. 
6.7.3 Perception of state of the stock 
Posterior diStributions for population abundance, natural mortality and spawning biomass in 1996 and 1997 (the 
latter predicated on an assumption of a catch of 400,000 t in 1997) are:shown· in Figure 6.7.1. The distribution of 
the ratio FIM is plotted because as both F and M are uncertain parameters, the distribution of F alone has an 
Ut"1cert.3.in· meaning. 'I11is shows that: 
1. The data a.1'!d model indicate values 'of natural mort~lity-higher t.ha..1'!- 0.12' are improbable (P<O,95). 
2. The lower limit of natural mortality is constrained by the prior assumptions, and the data and model do not 
give ·information about this lower limit. 
3. Spawning stock size estimates of 936,000 t to 1,795,000 t (25th and 75th percentiles) in 1996 are calculated. 
4. Estimates of the ratio of fishing mortality to natural mortality in 1996 1.67 to 3.30 (25th and 75th percentiles) 
are calculated. 
5. The distribution of the estimate of spawning stock biomass in 1983, which has been used for reference 
purposes, is 705,000 t to 907,0001 30 (25th and 75th percentiles). 
Perceptions of maturity parameter estimates (Xl to Xs) are given in Figure 6.7.2. This shows that there is little 
information in the model and data about these parameters, with the exception that lower values of maturity of the 
age'4'fish in-1986 appear more likely. 
EStLT..ates of the historic development of the-stock pararr..eters are-plotted in Figure 6.7.3, a.Ttd t.lte expectations 
and 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 95th percentiles of these distributions are given in Table 6.7.5. From Figure 6.7.3. it 
. can be seen that the 1983 and 1986 egg survey observations lie outside the 95th percentile of the SSB 
distribution, indicating that even with the relaxation of assumptions allowed in this assessment compared with the 
conventional assessment procedure, the egg survey time series does not appear to be compatible with the reported 
catches, the VP A assumptions and the assumption of a 25% CV in egg survey estimates. 
6,8 Short-Term Catch Prediction 
A calculation of the consequences of different short-term catch options can be made from the Bayesian 
assessment, but a different presentation is necessary to take account of the fact that most of the important 
variables , (stock size; natural mol..a1it"y, fishing mOr"liility etc.) arelreated as stochastic and no ar..empt is made to 
fu'i.d a joint maXirr.um-likelL1.ood-solution: There is no 'final \rpA' hi L1.e usual sense. Consequently, a stochastic 
version of the conventional catch option table has been calculated here. 
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The following assumptions were made in the calculations: 
1. Recruitments in 1993 and latef'were treated as 10gnonna1 variateswith mean and variance estimated· from the 
mean and variance of therecruitments in 1981, 1983-1986 and 1988-1992. This treatment is as used by 
ICES(i997/Assess:3) and represents a cautious approach to modelling recruitment as the mean and,. variance 
of the weak year classes, ignoring the few stronger year .classes. : 
2. Exploitlltion in 1997 and later was assumed to follow the selection pattern assumed for 1996. 
3. Catches.in 1997 were assumed to be 400,000 t, on the basis oia TAC of 300,000 t to be takenby E:b' 
cClImtries and an additional catch of 100,000 t assumed to be taken by non-EO countries; A Norwegian catCh 
was --predicted -~:of about 70,000 t: in i 99; based on a correlation between the amount of fish enteri~g 
Norwegian -fishing areas and the .influx of Atlantic water (Iversen et al., 1997 \-VD). The assumption of 
400,000 t in 1997 was thought preferable to an assumption of status quo fishing mortality, because such; a 
mortality would imply much lower catches than those which are expected· from this stock. Recent fishery 
statistics reported to the EU indicate that about 210,000 t had been takenby.l August 1997, which leads to a 
hPli""f th~t hv ()~tnhp.r thp. full ~O(tooo t will he taken hv the Ell countries. and the total international::catch ~-........ --_. ~J --~---. --- --- ---,--- - .---- -- ------- _'" ---- - - - - • . 
may reach 4oo~obo t by the -end of the year. 
. . 
. 4. Weights at age in the stock and in the catch, and maturilyin years 1997 and later, were taken as values as 
given in Tables 6.7.2, 6.7.3 and 6.7.4. 
5. Options of F=M, and of Catch (1998) = Catch (1999) = 50, 100, 200, 300 and 400 thousand tonnes were 
simulated. 
6. In the simulations, an upper bound restriction was placed on fishing mortality = i.5, in order ID aVOlO 
sfrnulations· of extreme fishing mortalities when' a catch . constraint is imposed on a stock size· which. has a· 
stochastic distribution which may extend to low values (possibly lower than the putative catch constraint). 
For each option, t."Ie expectation of spa\"lning stock size in ! 998 a..'ld 1999, and t.11e- ?_"ith, 50th and 75t11 perc.entiles 
of t.l:te SSB distribution are tabulated. The risk that the stock size may faJI under each of two reference levels. 
These reference levels, are the model estimate of SSB in 1983 and a value of 500,000 t. 
Presentation of the F=M-based option is somewhat complex, as both M and the F=M catch are here considered as 
uncertain. Here, fot the F=M option, the distribution of corresponding SSB has been tabulated, and also the 
distribution of the corresponding catch. However, it would be incorrect to interpret the former, as being 
conditional on the expectation of the latter. 
This form of Bayesian catch option tabie is given as Tabie 6.8. i. 
6-9 Medium-Term Projections 
The outcome of some si..rnple harvest strategies in t."lJ.e !nedium-term wa~ evaluated by t::lJd .. 'lg samples :from t.he 
mu!tiva.';'ate posterior distribution of par::lTlleters for the stock as.se.s.sment, and projecting from each dCawn 
, par~Tlleter sample under the har:vest control from 1998 until 2002 . 
.. The .assumptions described in. Section. 6.7 were retained for ,all cases. The following scenarios were modelled, 
applying from 1998 onwards: 
(I) Constant catch = 50,100,,200.300 or4oothoijSand tonnes by year. 
(2) Constant fishing mortality=natural mortality. 
Some percentiles of the distribution of fishing mortality, recruitment, spawning stock size and landings, 
,calculated under these assumptions, are given in Figures 6.9.1 .to 6.9.6. 
A calculation of risk ,was ,Inade .for some levels :of ;fishing .-mortality- betw~en O.!M and- 3M. -expressed:~ _t.l-!e 
probability cf,tb.e stock being under 500,00{)- t,-at spawning thne in' 2002; ,This calculation-: was -mad¥. -from 
estimates of the probability distribution of spawning st{)ck.size using ,the assumptions given above, but ~suming 
exploitation between 1998 and 2002 = O.IM, 0.25M, ... 3M. Risk so calculated is given in Figure 6.9.7. 
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6.10 Comparative Assessments 
6.10.1 ADAPT maximum,likelihood assessment 
Amethod to assess this stock is the 'ADAPT' -type method (Gavaris, 1988) in which an arbitrary choice of selection 
pattern is made; This method has been used at earlier W orkingGr.oup meetings in 1994-1996 to estimate thesize.of 
this stock and associated mortality rates. This method is again used at this year's W.orking Group meeting far 
comparability with last years maximum-likelihood ADAPT assessment and with this years new Bayesian assessment 
(see Section 6.7). ,The Working Gr.oup considers that the Bayesian VPA provides an improved perception .of 
uncertainty in the assessment compared t.o the traditional maximum-likelihood ADAPT. The use .of this maximum-
"likelihood ADAPT method aiso allows estimati.on of some of the uncertainty in the assessment, and of the sensitivity 
of the assessment ID the assumed seiection pattern. As fishing mortaiity has historically been rather low in tW,s stock, 
"~A 'convergence' does not help S'"..abilise the analysis rapidly and hence the population model is likely to be 
strongly dependent en starting assumptions. 
The model is a conventional VPA which.is fitted by a non-linear minimisation of the sum of squares. Given 
nnnularihn ahnndance.N.·fi.c::hing mnrtalitv-R:natnral mortalitv,M. -weight.~ at age W. and mahlritv at alJ'e 0_ e"""" 
c-r~-~~--- -------~-.--, ------g'--------J -~ -------- -------., -,--e, ---_-,.;;;r-c- --- -'g- --. --- -------., ---0-",,- -7 -0.., 
survey estimates of SSB U, and the pr.oporti.on of fishing and natoral mortality exerted before spawning PF and PM 
respectively, the VP A is fitted by minimising: 
L,(ln(u yJ~ln(La.yN a,y.Oa,y. Wa,y.exp(-PF.F a,y - PM. Ma,y) f 
where subscripts a and y denote age and year respectively. 
The _model is fit'" ..e(t ~ t.~e traditional egg production esh ...... "'tes of bimr.ass (Table 6.10.3) orJy for t.~e 1992 and 1995 
estimates. At last.year's meeting (ICES 1997/Assess:3) a calculation was made for illustrative purposes using GAM 
estirnate~ of egg production (ICES 19961H:2), but as these estimates have not yet been shown t.o be more accurate 
thantrllditionat estimates of egg production, this calculation has been provided only to show the sensitivity of the 
assessment to the choice of method for calculating egg production (see Section 6.10.2). 
Given the lack of age~structured surveys it is necessary to impose some constraints about the exploitation pattern on 
the model. Although some of these constraints are not very realistic there are insufficient .observations available t.o 
make objective parameter estimations. These constraints are somewhat arbitrary: 
• Selectionpattemin 1996 and later years is equal to 1 .on ages 4 and older (based on exploratory runs); 
• Selection on ages 0 to 4 in 1995 and iateryears set to mean fr.om previous 5 years 1991 to 1995 (the same as in 
iast years asseSSD1e~t); 
• _Naturai ID01:ta.i.ity; weights at age in the stock and in the catch are:ass~-to be known preciseiy; 
• Maturity ogive is assumed to be known precisely; 
• Fishing mortality on the oldest.age ,taken as an arithmetic mean from age 6 to the penultimate true age in the 
catch at age'matrix. 
The choices w.ade about constraints listed above were !llade a..ft..er a number of exploratory model fits,. w:hich are 
documented Lll ICES (l996!Asse.ss:7). As before, egg survey in..forro--.ation prior to 1992 was excluded on acconnt of 
uncertainty introduced by the unknown maturity of the 1982 cohort. 
Input data for the assessment and pr.ojections is given in Table 6.7.1-6.7.4 and the fitted populations,fisl)ing 
mortalities and stock sizes are given in Tables 6.10.1 and 6.10.2. Figure 6.10.1 shows the estimates of spawning 
stock biomass with egg survey estimates .of 1992 and 1995, recruitment, catch and fishing mortality over the period 
1982-1996. These data are also listed in Table 6.10.3. 
Short- and Medium-Term Predictions 
A very simple parametric bootstrap approach t.o the assessment of the consequences of management action under 
ll..'1cer-.mnty is used here. Only uncertai .. 'lt'j i .. "l t.lte egg sur/ey biorr.ass esilinates is considered, ~md all ot.lter pfu""'affieters 
and observations are assUIJ:I.ed to be known precisely a.lld t.lte mode! is assll..T.ed to be COIT"'...ctly formulated. Th-is 
approach considerably underestimates the uncertainty in the stock projections, but is considered preferable to 
presenting a purely deterministic view of stock dynamics. 
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A catch of 400,000 t was assumed for 1997 (arguments for this are given in Section 6i8). 
The ADAPT assessment model described above was used to fit 500 VPA pOpulations to the catch at age: data for 
each of 500 Monte-Carlo simulations of pseudo-egg surveys, assuming a lognormal error distribution and a 
coefficient of variation of.20%.The population vectors were then projected forwards through 1998 t02002under 
'fivecoristant-catch options flinging from 50,000 t to 4OO,OOOt annually and under'a'fishingmortalityconstraint of F 
'=M='0.15. 
The 'conservative approach to modelling forthcoming recruitment used by ICES (19961Assess:7) and ICES 
, (19971 Assess:3) was retained here. RecrUitments in 1996 and later years were assumed equal to the geometric mean 
of the weak year classes{1981, 1983-1986, 198B-1992),as estintatedinthe ADAPT procedure (= 1860miiiion), 
because the weak recruitments occur far more frequent than the strong ones. 
Percentiles of the simulations of stock size falling above and below the 500,000 t (see .section 6.13) were used as 
estimates of the risk of the stock falling below this level. Results of these simulations are given in Figures 6.10.2-
6.10.6.' An additional simulation was calculated With a constant fishing mortality multiplierconstraint,(relative to 
199f5)'cOrrespending to fishlng'atatargettnort.ality'ofF-~ M,~-O.157 begi_n_ning in 1998' (Figure 6.10.7); -Tabk~'-'6';10.4 
shows -tl}e 'predicted spaWI"ing -stOCk bibirl ...ass and C'.atches'.(mediaJ)'s) fot the period 199~2002. 
The simulations indicate that for constant catch levels of 300,000 t or 400,000 t, both stock size and catch Will 
declinerapidiy in the forthcoming few y~. If catches were to be reduced to,50,000 t to'2oo,OOO,t.annually or if 
fisbing mortality would be kept constant at F = M = 0.15, the decline would be somewhat slower. The associated 
risks to the stock, in terms of the probability that the stock will fall below 500,000 t in each forthcoming year, are 
plotted in Figures 6.10.2-6.10.7. 
Fishingata target fishing mortaliiyrateofOJ5 leads to a slower decline in stock siie and aiower riskoffaiiing 
beiow 500,000 t,at a cosi ofa progressive reduction in catches from 221,OOOtin 1998 doWn to 138;000 t in 2002 
(Table 6:10.4). However; these calculations are sensitive to the assuniedvalue for nilIximurrt fishinglllortality 
imposed oil the stock. ~ is particularly the case for higher levels of caich constraint, which carinot bemlrlntained 
unless extrenlely rdgh values of fishing mort-..ality (in excess of 1.5) aie ~O\ved in't.1].e projectiOns. Such valries'inay 
nO;,1:Je feasible, in pr~tice. The con8e9uences of attempting _ to remove catches exceeJ'i;l1g 200,000 t c;:tnTlQt therefore 
be 'preaicted in the !!I~~illm teI1!l .... butit aI?pears likely that ~ rapid depletion in stOCk size woUld occur. 
Table 6.10.4 Shows for the fishingmortaiity constraint and for the different catch constrafuts in what year over the 
period 1998 to 2002 the spawning stock biomass is expected to have a 50% probability of falling below 500,000 t. 
This table also shows the corresponding catches related to the option of fishing mortality cortstrainiF= M = 0.15. 
The calculations . are also· of course 'highly sensitive to ilie' asswned values of naturaimortality, which is not known 
for this stock. The probabilities of stock falling below 500,000 t are lower than those from the simulationsfrom the 
Bayesian assessment (see Sections 6.7-6.9), because in the ADAPT based simulations oniy uncertainty was included 
in the biomass estimates from the egg surveys. The year claSses 1993 and 1994 appear to be relatively strong 
according: to the ADAPT analysis,however it should' be 'taken into account that the calculations are very sensitive to 
the assumed exploitation pattern of 1996. Similarly the 1992 year class, which seemed to be strong ID 1994 (Figure 
6.3.1) appears bott ... in t..'le 1996 catches and in h ... is assess'T..ent Ilmch weaker. 
Population parameter estimates obtained using GAM estimates of egg production were presented in last years report 
(ICES 1997/Assess:3, Figure 6.2). The assessment calculation was clearly very robust to the· choice 'of either the 
.. traditional or the . GAM estimates· of egg production and the comparison was not· catried :out again· at .thisyear' s 
meeting. 
6.11 Long-Term Yield 
Given the uncertainty, both to the mortalities and to the future recruitment, long-term yield has not been 
·computM: 
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6.12 Uncertainty in Assessment 
The assessment calculation expressed in Section 6.7 and concomitantforecasts,;n Sections 6.8 and 6.9. are made 
. with an explicit consideration of perceived uncertainty in natural mortality, egg survey biomass estimates and in 
some maturity parameters. Distribution percentiles for various quantities from the assessment and short-term 
projection are given in Tables 6.7.5 and 6.8.1, which represents the best available estimates of quantified 
uncertainty. Distribution percentiles in medium-tenn forecasts are given in Section 6.9.1 to 6.9.6. 
Additional, unquantified· uncertainty exists. The following sources of uncertainty have not been taken into 
account in the assessment: 
1. Uncertainty about reported catches; 
2. UncertainLY about seiection palLeffi assUfilptiOns, which have a strong effect on the estimation of recent 
recruitments; 
3. Uncertainty in maturity, except for the years and ages mentioned in Section 6.7.2.2; 
4. Uncertainty in stock weights and catch weights at age, either for the historic, measured values of for future, 
projected vaJues; 
5. Uncertainty in sampling and ageing commercial catches. 
Despite the inclusion of many sources of uncertainty, the assessment model appears to be in conflict with the 
1983 egg survey estimate (Figure 6.7.3). The causes for this are not known, but could be sought within (I) to (4) 
above. 
6.13 Reference Points for Management Purposes 
This stock is characterised by infrequent, extremely large recruitments. As only a short time series of data are 
available, it is not possible to quantify stock-recruit relationships, but one may make the precautionary 
assl11T!ption th.at the likelihood of a strong ye.ar class appea...ring would decline if stock size were to faIl lower t-'UL'! 
the stock size at which the ouly such event has been observed. This has been the basis for the historic assumption 
of the MBAL being the stock size in 1983. 
As noted above, population model estimates of the SSB in 1983 differ from the egg survey biomass estimate. The 
model estimates are in the range 739 to 2,479 thousand t with 90% confidence, yet the egg survey biomass 
estimate was 530,000 t. In Section 6.12. it is noted that the assessment of uncertainty in the population model 
estimates is incomplete, and therefore it is proposed to retain the use of the egg survey biomass estimate as the 
reierence vaiue ior MBAL. Conventionally this has been rounded to 500,000 t. 
6.13.2 Fishing mortality reference points 
The stock is at present in a transition from harvesting the large 1982 year class to a conservation strategy. At a 
later stage. a ha.rvesting strategy will need to be provided. which ca..n be applied when a new large year c1jl~s 
appears. 
Given the extreme dynamics of the stock it is inappropriate to attempt to calculate F_, F""" or Flow reference 
points over the short time-series available. Possibly useful reference points for management purposes might be 
F=M, F=213M or Fo.l. A probability distribution for estimates of FO.1 and FO.1 relative to M from the stock 














This illustrates that even these measures may be problematic as management tools, due to the uncertainty of their 
estimates in this assessment. 
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Given; the extremely limited knowledge about parameters ofstock dynamics the Working Group believes there 
exists insufficient basis in data to propose values of Bp" Bum or Fp>. The MBAL may continue to be.a·useful 
·reference :point ,which marks the, region of wholly unknown stock dynamics. 
6.14 Management considerations 
Given·the poor state of knowledge 'about the long-term. dynamics of this stock, the Working Group suggests that 
management may wish to consider constant fishing mortality options in the range below natural mortality. 
According to the medium term predictions (Figures 6.9. i -6.9 .7), this wiii impiy a gradual decrease in ille risk for 
the stock oi falling beiow IViBAL of 500,000 t in the years inunediateiy after 1998. Both the medium~term 
projections: and comparisons __ v.rit.i'l-ou'er stocks suggest that -fishing wital. FlrYf~l would lead to precautionary 
management. Even in this range, however, it is estimated (based on the assumption of continued low recruitment) 
that the spawning stock size has a probability around .1 0% of falling under MBAL by 2002. The ADAPT-based 
predictions give a largely similar impression. 
TAC has been overshot considerably since 1988 (ICES 1997/Assess:3).The Working Group advises that if a 
TAC is set for this stock, it should apply to all areas where western horse mackerel are caught, i.e. Divisions ITa, 
IIIa (western part), IVa, Vb, VIa, VIla-<:, VII e-k and VIlla,b,d,e. 
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3,272 6,285 4,770 9,135 
469 27 1,298 
,~ 
H 
3.311 6,818 4,809 11,414 
1993 1994 1995 1996' 
1,068 950 1,598 
~nn 
55 
2,100 4 11,300 887 
700 1,633 881 
3,168 759 14,083 3,366 
Table 6.1.2 Landings (t) of HORSE MACKEREL in Sub-area N by country. (Data submitted by Working Group 
members). 
Country 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 
Belgium . 8 34 7 55 20 
Denmar~- 199 3,576 1,612 1,590 23,730 
Parre !Sl~nds 260 
France 292 421 567 366 827 
Germany, Fed.Rep. + 139 30 52 + 
Ireland 1,161 412 
Netherlands 101 355 559 2,029' 824 
Norway 119 2,292 7 322 , 
Poland· 2 94 
Sweden 
UK (Engl. +Wales) 11 i5 6 4 
UK (Scotland) 3 
USSR. 489 
Total 2,151 . 7,245 2,788 4,420 25,987 
{"'rnlntrv 1985 .1986 1987 1988 1989 
----J 
Belgium 13 13 9 10 10 
Denmark 22,495 18,652' 7,29ff 20,323' 23,32g2 
Estonia 
'O .. ....n..:o 1 .. 1 ...... ..-1 .. 
... Q.J, ~ ... " .. u.u.u.oo 
France 298 231' 189' 784' 248 
Germany j Fed.Rep. + 3 153 506 
Ireland 
Netherlands 160' 600' 850"' 1,060"' 14,172 
NorwayZ 203 776 11,728' 34,425' 84,161 
Poland 
Swe<.len 2' 
UK (Engl. + Wales) 71 3 339 373 10 
UK(N. Ireland) 
UK (Scotland) 998 531. 487 5,749 2,093 
USSR 
Unallocated + discards -12,482' 
Total 24,238 20,808 20,895 62,877 112,047 
Country 1990 1991 19927 1993 1994 1995 1996' 
Belgium 13 + 74 57 51 28 
Denmark 20,605' 6,982' 7,755 ·6,120 3,921 2,432 1,433 
Estonia 293 17 
-Fa-roe Isl~nds 942 340 360 275 
France 220 174 162 302 
Germany, Fed.Rep. 2,469' 5;995 2,801 1,570 1,014 1,600 7 
Ireland 687 2,657 2,600 . 4,086 415 220 1,100 
Netherlands 1,970 3,852 3,000 2,470 1,329 5,285 6,205 
NorwayZ 117,903' 50,000' 96,000 126,800 94,000 84,747 14,639 
Poland 
Sweden 102 9532 800 69i 2,087 95 
UK (Engl. + Wales) 10 132 4 115 389 478 40 
UK (N. Ireland) 350 
UK (Scotland) 458 7,309 996 1,059 7,582 3,650 2,442 
USSR 
Una1l(Y"-ated + discards -317' -750' -278 -3,270 l,511 -28 136 
lbtal 145,062 77,994 114,133 140,383 112,580 nn rn.r ,.., ,..,r ~O,:>U:JI "",0,14..;J 
'-Preliminary. 'Includes Division llIa. 'Includes Division ITa. 'Estimated from biological sampling. 'Assumed to be m-
isreported. "Includes 13 t from the German Democratic Republic. 7Includes a negative unallocated catch of -4,000 t. 
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Table 6.1.3 Landings (t) of HORSE MACKEREL in Sub-area VI by country. (Data submitted by Working Group 
members). 
Country 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
Denmark 734 341 ? 7R~ 7 
-'"--
Faroe Islands 1,248 4,014 
France 45 454 4 10 14 13 
Germany, Fed. Rep. 5,550 10,212 2,113 4,146 130 191 
Ireland - 15,086 13,858 27,102 
Net.her1~nds 2,385 100 50 94 17,500 18,450 
Norway 5 
Spain 
UK (Engl. + Wales) 9 5 + 38 + 996 
UK (N. Ireland) 
UK (Scotland) 1 17 83 214 1,427 
USSR 
Unallocated + -19,168 
discards 
Total 8;724 ii,i34 6,283 24,881 31,716 33,025 
Country 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996' 
Denmark 769 1,655 973 615 42 294 106 114 
Faroe Islands 1.992 4.450' 4,000' 3,059 628 255 820 80 
France 12 20 10 2 17 4 3 + 
Germany, Fed. Rep. 354 174 615 1,162 2,474 2,500 6,281 10,023 1,430 1,368 943 
Ireland 28,125 29,743 27,872 19,493 15,911 ~,766 32,994 44,802 65,564 120,124 87,872 
Netherlands 3,450 5,750 3,340 1,907 660 3,369 2,150 590 341 2,326 572 
Norway 83 75 41 
Spain 
-' -' -' -' -
, 
1 3 
UK (Engl. + Wales) 198 404 475 44 . 145 1,229 577 144 109 208 612 
UK· (N . Ireland 1,970 723 
UK (Scotland) 138 1,027 7,834 1,737 267 1,640 86 4,523 1,760 789 2,66~ 
USSR 44 
Unallocated + -13,897 -7,255 6,493 143 -1,278 -1,940 -6,960" -51 -41,326 -11,523 
discards 
Total 20,455 35,157 45,842 34,870 20,904 34,456 40,469 53,942 69,527 83,595 81,25~ 
'Preliminarv . 
'Included hi Sub-area VII: 
'lucludes Divisions IIIa,IVa,b and VTh. 
4lucludes a negative unallocated catch of -7,000 t. 
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Table 6.1.4 Landings (t) of HORSE MACKEREL in Sub-area VII by country. Data submitted by the Working Group 
members). 
Country 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 
Belgium 1 1 
Denmark 5,045 3,099 877 993 732 . 
France 1,983 2,800 2,314 1,834 • 2,387 
Germany, Fed.Rep. 2,289 1,079 12 1,977 228 
Ireland 16 65 
Netherlands 23,002 25,000 27,500' 34,350 38,700 
Norway 394 
Spain 50 234 104 142 560 . 
UK (Eng!. + Wales) 12,933 2,520 2,670 1,230 ·279 
UK (Scotland) 1 1 
USSR 
Total 45,697 34,749 33,478 40,526 42,952 
rmlntTv 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 
......... _-" 
l:'aroe Isiands 
Belgium + + 2 
Denmark 1,477' 30,408' 27,368 33,202 34,474 
France 1,881 3,801 . 2,197 1,523 4,576 
Germany, Fed.Rep. 5 374 4,705 7,743 
Lrehmd 100 703 15 481 1? 1i4.~ . 
--,:- --
Net.herlands 33,550 40,750 . 69,400 43,560 43,582 
Norway 
Spain 275 137 148 150 14 
UK (Eng!. + Wales) 1,6:W 1,824 1,228 3,759 4,488 
UK (N .1reland) 
UK (Scotland) 1 + 2 2,873 + 
USSR 120 , 
Unallocated + discards 28,368 
Total 39,034 77,628 100,734 90,253 135,890 
Country 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996' 
Faroe Isiands 28 
Belgium + 1 
T"O. _____ ,_ 
..,,, ~n.l 
.... 001010 10 nDA 'I ~ nl"70 41,605 28,300 43,330 .LJClIlIliUli. .JV,..}:::t'+ ""0,000 .10,:7O"'t .10,::1/0 
France 2,538 1,231> 1,198 1,001 
Germany, Fed.Rep. 8,109 12,919 12,951 15,684 14,828 17,436 15,949 
1reland 17,887 19,074 15,568 16,363 15,281 58,011 38,455 
Netherbmds 111,900 104,107 109,197 157,110 0") OM. 111\1?~ 11.ll~a., ...... , .... ..,- ......... , .......... ... ..... "' ....... 
Norway 
Spain 16 113 106 .. 54 29 25 33 
UK (l'ngl. + Wales) 13,371 6,436 7,870 6,090 . 12,418 31,641 28,605 
UK(N .Ireland) , ,2;026 1,690 587 119 
UK (SeOtlandr' . 139 1,992 5;008 3,123 9,015 10,522 11,241 
USSR 
Unallocated + discards 7,614 24,541 15,563 4,010' 14,057 68,644 26,795 
Total 192,196 201,326 188,135 221,000 200,256 330,705 279,100 
'Provisional. 
'Includes Sub-area VI. 
'Includes a negative unallocated catch of -4,000 t. 
E:\ACFrvfIWGMHSA98\T-614.DOC 26/09/97 14:38 
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Table 6.1.5 Landings (t) of HORSE MACKEREL in Sub-area VITIby Country. (Data 
submitted by Working Group members). 
Country 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 
T'Io. _____ ,~ 
JJCWlli:U.JS. 
France 3,361 3,711 3.073 2,643 2,489 
Netherlands " 
Spain 34,134 36,362 19,610 25,580 23,119 
UK (Engl. + Wales) + 1 1 
USSR 20 
Total 37,495 40,073 22,683 28,223 25,629 
("' ..... n ... +-• 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 
...................... J 
Denmark 446 3,283 2,793 6,729 
France 4,305 3,534 3,983 4,502 4,719 
Germany 
Netherlands " " " 
Spain 23,292 40,334 30,098 26,629 27,170 
UK (Engl. + Wales) 143 392 339 253 68 
USSR 656 
Unallocated + discards 
Total 27,740 45,362 37,703 34,177 38,686 
Country 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996' 
Denmark 5,726 1,349 5,778 1,955 340 140 
France 5,082 6,164 6,220 4,010 28 7 
Germany 80 62 
Netherlands ,; 000 12,437 9,339 19,000 7,272 14,187 -,---
Spain 25,182 23,733 27,688 27,921 25,409 28,349 ....... A ... n "':1,'+40 
UK (Engl. + Wales) 6 70 88 123 753 20 924 
USSR 
Unallocated + discards 1 "M ? ':;;:'::;;':l " 011 700 ? n~Sl: ~ "'St~ ... , ......... -, ......... ... , ........... -, ........... ...., ......... 
Total 43,496 46,396 54,i86 53,709 35,500 28,709 48,269 
'Preliminary. 
'Included in Sub-area VII. 
















Catch in numbers ('000) at age of WESTERN HORSE 
MACKEREL by quarter and by Division(s) in 1996. 
144 
,;. 
Table 6.4.1 Length (cm) at age of WESTERN,HORSE 
MACKEREL by quarter and Division in 1996 
i~9tii ila I fva I \fl9. 1 Viib,cJ,K IViia.e,f.g" Yliia.b,d,el All areas I l'stQ l'stQ , .. 0 1'stQ 1'stQ'" 1'StQ 1'stQ 








































































































































0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 19.5 19.5 
0.0 21.1 21.3 21.1 
23.5 22~ 23.0 22~ 
25.4 0.0 25.0 25.4 
26.11 0.01 25.51 26.01 
2B 0.0 2S.5 27.' ~·!I ~.ol ~~·~I ~~il 
4::l:f.ti U.U :i::(.:> 4::l:f.ti 
29.8 0.0 0.0 29.8 
30.3 0.0 0.0 30.' 
30.8 0.0 0.0 30.8 
31.4 0.0 0.0 31.4 
31.5 0.0 0.0 31.5 
O? • nn .,.,. 00< 
;:·1 0:01 -·:01 .. :·1 
SO.91 21.81 22.31 26.91 
Vllb.,c,j,k Vlla,e.f,g,h Vllla,b,d,e All areas 



































































































Weight (g) at age of WESTERN HORSE 
MACKEREL by quarter and by Division(s) in 1996. 

















Via I' V'ib,c,i,k;I'iiiia.e,f,9;1" ·vijia,D,o.eI' AY areas I' 
"510 1'StQ 1'stQ ~'stQ-- 1'stQ 













































































Table 6.4.3 Catch i numbers, mean length and mean weight in catch and mean weight 
in stock of western horse mackerel 1996. ,;" , ,',', 
Ano I catc;;":~Ii~~~bers k,1g,'1n Icnnth Uc~n wQ.inht Iltn\ I-'~"" ••• __ .• '-"l::1U ' .ro __ ., '.-':::II"~ \"~:::JI il"'.m\ in catch in stock I " .. · .. · ..... -0.000 l-"" 0 
1 4.036 19.5 0.059 
2 615.759 21.1 0.078 0.087 
3 841.304 22.5 0.090 0.095 
4 157.053 25.1 0.125 0.118 
5 67.924 25.9 0.141 0.129 
6 45.939 26.7 0.155 0.148 
7 48.597 27.6 0.166 0.172 
8 49.091 28.3 0.177 0.183 
9 44.193 29.2 0.191 0.185 
10 48.439 29.9 0.206 0.202 
11 89.046 30.6' 0.224 0.206 
12 65.209 31.2 0.233 0.217 
13 54.915 31.0 0.229 0.221 
14 343.831 32.7 0.280 0.237 
15+ 165.073 35.0 0.332 0.273 
e:\acfm\wgmhsa98\T-643.xls 
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Table 6,7.1, Western HOJrse Mackerel. Estimated catch in number (Thousands of fish), 
The SAS, System 09:57 Frida~', Septemer 12., 1~W7 
HOM-WEST: Wl~st~!!'rn horse mackerel (lIa,IVa.Vla,'III~iI-c,e-k,VIIla-b,d-e) 
I[:ANUM: Catch i 111 Nunbers (Thou!~an:is) 
YE!ar Age 0 Age 1 Age 2 Age 3 Me4 A!~e I, Age 6 Ag" 7 Age 8 Age 9 Ag., HI Age 11 Age 12 Age 13 Age 14 IIge 15 
1982 0 2523 14320' 91566 7825 ,~96~ 7979 6(113 11:22 281 112i! 4473 12560 194119 13205 5!579 
1\083 0 5668 1621' 23595 :18374 11005 31942 37j'75 121154 2360 li94!1 2428 12204 171~,2 27505 33535 
1\184 0 0 181;68l! 3378 ;!7621 114001 17009 29'105 251190 11230 3~1211 0 486 131i7 3866 38732 
1985 0 1267 laO,! 467741 3462 32441 77862 91108 12545 4809 jr15~i 263 659 28118 970 27005 
-
1986 0 0 (I 1120 4119397 6316 47149 79428 18609 15328 11105;! 2255 746 6119 211 37295 
... 
00 11187 0 83 41~, 0 2476 748405 1730 341186 76224 9854 !1D1!' 16252 7484 111'3 168 27613 
W88 767 23975 ~i35~f 1839 3856 16616 824940 10<113 34963 59452 1153'1 14301 15158 45,17 . 4285 28378 
W87 0 0 11 18860 16604 482.1 13169 1 'I 59!;54 10940 53909 7!.49., 12629 21975 11241'1 8162 16468 
1!190 0 19117 41!19'1 130153 !17561 3119'5 9883 19:505 1297370 34673 64>0511 95505 14040 ~.24~~6 16935 53023 
1991 3230 19570 41'2411 13980 1,~7410 126310 68330 191)00 21090 1173940 21140 13060 51200 9710 9000 49400 
11192 12420 83830 21,041) 66180 '50210 2437l!0 110620 42MO 14202 17930 '106;59111 12000 22750 t,99irO 12110 32200 
1'193 0 94250 411521) 7700 52870 e,371'O 307370 "24050 65790 25250 :5251) 1177060 6420 '161"0 52610 33,490 
1'194 2315 15324 791060., 104631 49463 ~0416 26961 iZ05;M2 871'67 37045 41)45:5 21847 1109325 9861 14411 37'138 
1'195 0 50843 41'141:! 382838 198181 5,281.2 85565 26425 2300'28 107838 9~)79~ 58051 62531 10'.49:29 38647 149957 
1996 0 4036 615759 841304 157053 679;14 45939 48597 49091 ~4193 41143'9 119046 65209 54915 343831 165.073 
Table 6.7.2. Western Horse Mackerel. Estimatedl mean weight in the catches (Kg). 
The SAS: System 09:57 Frida)'. September 12" 1997 
HOM-WEST: "~!stj!rn horse mackerel (lIa,IVa,Vla,111hl-c,e-k,VIlIa-b,d-e) 
WIECA: Mean Weight in. Catch (Ki Iloglrams) 
Year ASI! 0 Age 1 Age 2 Allle ~I Age 4 Agl! 5 Age 6 Ag" 7 Age 1I J'ge 9 Age 10 Age 11 Ilge 12 Age 13 Age 14 Age 1~i 
1982 0.1l15 0.054 0.090 O.14i~ 0.178 0.;127 0.273 0.1~76 O.29:! 1~.305 0.369 0.348 0.:148 0.348 0.3'56 0.36/; 
1983 0.1115 0.039 0.113 0.12~, 0.168 0.;129 0.247 0.1~82 0.28'1 1~.254 0.260 0.300 0.:110 0.315 0.3'" 0.33l! 
1984 0.1115 0.034 0.073 0.081' 0.130 0.H6 0.216 0.1~45 0.2711 1~.262 0.259 0.255 0.:144 0.232 0.3'06 0;3011 
lIi85 0.1115 0.029 0.045 0.081' 0.150 0.156 0.199 0.1~43 0.251> 1~.294 0.257 0.241 OJ!51 0.314 0.3'46 0.3211 
1986 0;1l15 0.029 0.045 0.11(1 0.107 0.171 0.196 0.1~23 0.25'1 1~.296 0.280 0.319 0.l!87 0.345 0.2~60 0.3611 
1987 0.1115 0.068 0.067 0.11(1 0.155 0.'143 0.174 0.198 0.24~1 1~.264 0.321 0.336 0.l!44 0.328 0.2~45 0.37:1 
1988 0.1115 0.031 0.075 o.m, 0.132 0.'147 0.157 0.1:40 0.30', 1~.335 0.386 0.434 0.'i04 0.331 0.3'92 0.421i 
:;;: 1989 0.1112 0.050 0.075 0.141' 0.142 0.'142 0.220 0.166 0.2511 1~.327 0.330 0.381 O.liOO 0.421 0.448 0.51,; 
'" 
1990 0.1115 0.032 0.031 0.09(1 0.124 0.'126 0.129 0.l:02 0.1S;1 1~.227 0.320 0.328 0.:155 0.399 0.3'88 0.371' 
1991 0.1112 0.031 0.046 O.IU 0.125 0.'148 0.141 0.144 0.18;r I~. 185 0.215 0.303 0.:123 0.354 0.3'65 0.3311 
1992 0.1108 0.014 0.092 0.111' 0 .. 139 0.143 0.157 0.163 0.17:1 1~.235 0.222 0.288 0.:106 0.359 0.3'93 0.4011 
1993 0.1110 0.033 0.083 0.120 0.126 0.'142 0.154 0.163 0.18:1 I~. 199 0.177 0.238 0.:108 0.327 0.3:76 0.4211 
1994 0.1l21 0.037 0.052 0.10/0 0.124 0.158 0.153 0.167 0.19.4. 1~.I99 0.280 0.275 O.:!40 0.326 0.3:42 0.38:1 
1995 0.1l15 0.038 0.052 0.073: 0.089 0.126 0.130 0.170 0.1711 1~.200 0.204 0.222 0.l!15 0.246 0.l37 0.2911 
1996 0.1115 0.059 0.078 0.090 0.125 0.141 0.155 0.166 O.17I 11.191 0.206 0.224 O.;!33 0.229 0.1~80 0.33l! 
1997 0.1l17 0.045 0.061 0.09(' 0.112 0.'142 0.146 0.168 0.18l! 11.197 0.208 0.241 0.l!29 0.268 0.1116 , 0.26/1 
1998 0.1117 0.045 0.061 0.090 0.112 0.'142 0.146 0.168 O.1S:! 1~.197 0.230 0.220 O.i!29 0.268 0.1~86 0.2711 
1999 0.1117 0.045 0.061 0.090 0.112 0.142 0.146 0.168 0.18;! 1~.197 0.230 0.241 OJ!33 0.268 O.l:86 O.27'i 
2000 0.1l17 0.045 0.061 0.09(1' 0.112 0.'142 0.146 0.168 D.l0;! 1~.197 0.230 0.241 0.;!29 0.243 0.2~86 0.2nl 
2001 0.1l17 0.045 0.061 0.0911 0.112 '0.'142 0.146 0.168 O.1S:! 11.197 0.230 0.241 O.:!29 0.268 0.2~52 0.280 
2002 0.1l17 0.045 0.061 0.0911 0.112 0.'142 0.146 0.168 O.18;! 1).197 0.230 0.241 O.4!29 0.268 0.2~86 O.28~~ 
Table 6.7.3. Western Horse Ma.ck'erel. Estimatf:d mean weight in the stock (Kg). 
The SAS: System 09:57 Frid.~'. septeriler 12" 1!197 
HOM~WEST: Wj!stj~rn horse ~ckerel, ,( Ila"IVa, VIa, 111 IJiI-c,e-k, VI I la-b',d-e) 
Wl:ST: Mean Weight in ,Stock (KiIloglrams) 
Year Ag"O Age 1 Age 2 Ag,e3, Age 4 Agl~ 5 Age 6 Age, 7 Age 11 IIge 9 Age 10 ·Age 11 Ilge 12 Age 13 Age 14 Age n 
1982 0.000 0.000 0.050 0.0801 0.207 O .. tS2 0.269 0.2:80 0.29;/ 1).305 0 •. 369 0.344 0.;148 0.348 0.361 0.36'. 
1983 0.000 O.QOD 0..050 0.08CI 0.171 0.;/21 0.257 0.2:76 0.271) 1).243 0.390 0.305 0.;509 0.311 0.312 0.310 
1984 0.000 0.000 0.050 O.On' 0.122 0,'155 0.201 0.2:23 0.25;5 1).246 0.338 0.300 0.;500 0.300 0.305 O.28~i 
1985 0.000 0.000 0.050 0.081 0.148. 0'.'140 0.193 0.236 0.24;/ 1).289 0.247 0.300 0.;500 0.325 0.325 0.30,1 
1986 0.000 0.000 0.050 O.OBeI 0.105 0.'134 0.169 0.195 O.24j! Ij.292 0 .. 262 0.300 0.:100 0.300 0.300 0.34/. 1987 0.1100 0.000 0,.059 0.08CI 0.105 0,'126 0.150 0.111 0.2111 1).254 0.:281 0.291 O.~!97 0.303 0.303 0.331' 1988 0.000 0.000 0.050 O.OBeI 0.105 0.'126 0.141 0.143 0.21<' 1).274 0.:305 0.337 0.;552 0.361 0.352 0.390 1989' 0.1100 0.000 0.050 0.0801 0.105. 0,'103 0.131 0.159 0.12j' 1l.210 0.:252 0.263 0.,102 0.411 0.383, 0.3511 
-
1990 0'.000 0.000 0.050 0.080' 0.105 0,'127 0.135 0.124 0.15', 1).174 0.,:282 0.272 0.'.04 0.404 0.404 0.40., v. 1991 0.1100 0.000 0.050 0.08C' 0.121 0,'137 0.143 0.144' 0.1511 1l.182 0.189 0;266 O~j!95 0.349 0.361 0.3811 0 
1992 0.(100 o.olio 0.050 0.080 0:105 0,'133 0.151 0.150 0.1511 li.l60 0.182 0.292 0 •• /11 0.245 0'.361 0.40,1 
1993 0.1100 0.000 '0.050 0.080 0.105 0,'153 0.166 0.173 O.17j! 1).170 0.:206 0.211 O~j!58 0.288 0.338 O.40~' 
1994 0.000 0.000 0.050 0.080 0.105 0.'147 0.185 0.169 0.1911 0.191 0.190 0.197 o.m 0.270 0.270 0.3311 1995 0.1100 0.000 '0.050 0.066, 0.119 0.1196 0.152 0.166 0.1711 1).187 0.197 0.187 O ... !29 0.218 0.272 0.3411 
1996 0.000 0.000 10.050 0.095 0.118 0.'129 0.148 0.172 0.18:1 1).185 0.:202 0.206 O.i~11 0.22; 0.237 0.27l: 
1997 O.ClOO 0.000 '0.050 0.080 0.112 0.:124 0.162 0.169 0.1~. 1).188 0.:/08 0.197 O~~!26 0;236 '0.260 0.251. 1998 O.ClOO 0.000 '0.050 0.080 0.112 0.1124 0.162 0.169 0.1~. 0.188 0.'196 0.220 O.~!26 0.236 '0.260 0.261 1999 0.(100 0.000 10.050 0.080 0.112 0.1124 0.162 0.169 0,1~. 0.188 0.196 0.197 O.~!33 0.236 10.260 0.260\. 2000 O.ClOO 0.000 '0.050 0.080 . 0.112 0.1124 0.162 0.169 0.1~. 11.188 0.'196 0.197 O.~!26 0.243 '0.260 0.26.11 
2001 0.(100 0.000 0.050 0.080 0.112 0.1124 0.162 0.169 0.1~. 0.188 0,'196 0.197 0.'!26 0.236 10.252 0.2701 
2002 0.(100 0.000 10.050 0.080 0.112 0.1124 0.162 0.169 O. 1~. 0.188 0,'196 0.197 O .. ~!26 0.236 10.260 0.272: 
Table 6.7.4. Western Hors,~ MaGkerel. Estimated proportion of fish matum. 
The SAl, System 09,57 Frid.'~, SeptenOer 12, 1997 
HOM·WEST: ~'est:ern horse mackl!rell (IIa,IVa,Vla,Vlla-c::,e-k,Vllla-b,d·-e) 
MIUPROP: Prop,rt'ion Mature at Year St.~rt 
Ilge Age Ag~! Age Age Age Agf~ <\ge Age All. Age I\ge Ag. Age Age Ilge 
Year 0 1 ., 3 4 5 li 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 .. 
1982 0.00 0.00 1).41) 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.0(1 1 .. 00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1..00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1983 0 •. 00 0.00 1).31) . 0.70 1.00 1.00 LOll f..00 1.00 1.00 1.00 . 1..00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1984 0 •. 00 0.00 0.11l 0.60 0.85 1.00 LOll 1..00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1 .. 00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1985 0.00 0.00 0.11l 0.40 0.80 0.95 1.0(1 1..00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1..00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1986 0.00 0.00 11.111 0.40 0.60 0.90 1.011 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1..00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1987 0.00 0.00 0.111 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.011 1 .. 00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1988 0.00 0.00 11.111 0.40 0.,60 0.80 1.011 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1..00 1.00 1.0'~ 1.00 1.00 
1989 0.00 0.00 11;111 0.40 0 •. 60 0.80 1.011 1 .. 00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01~ 1.00 1.00 
1990 0.00 0.00 11.10 0.40 o,,~o 0.80 1.0CI 1..00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 ·1.01~ 1.00 1.00 
1991 0.00 0.00 11.111 0.4.0 0.,60 0.80 1.001 1..00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1..00 1.00 '1.00 1.00 1.00 
,,, 1992 0.00 0.00 11.10 0.40 0.,60 0.80 1.001 1.00 .1.00 1.00 1.00 1 •. 00 1.00 ·1.01~ 1.00 1.00 
1993 0.00 0.00 11.111 0.40 0.,60 0.80 1.001 1..00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 'l.01~ 1.00 1,00 
1994 0.00 0.00 (1.1(1 0.40 0.,60 0.80 1.001 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 '1.01) 1.00 1.00 
1995 0.00 0.00 (1'.1(1 0,40 O.,~O 0.80 1.001 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 '1.01) 1.00 1.00 
1996 0.00 0.00 11.111 0.40 O.,~O 0.80 1.001 1..00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 '1.01) 1.00 1.00 
1997 0.00 0.00 01.111 0.40 O •• ~O 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 'I. Oil 1.00 1.00 
1998 0.00 0.00 Cl. 111 0.40 O.I~O 0.80 1.00' 1.00 1.00 1.0'~ 1.00 1.00 1.00 '1.01) 1.00 ' 1.00 
1999 0.00 0.00 01.1(1 , 0.40 O.I~O 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.0,0 1.00 1.00 1.00 '1.01) 1.00 1.00 
2000 .0.00 0.00 01.111 0.40 0.110 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01~ 1.00 1.00 1.00 '1.011 1.00 1.00 
2001 0.00 0.00 01.111 , 0.40 0 • .,0 0.80 1.00 1.00 LOO 1.0'0 1.00 1.00 1.00 '1.01) 1.00 1.00 




T,abh. 6.7.5. Western I~or.e Mackerel. Surnmll'Y resulls 01 Elayosian stock esses"ment. 
Permntiles 01 the distribution 01 fishing mortr,lity relative to natun" mc>rtrolity (PopulaHon me'an 
li"hlng mortality over ages 4 to 14 divided by nalural mortrollty), spawning stock size. and 
rElcruibnent by year from 1982-1996. Percentile!! calculated fmm '750 drawn paramt3ter ventors 
from the Markov Chain. 
a. F'ishing Mortrolity re,laH'te to Natural Mortllllty (F 4·14wlM) 
1982 198:1 1984 19115 1986 i187 1988 1989 
5 0.20 0.2!1 0.37 O.~!4 0.20 1<.29 0.36 0.54 
25 0.34 0.4!1 0.61 0.1I9 0.32 .46 0.54 0.81 
50 0.50 0.70 0,86 O.!;5 0.44 .63 0.74 1.08 
75 0.65 O.9:~ 1.12 0.72 0.57 .81 0.93 1.39 
95 0.79 1.1:! 1.35 0.119 0.68 .97 1.16 1.74 







Cl .63 ' 0.74 1.10 
b. Spawning Stock 'Size I[Thous'and t a~_sp~~wnlng' time) 
c. Flecrunmant (Millions C)I lish aged 0) 
















1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 19'96 
0.80 0.93 1.32 1.24 2.02 L09 
1.18 1.35 1.88 1.76 2.95 1,67 
1.55 1.76 :2.46 2.31 4.00, 2,26 
1.95 2.23 :3.12 2.95 5.31 3,30 
2.53 '2.92 4.29 4.35. 8.79 6,,43 
1,59 1.82 :2.58 2.47 I 4.49 2.82 
Table 6.B.l. Weslern Horse Mackerel. Calch option table, calculaledas expectation and percenliles of Bayes 
posterior distributions. (a),88B, catch and FIM in ,1997, (b) S8BJn1998, forF=M or calch = 5010 400KI in 
1998; (c) 88B in 1999,lOr F=M or catch = 5010400Klin 1998 and 1999; (d) Calch corresponding 10 F=M; (e) 
1 FIM i"1998;(f) F/Min 1999 1 
(Tnousand t) 
(b) 
Catch (Thousand Il 
















I " SSB in 1998 (Kt) I ExDeded Percenliles 
._.- ...... ._.-
1050 521 989 
1010 477 947 
968 429 901 
933 414 851 
I ~vpected catch for ~'!..nti!9i 
25% 50% 
. 1 41 24 39 1 









IEstin,al,ld Risk in 1997 
Estimated Risk in 1998 
·1 P(88~,OOOI) 1 P(88B~8~.B(1983) 1 
I
















Foshing Mortality Relative 10 Natural Mortality in 1999, for catch 
options in 1998 -1999 - 5010 4000001 and catch in 1997=400 0001' 













25% I 50% I 75% 
0.65 I 0.91 I 1.43 




TABLE 6.10.1 Fle!.ults from AIJAPT 8-:"1Plys.is 







































































1985 1986' 1987 ' 1ge'8 1989 1!190 
0.000 0,,000 0.000 ,0.001 0,000 0.1100 
0.001 0,,000 0.000 ,0.007 0.000 0.017 
0.002 0,,00(1 0.000 0,003 0,000 0.1)43 
0;013 0,,0011 0.000 '0.001 0,010 0,051 
0.003 0,,0110 0.002 0.003 0,008 0,1)37 
0.031 O"OQ"'l'-_ 0.030 0.0"13 0.004 0.0)18 
0,030 O,,05fi 0.002 'O.O~'9- 0.012 0.0109 
0;016 0,,03'1, 0.049 ' oQ.O·17 0.067 0.1)20 
0.021 0,,03'1 0.042 00.0111 0.020 0,1)95 
' 0,010 0,,0311 0.023 0.040 0.119 0,1)79 
0.024 0,,02'1 0.019 n.m!4 0.062 0:198 
0.001 0,,0011 0.046 0.0.41 0.042 0.1)98 
0.072 O ..OOfi 0.036 O.O!)2 0.078 0.057 
0.342 O,,08!i 0,009 O.m!6' 0.052 0:151 
0.064 o..03~i 0,028 00,0:17 0.057 0.0)88 
0.064 0,,03S 0.028 00,0:17 0.057 0.0)88 
0.006 0,0011 0.001 0,01)2 0,006 0.0)44 
0.061 0.,0311 0,028 0.0:15 0,051 0.1l81 
0.025 O,O3~~ 0.030 o.omi 0,060 0.1l82 
e:\acfmlwgrnhs,,98IT·6·1 0·1 ,xlls 
M =.0.115 
Pra'pol1lonol F and M I.el.". spawning Is 0.45. 
1991 1199:! 1993 1994 
, 
1995 1996 
0.002 0.004 ' 0.000 O,CIOl 0.000 0,003 
0.026 0.069 0,034 0,002 0.013 0,061 
0.050 0.039 0;050 OA06 0.055 0,201 
0.017 CI.OB7 0.015 0,135 0.329 0,144 
0,092 0.074 0.088 0.,118 0.382 0,205 
0.102 p.158 0.160 0,086 0.169 0,205 
0.048 0,115 0.288 0,067 0,248 0,205 
0.020, 0,037 0.173 O,~IOO 0.083 0,205 
0.026 CI,017 0;069 0,169 0.603 0,205 
0.110 ' CI,027 0.037 0,C48 0,304 0,205 
0.060 0,131 0.006 0.072 0,159 0,205' 
0.052 ' CI.042 0.198 0.C45 0.133 0,205 
0.066 CI.114 0.027 0,~:19 0,167 0,205 
0.048 0,115 0.104 0.C149 0.395 0.205 
0.054 0.075 0.113 0.121 -0.262 0,205 
0.054 CI.075 0.113 0.121 0.262 0.205 
0.053 0,067 0.051 O.~~20 0,255 0.183 
0,059 0.083 0.117 0:116 0,252 0.205 
0,090 0.112 0.167 0.170 0.313 0.205 
TABLE 6:10.2 Relsult~~ from AD,I\.PT Ilnalysis 
HOM-WEST: Western hClrse mackerel (lI,s, IVa, Vla,Vlkl-c,e-k, VIlIa-b,d-e) M=0.15 
Propl)rll,," 1)1 F and M befo", sp,awnlng Is 0.45 
popuumCIN ABUNDANCE 
Unit: thousands 
Age 1982 1!183 1984. '19815 1986 1987 1988 1989 1991) 1991 19!12 1993 1994 1995 19516 1997 
0 60,712 3,072 3,062 ~1,952 3.129 4,416 1,470 1,429 943 1,575 3,583 11,186 4,971 86 2.1!16 2.196 
1 1.730 52,25Ej 2,644 ~!;636 3,402 2.6'93 3,801 1,265 1.230 812 1.353 3,072 9,6211 4,277 7~1 1.8M 
2 1.880 1.487 44,972 ~~,276 2,268 2,9'28 2,318 3,249 1,089 1,041 6S;1 1;087 2,55j' 8,273 .3,6:14 60 
3 4,818 1,'605 1,278 3.8,5:17 1,955 1,9'52 2,520 1,990 2,797 898 86'2 563 1190 1,466 '6,7:39 2,558 
t~ 4 1,087 4,1062 1,360 1,097 32,736 1,6'82 1,680 2,167 1,695 :2,287 7610 672 478 669 90'9 5,022 
c, 5 1,096 928 3,461 1,145 941 27,722 1,445 1,442· 1,850 1,406 1,795 607 S30 366 39:3 6:37 
6 955 935 788 ':;!,873 955 804 23,16;' 1,228 1,237 1,563 1,093 1,319 '145 418 26'6 275 
7 541 814 775 66S1 2,401 ?i'8 691 19',176 1,045 1,055 1,282 838 1152 358 281 186 
8 322 460 666 640 561 1,9'93 638 fi85 15,~ll 882 89'1 l,OM !l07 543 284 197 
9 21 276 384 5491 539 4116 I,M5 fi17 493 12,081 7319 754 1155 441 25'6 199 
10 22 '18 236 320 468 4!iO 392 1,360 395 392 9,311 620 1125 701 280 179, 
11 48 '18 12 200 269 3113 380 ll29 1,101 279 318 7,030 fi30 501 5115 196', 
12 206 :17 13 10 172 2':;!9 323 ~114 272 859 22:8 263 4,96~! 436 377 361 
13 287 166 21 11 8 147 190 ~!64 250, 221 69'2 175 ~!20 3,431 3118 264 
14 337 229 127 17 7 11 126 1160 216 185 1811 531 1136 180 1,9119 223 
15 142 278 1,273 46Ei 1,158 1,067 832 ~122 675 1,015 48:2 338 a50 700 95!5 2,788 
Unit: tonnes 
I 1982 11183 1984 '19815 1986 1987 1988 1989 1991) 1991 19!12 1993 1994 1995 19516 1997 
Egg Surv. 5:3;8 2,210,000 1,710,000 
Fitted SSB: I 1577035 171;3222 1891705 21>48009 354545!1 4152512 46861132 4128613 3715105 31590282 2806692 2489073 1925140 1491251 1380701J 1368000 
e:lacfmlwgmhsEl98IT-6·10·2,xls 
Table 6.10.3 Stock summary table for WESTERN .HORSE MACKEREL 
Results are taken from the ADAPT analysiS. 
55B Vieid ReGruiiment at age i Egg Su..-vey I 






1982 1,577 0.012 0.040 0.022 42 1,730 
1983 1,753 0.009 0.126 0.046 65 52,256 530 
1984 1,892 0.010 0.034 0.035 74 2,644 
1985 2,648 0.006 0.061 0.025 81 2,636 
1986 3,545 .. 0.006 ·0.033 0.032· 106 3,402 710 
1987 4,153 0.001 0.028 0.030 156 2,693 
1983 4,686 0.002 0.035 0.038 188 3,801 
1989 4,129': 0.006 0.051 ,0.060 269 1,265 2,280 
1990 3,715 0.044 0:081 0.082 373 1,230 
1991 3,590 0.053 0.059 0.090 334 812 
1992 2,807 .. 0.067 0.083 0.112 368 1,353 2,210 
1993 2,489 0.051 0.117 0.167 432 3,072 
1994 1,925 0.220 0.118 0.170 348 9,628 
1,491 0.255 0.252 0.313 513 4/2.77 1,710 
1,381 0.183 0.205 0.205 396, 74 
2,785 0.062 0.088 0.095 250 6,056 1,488 
GM mean 2.576 0.019 0.070 0.068 193 2,343 1,265 
IGM mean ofv;"'rclilsses 1981,1983-1986,1988 -1992 (prediction) . 1,860 
Egg survey biomass estlmtes are taken from ICES (1997!As-S6SS:3 Tab!e 2.1) 
Only 1992 and 1995 egg survey,SSB estimates have been used for tuning th~ al:;sessment 
e:\acfm\\-;,'gmhsa98\T=6103.xJs 
Table 6.10.4 Predicted spawning stock biomass (9SB) and catches (medians) for the period 1997·2002 for a fishing 
mortaiity COFisifaini oi F = Ni = 0.15 alid for 5 Ulffer8fiiafinual catch wfitraifiLs over the perIOd 1996 - 2002. 
Catch constrained to 400,000 t in 1997~ 
Results from ADAPT analysis 
WESTERN HORSE MACKEREL 
F and catch C(tns~~~ >1 F=M 50 100 200 300 400 
'""""" 
f'l'VV'It\ I'ntV'It\ I'rVV\t\ f'I'V'Int' f'l'VV\t\ ,_. I , ........... , \ ......... , , ........ , , ........ ·r ......... , , ....... , .... D 1997 .. ......... .... "" ... ... , .. ,,'" .. ....... .. ... ,,'''"'' ...... u I ',- "~ _,.;M;!":; ',- 1,.,;Iug 1,.,;Iug 
1998 1,143 1.205 1,217 1,200 1,085 1,106 
1999 1,065 1,265 1,234 1,130 922 857 
2000 927 1,232 1,157 968 684 531 
2001 793 1,169 1,056 796 451 246 
2002 708 1,144 993 662 260 102 
F and Catch constraints> F=M 50 100 200 300 400 
yea. ('0001) ('ooot) ('ooot) ('OOOt) ('ooot) ('0001) 
Catch I 1997 400· 400· 400· 400· 400· 400· 
I 1998 221 50 100 200 300 400 
I ' 1999 187 50 100 200 300 400 
2000 166 50 100 200 300 400 
2001 150 50 100 200 300 400 
2002 135 50 100 200 300 400 
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Figure 6.3.1 The age composition of the WESTERN HORSE MACKEREL in the intemationa 
catches from 1982-1996. The age composition of Dutch catches for the first half 
1997 is shown Ca fishery in the adult area). 
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Figure 6.7.1. 'Westem Horse Mackerel.Estimates 01 posterior prObability density for some key parameters 
in the stock assessment'P here is taken as the population~weighted,arithmetic mean.F 
from ages 4 to 14, and is referenced to M because M is a stochastic variable. Distributions calculated 
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Figure 6.7.2. Westem Horse Macker~I.Estimates of posterior probability' densityf_or some,paraineterS 
of maturity proportions in the stock assessment-See section 6.'7.2.2. for description of the expression' 
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IFlgure 6.7.3. Western Horse Mackerel. Estimated historic stock: trajectories for some population dynamics parameters. Fishing mortality 
IcalcUlated as population-weighted mean over ages 5 to 14 and referenced to natural mortality.Square markers indk:ate egg survey biomass 
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!Figure 6.9.1. yyes.tem Ho'rse Mackerel._ Bay_~~an medium-term 
projections assuming F1997-F2002 = M. Full lines, medians. Dashed 
lines. 75th and 25th percentiles. Dotted lines, 5th and 95th perCentiles. 
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projections assuming C1997=400Kt and catch 1998-2002 = SOKt. Full 
lines, medians. Dashed lines, 75th and 25th percentiles. Dotted lines, 5th 
and 95th percentiles . 
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IFlgure 6.9A. Western Horse Mackerel. Bayesian medlum~term 
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Figure 6.10,1 WESTERN HORSE MACKEREL. Summary of landings, fishing mortality, recruitment 
and spawning stock biomass. Spawing stock biomas estimates from the egg surveys 
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WESTERN HORSE MACKEREL. Uncertainty in assessment and in medium-tenn 
projections. Upper pllnnels:Landings, fishing mortality, recruitment and spawning stock 
size estirnatesfor a fishing mortality constraint equivalent to fishing at F = M = 0.15 over 
the period 1998"2002. Catch contrained to 400,000 t in 1997. Fishing mortality in the 
oroiections constrained to be less than 5 times fishing: mortalitv in 1996. Lower n"nnel~, 
... " OJ ,,--- - - -- - -- r----------
TrajectOries of stock size estimates, and the estimated probability of the stock size being 
below the 500,000 t by year. Full lines, medians. Dashed lines, 25th and 75th percentiles. 
Dotted lines, 5th and 95th percentiles. 
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" Figure 6.10.3 
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projections. Upper pannels: Landings, fishing mortality,recruitment and spawning 
stock size estimates for an annual catch contraint of 50,OOOt over the period 1998-2002. 
Catch·contrained to 400,000 t in 1997. Fishing mortality in the projections constrained to 
be less than 5 times fishing mortality in 1996. Lower pannels: Trajectories of stock size 
estimates, and the estimated probability of the. stock size being below the 500,000 t by 
year. Full lines, medians. Dashed lines, 25th and 75th percentiles. Dotted lines, 5th and 
95th percentiles. 
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-WESTERN HORSE MACKEREL. Uncertainty in assessment and in nlediu1ll"tenn 
projections. Upper panneIs:Landings. fishing mortality, recruitment and spawning 
-stock size estimates for an annual catch contraint of 100,OOOt over the period 1998-2002. 
Catch ctmtrainedt0400,000 tin 1997. Fishing mortality in the projections constrained to 
be less than 5 times fishing mortalit'" in 1996. :Lower lianneIs: Traiectorie~ of ~tnck .ize 
-.. .. - ----01-------- ----------~-
estimates, and the estimated probability ofthe stock being belbw the 500,000 t by year. 
Full lines, medians. Dashed lines,25th and 75th percentiles. Dotted lines, 5th and 95th 
percentiles. 
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· Figure 6.10.5 
200,Oj)OtJy from 1998· 2002 ,'ADAPT ANALYSIS 
tack Size 
Year 
-Aisk flU' SSB 
_ WESTERN HORSE MACKEREL. Uncertainty in assessment and in mediumcterm 
projections. Upperpannels: Landings, fishing mortality, recruitment and spawning 
stock size estimates for an annual catch contraint of200,OOOt over the period 1998-2002. 
Catch contrained to 400,000 t in 1997. Fishing mortality in the projections constrained to 
be less than, 5, times fishing mortality in 1996, Lower pannels: Trajectories of stock size 
estimates, and the estimated probability of the stock being below the 500,000 t by year. 
Full lines, medians. Dashed lines, 25th and 75th percentiles. Dotted lines, 5th and 95th 
percentiles. 
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. ;WESTERN HORSE MACKEREL. Uncertainty in assessment and in I1ledium-term 
. projections; Upper· panneIs: Landings, fishing mortality, recruitment and spawning 
stock size estimates for an annual catch contnlint of 300,000t over the period 1998-2002. 
Catch contrainedt0400,OOO t in 1997. Fishing mortality in the projections constrained to 
be less than 5 times fishing mortality in 1996. Lower pannels: Trajectories of stock size 
estimates, and the estimated probability of the stock size being below the 500,000 t by 
year, Fulllines;·medians;Dashedlines, 25th·and 75th percentiles. Dotted lines, 5th and 
95th percentiles. 
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Figure 6.10.7 
. 400,000 tJy from 1998 - 2002 
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'WESTERN HORSE MACKEREL. Uncertainty in assessment and in medium-term 
projections. Upper pannels: Landings, fishing mortality, recruitment and spawning 
stock size estimates for an annual catch contraint of 400,OOOt over the period 1998-2002. 
Catch contrained to 400,000 t in 1997. Fishing mortality in the projections constr~;'led to 
be less than 5 times fishing mortality in 1996. Lower pannels: Trajectories of stock size 
estimates, and the estimated probability of the stock size being below the 500,000 t by 
year. Full lines, medians. Dashed lines, 25th and 75th percentiles. Dotted lines, 5th and 
95th percentiles. 
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Fishing MortalltyforFO.l relative to Natural Mortality 
1 Figure 6.13.1 Western Horse Mackerei. Estimated posterior 
probability distribution fOr FO;i (upperpanei) andior FO.l iM 
(lower panel). 
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